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This book gives the principles of the theory of liquid-propellent 

rocket engines, comperes them with other types of heet engines, end 

discusses their possible fields of epplicetlon. Speciel reference is 

„de to the working process in the combustion chember and to its 

charscterlstlcs, as well as to the theory of chambers of liquid- 

propellant rocket engines with complex cycles. 

The factual materiel end figures have been taken from unclassified 

USSR and foreign literature. 

The author presents systems of coefficients to evaluate the inter¬ 

na losses in the chamber of the liquid-propellent rocket engine and of 

coefficients for evaluating such engines as thrust engines. 

This book is intended as a text for students of higher educational 

aviation institutes who ere specialising in rocket engines; it will 

also be of interest for engineers in the field of rocket engineering. 
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PREFACE 

The. rocket engine, which i, e new of heat engine, ia a »achine in which 

the engine itself ie »erged with the working »achine (slave unit) in the design and 

working process. In operation, such an engine Is not considered a device so do 

work, 1.,., produce useful »echanlcal energy, but as a device to provide a power i»- 

pulse, i.e., as a thrust engine. 

The liquid-propellant rocket engine differs fundamentally fro» reaction engines 

operating in a medium, for example from the conventional air-breathing jet engine, 

i„ that it produces thrust by ejection of its own mass, thus creating the conditions 

for transportation outside the atmosphere. 

This book la an exposition of the first part of the course, the theory of 

liquid-propellant rocket engines (LRE), and is based on the course of the working 

process of liquid-propellant rocket engines. Such important subjects as mixture 

formation, cooling, and stability of the process will be taken up in the second part 

of the course. 

The students taking this course must be versed in thermodynamics, gas dynamics, 

and the theory of heat transfer, to the extent prescribed in the syllabi of 

university-grade technical schools of power engineering. 

L.L.Klochkova, Senior Institor of the Department at the Moscow Aviation Instl 

tut., had an important part in the preparation of this book, and the author ex¬ 

press.. profound gratitude to her. Sh. »ad. the calculations, collected the refer¬ 

ence «ateríais, and worked directly on the basic content of the book, especially on 
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th. Chapter - Thermodynamic Calculation of liquid Rocket Engines". 

The author 1. also grateful to Engineer V.V.Kueneteov, who performed a con- 

alderable part of th. calculations and handled the graphic layout of the book, a 

well a. to Laboratory Assistant R.I.Gurevich and other members of the department 

1 
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t 
abbreviations and principal symbols used 

Abbreviations 

RE - Rocket engine 

RE - p = c - Rocket engine operating at constant pressure 

RE - V = c - Rocket engine operating at constant volume 

LRE - Liquid-propellant rocket engine 

GTE - Gas-turbine engine 

TJE - Turbojet engine 

TPE - Turboprop engine 

RJE - Ramjet engine 

PD - Piston engine 

PA - Pneumatic accumulator 

HA - Hydraulic accumulator 

PPA - Powder pressure accumulator 

GGG(GG) - Gas generator 

SGG - Steam-gas generator 

TPA - Turbo-pump unit 

PVEDA - Electric double-action pneumatic valve 

Principal Notation 

p, Pt - Thrusti theoretical thrust 

‘Pi. Pe, Px. PU, P.t - Following thrust components: Internal, external, 
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*sp* *sp ^ 

Pop 1» Pop e* Pop Wf Pop st " 

Vjaax, Vq> Vgac “ 

V, Vh - 

V - 

▼k* vor» va» vk o» v “ 

Y» Yr 

Yk» Ycr» Ya» Yat 

axiel, dynamic, static 

Specific thrust; theoretical specific thrust 

Following specific thrust components: internal, 

external, dynamic, static 

Rocket velocity at end of boost phase; at beginning 

of flight; necessary for escape of rocket from earth 

- Volume of chamber, working volume of chamber 

- Specific volume 

- Specific volumes respectively: of chamber; at criti¬ 

cal cross section; at nozzle section; in chamber of 

RE - V = C at initial time; relative specific 

volume 

- Specific gravity; specific gravity of propellant 

Specific weight of gas as follows: in chamber; at 

critical cross section; at nozzle section; theoreti¬ 

cal at nozzle section 

p - Pressure 

Pressure in chamber; theoretical pressure in 

chamber; pressure at critical cross section; at 

theoretical critical cross section; at nozzle sec¬ 

tion; at theoretical nozzle section; st initial 

cross section of velo-ity chamber; in chamber of 

RE - V = c at initial time; external pressure; 

relative pressure; partial pressure of ith gas in 

mixture. 

T - Temperature, °K 

Tk* ^k t» ^cr* Ta, Ta t> 

Tk 1» Tk o» Th* Tsg* T, ' i i 
T* T* - Temperature as follows: in chamber; theoretical in 

* chamber; at critical cross section; at nozzle sec¬ 

tion; theoretical at nozzle section; at initial 

cross section of velocity chamber; in chamber of 

RE - V = c at initial time; at head; in steam-gas 

generator; relative temperature; throttling tempera 

ture; relative throttling temperature 

t - Temperature, °C 

V - Velocity 

Pk* Pk t* Per* Per t> Pa* 

Pa t> Pk 1* Pk o* Pex* 
P. Pi “ 
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* 

Wkt ^cr* Wa i» 
W - Velocity of ¿así in chamber; at critical cross sec 

tion; at nozzle section; theoretical at nozzle sec 

tlon; relative velocity 

« - Velocity of sound 

av a * »a Velocity of sounds in chamber; at critical cross 

** or’J section; et nozzle section 

L - Specific work 

Wd» Liso» Ln» Lid» 

Id» Le» £ “ 
Specific work: adiabatic; isothermal; polytropic; 

ideal (without losses); internal; effective; 

relative 

r T L “ W°rk of cycle in presence of cooling; work of re 
» Ml» aft generativ6 cycle; work afterburning 

I, It - Total enthalpy; thermal enthalpy 

Ik» 

lQi ip - Enthalpy: of oxidizer; fuel; propellant 

Ik t» la» la t» II 
- Total enthalpy of gas: in chamber; theoretical in 

chamber; at nozzle section; theoretical at nozzle 

section; of ith gas in mixture 

S - Entropy 

Sk» Sa, Si - Entropy: in chamber; at nozzle section; of ith gas 

in mixture 

Si - Force of air resistance 

S¿ - Length of arc of profile 

Cn, Cv» Cn - Heat capacity of gas; at constant pressure; at con 

** stant volume; in polytropic process 

Cpiiq ' Heat caPacitF of liq^d 

Cx - Coefficient of drag 

Qk» ^n» 

Cap “ Specific propellant consumption 

0- Q - Quantity of heat imparted to gas: in chamber; during 

polytropic process; at constant pressure; at con¬ 

stant volume; relative 

Qc lern» We» 
Qh Qc« - Thermal energy: chemical; of dissociation; of ioni- 

P’ sailon: of formation of substance 

Qco» Qo» ^h» 
Losses of "heat in cooling; in nozzle by cooling; in 

head by cooling; heat of regeneration 

i 
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U - Internal energy of gas 

Hi, «a. 
Uc - Internal energy: of gas in cti^heri of gas at nozsle 

section: of volume of gas enclosed in nozzle duct 

G, Gt, - Weight flow rate per second; theoretical weight flow 

rate per second 

Gn. Or. Gd - Weight flow rate per second: of oxidizer; of fuel; 
^ of propellant 

g - Acceleration of gravity 

gl - Proportion by weight of 1th gas in mixture 

rj - Proportion by volume of ith gas In mixture 

r - Heat of evaporation 

Nf - Powert effective and thrust 

q _ Efficiency 

*1t» »lad* »li» »lo 1» Tta, 
nio» ’Ifl 

%r m* »lo »Ifeed» V 

»Ico* »IR " 

Efficiency: thermal; adiabatic; internal; relative 

internal; effective; mechanical; thrust; flight 

Efficiency: total of chamber; internal of chamber; 

hydraulic of nozzle; of feed system; of power plant 

Efficiency: of cycle with cooling; of regenerative 

/»rrl A 

*o> +tot> 'Ir» *c_i» 
»tot» *T 

- Indices: force; total; thrust; internal force; 

effective force; mean total on boost phase; mean 

thrust on boost phase. 

4c 1» 'frbo* ^e* 4a 

ft» 4C* 4tot 

t. 

£g* ^sp* ^abs 

^k* rcr* ra 

f= l 
r G 

- Coefficients of velocity (hydraulic) of nozzle; of 

burnout in nozzle; of external thrust; of .osses due 

to r.onparallel jets 

- Thrust'coefficient of chamber; internal nozzle coef¬ 

ficient; relative total force factor 

- Experimental coefficient defining conditions of en¬ 

try of shock wave into nozzle 

Coefficients of completeness: of pressure; of flow; 

of specific thrust; of absolute thrust 

Cross-sectional areas: of chamber; of critical sec¬ 

tion; of nozzle section 

- Specific cross-sectional area 
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t» ^cr* ^cr 
fa* t* ^ 

Specific cross-sectional area: of chamber; theoreti¬ 
cal of chamber; critical section; theoretical criti¬ 
cal section; section of nozzle; theoretical section 

of nozzle; relative 

tv. D D D - Cross-sectional diameter: of chamber; of critical 
cr’ a’ section; of nozzle section; relative 

ltZ- Length of duct; relative length of duct 

R - Gas constant 

fyc> Rcr> ^a* ^1 
Gas constant: in chamber; in critical section; at 
nozzle section; of ith gas in mixture 

H - Altitude 

H H Up - Altitude of powered ascent; altitude of upward drift 

^ by momentum; design altitude 

Hy - Heat value of propellant 

M = -¿L - Mach number 
a 

Mk M*,-, M- - Mach number: in chamber; at critical section; at 
nozzle section 

K Kr - Chemical equilibrium constants: with respect to 
^ pressure; with respect to molar fraction 

k - Adiabatic constant 

n - Mean adiabatic constant or polytropic exponent 

m - Number of moles of i^*1 gas in mixture 

p - Mass ratio of rocket 

X - Velocity coefficient 

v \ t Velocity coefficient: in chamber; at critical cross 

’ r* section; at nozzle section 

&k> &c » ^e * 

5 - Expansion ratio of gas: In chamber; in nozzle; 
in engine; in engine with V = c at initial time 

6 - Wall thickness 

a - Coefficient of excess oxidizer 
ai - Coefficient of conversion of heat into kinetic 

energy 

p - Deviation from design conditions 

\ 
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Po - Degree of ionization of gas 

c - Degree of dissociation of gas 

K - Component ratio 

"o» H» *k ~ Component ratio: stoichiometric; in tank; in 

chamber 

V - Degree of nonequilibrium of process 

1 j- j - Relative flow rate: of gas; of water; of working 
J» JH2O' feed fluld in feed sjr3tera 

¿I - Acceleration of rocket 

p - Density 

1 - Time 

xz - Thermlal 

-ly - Friction stress 

q - Reat of solution 

qfk- Thermal stress in chamber volume 

o* - Concentration of ith component 

di - Stress at rupture 

ß - Rate of displacement of one system relative to the 

other 

w - Humidity 
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CHAPTER I 

CONDITIONS OF UTILIZATION OF ROCKET ENGINES 

Section 1. Operating PrlnMpI* of Recket Enftlns 

Kodern enelnes ere divided according to type of service Into two main groups, 

stationary and mobile. Mobile engines are many time, as power^l as stationary 

engines. 

The source of motion In engines of any kind is the energy of the working fluid 

In Its Initial state, whose conversion process must be controlled. 

In mobile engines, the working fluid in Its initial state must possess high 

energy per unit weight; suitable energy carriers are chemical fuels whose energy is 

more concentrated than that of other substances, and in which it is easy to induce 

and regulate conversion of that energy. Owing to this fact, almost all mobile 

engines are chemical heat engines. 

Keans have recently been discovered to utilise a form of energy of matter that 

ia still more complicated: ruclear energy. 

There can be no doubt that mobile engines of the near future will use nuclear 

energy. 

yor the time being, the nuclear engine can be used only to produce thrust be¬ 

yond the atmosphere, since only under these conditions can the products of nuclear 

reaction, ejected from the engine, bo prevented from contaminating inhabited areas. 

The prospect, for the use of nuclear energy In rockets are very favorable. 

MCL-63OA 
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Figure 1 la a schema* le diagram of the combustion chamber of a rocket engine. 

Ontn start of the combustion reaction, the working mass remains In the liquid 

or .olid state. In the former case, the fluid Is continuously fed to the chamber 

A) 

Wm/iK 

Fig.l - Diagram of Combustion Chamber of Rocket Engine 

a) Internal thrust component; b) External thrust ^mponent; 

c) Hocket engine chamber; d) Combustion chamber; e) Exhaust 

noazle 

where, as a result of combustion, It is converted into a gas at high temperature and 

pressure. 

Fro» the 
combustion chamber the gas flows to the duct of the exhaust nótale, 
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where it expands and gains in velocity. Generation of the highest possible exhaust 

velocity is the basic object of all the processes taking place in the chamber of a 

rocket engine. 

The inner side of the chamber shell and exhaust noxxle absorbs the pressure of 

the gas. The axial component of the forces acting from the gas side on the chamber 

wells constituées the so-called internal thrust; on combining with the forces acting 

on the outer walls of the chamber, this forms the total thrust, or engine thrust. 

The thrust may also be determined on the basis of the law of conservation of 

■omentum of the masses composing the power plant. 

When the gas expands in the exhaust nozcle to exactly the ambient pressure, the 

engine thrust per 1 kg/sec gas flow rate, l.e., the specific thrust, will be 

g 

It Is well known that the efficiency of an engine as an energy source is de¬ 

fined by its power. Power is a universal parameter permitting a direct correlation 

between a given engine and the working machine it is intended to actuate. 

Transportation means such as automobiles, aircraft, ships, etc. require thrust. 

The source of thrust Is a thrust unit, which consists of the engine as the source of 

motion together with a device to produce thrust power. On an aircraft, the prtr 

peller serves as such a device; on an automobile, this function is taken over by the 

wheel together with the transmission from the engine, etc. 

It is more convenient to measure the efficiency of a thrust cylinder In units 

of power, l.e., of the magnitude of the thrust. In all rocket engines, the magni¬ 

tude of the thrust obtained is determined by the character of the working process. 

A rocket engine represents, at the same time, a device to produce thrust. Con¬ 

sequently. such an engine may be termed a thrust machine, and there Is no need to 

determine Its en.rgetlc power, since the thrust necessary for operation 1, known. 

Kor this beacon, the power efficiencies or other constants which do not define the 
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work losses but the thrust losses 

thrust engines. 

should be the basis for evaluating the economy of 

Section 2. Fields of ¿BElisaUga 9l SasMt SnRîn^ 

It is not only to produce thrust that the process taking place In the chamber 

shown in Fig.l is necessary. A high velocity gas flow may also be required under 

stationary conditions, and therefore the processes taking place in a rocket engine 

My be utilized to generate the thrust itself as well as to produce a high-velocity 

gas flow. A high-velocity flow is used in wind tunnels for model tests, In instal¬ 

lations for investigating processes of heat transfer, heat protection and 

thermal phenomena taking place on the surface of bodies around which a hot flow 

passes, in studying the processes of energy exchange between two gas flows in jet 

compressors, ejectors, and hydro-gas apparatus, and in many other cases. 

The vehicles In which a rocket thrust machine Is installed are conventionally 

divided into two main groups, those with stationary motion and those with accelerated 

motion. Aircraft belong to the former class, rockets to the latter. 

Under steady (uniform) flight conditions of an aircraft, the thrust Is exactly 

balanced by the resistance of the air. 

The flight of a rocket during the engine operation is characterized by ac¬ 

celerated motion. The thrust work is expended to a lesser degree in overcoming 

ambient resistance, and to a greater degree in imparting kinetic energy to the mass 

« 

of the rocket. 

So long as the angln. Is operating, the rocket will accelerate and climb, during 

which time kinetic and potential energies accumulate. After burnout, the rocket be¬ 

come» . body in free flight, and its mechanleal energy is now expended In overcoming 

the resistance of the ambient medium. 

The boost phase of the flight, 1..., the phase during which the engine operates, 

usually occupies only a small part of the total path of the rocket. On this portion 

I 
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Table 1 

Vehicles Served by Rocket Engines 

Type of Vehicle Purpose of Vehicle 

« 
e 

S- 

For flights in the atmosphere layer near the ground (usually 

powder rockets) - signal, illuminating, firework, rescue, 

postal. 

2 
8 
« 
£ 

« 

e 
o 
â 

For scientific research - altitude, high speed, meteorological, 

etc 5 
d) to study the structure of the atmosphere, cosmic radia¬ 

tion, motion in a vacuum, physical phenomena beyond the 

atmospheric shell, and biological processes; 

b) for photosurveys of the earth's surface 

Passenger and cargo winged and wingless rockets for long-range 

flights 

Takeoff assists for heavy and long-range rockets for launching 

and passage through the dense layers of the atmosphere 

M
i
l
i
t
a
r
y
 
R
o
c
k
e
t
a
 

Long-range rockets (surface-to-surface) for bombardment of 

distant ground targets 

Rocket mines for bombarding close-in targets 

Antiaircraft rockets (surface-to-air, air-to-surface), unguided 

and guided 

Aviation rockets (air-to-surface, air-to-air) unguided and 

guided, winged and simple 

Torpedo rockets (air-to-underwater, underwater-to-undervater, 

underwater-to-air) for aircraft, ships, and submarines 

Hand rockets and close-combat weapons as weapons for individual 

use 

A
i
r
c
r
a
f
t
 

Rato units to facilitate the takeoff of heavy aircraft and 

ramjet aircraft 

Flight accelerators for accelerating an aircraft during a 

maneuver j 

Self-contained engines for fighters, helicopters, etc. 

S
p
a
c
e
 

R
o
c
k
e
t
a
 

i 

Short-range space rockets for placing artificial earth 

satellites into orbit for communication 

Interplanetary rockets for long-range space flights and flights 

between satellite orbits 
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the whole, by the inertial forces of the rocket the engine thrust is balanced, on 

mass rather than by the resistance of the ambient medium. 

Today a rocket engine operates only during the boost phase of the path. After 

the process of re-entry has been mastered, conditions of hovering and of braking a 

rocket with operative engine will become acute. 

Table 1 gives several designations of flight vehicles for various purposes, 

with rocket engines. 

Section 3- Aircraft Installations 

1. poosters 

The aircraft is a vehicle tyf« for steady aerial flight, with entirely definite 

operating conditions of flight, with acceleration (in takeoff and in landing), 

cruising flight, maneuvers, and landing. Each of these four flight conditions makes 

Its own demands on the power plant. 

In the overwhelming majority of cases, takeoff is accomplished after the air¬ 

craft has made a takeoff run on the ground or on water. The shorter the takeoff run, 

the safer the takeoff. To decrease the required length of runway, an aircraft makes 

its takeoff run at maximum engine power. But even when this procedure is used, the 

takeoff of heavy aircraft still involves great difficulties; sometimes takeoff 

strips over 2 km in length "ire needed. Such aircraft take off somewhat more easily 

when equipped with takeoff assists or booster engines, operating only during the 

takeoff run, in addition to the main engines. A booster must be simple, cheap, 

develop a high thrust, and separate freely from the aircraft at the end of the take¬ 

off run. These requirements are satisfied by powder rocket motors and by certain 

types of liquid rocket engines. 

Additional boosters with high thrust are absolutely necessary to launch vehicles 
* 

1 

with a ramjet engine. 

lhe aôtion of takeoff assists (Fig.2) is sometimes combined with catapulting. 

MC^630/V 
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In auch cases the large thrust of the booster is applied for only a short period of 

time. 

The thrust of booster rockets varies over a wide range, from hundreds of kilo- 

Fig.2 - General View of Takeoff Assist 

grams to 20 tons, and the operating time from fractions of a second to 100 sec. The 

total impulse may reach 50,000 kg-sec. 

Figure 3 shows the characteristic of a booster using hydrogen peroxide. 

lig.3 - Characteristic of Takeoff Assist 

Takeoff assists must meet the following requirements: 

1) Reliable operation and constant value of Impulse even after prolonged 

‘storage i 
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Fig.4 - Flight Booster RD-lKhZ: 

a - With cowling removed; b - With cowling on 

. > 

Fig.5 - General View of RD-1 Booster 

\ 
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2) Low coat; 

3) Simple design and simple service at the airfield; 

4) Maximum specific impulse (per unit dry weight of booster); 

5) Rapidity and reliability of starting; 

6) Maximum endurance after launching. 

Flight boosters are designed to increase the power of the main aircraft engines 

in stunting and whenever a landing plan must be abandoned when already close to the 

ground. Since flight boosters are permanently installed on the aircraft, their size 

and thrust are appreciably less than those of takeoff assists. 

Flight boosters must meet high requirements with respect to weight, dimensions, 

reliability of repeated starts, and safety of shutdown. 

As an example, Fig.4 shows the RD-lKhZ flight booster installed in the tail 

section of the 120R aircraft. Figure 5 is an overall view of the RD-l booster in¬ 

stalled on a Pe-2 aircraft. 

The use of rocket engines as boosters in air transportation is of great practi¬ 

cal importance. In normal aircraft flight, such rocket boosters are considerably 

more economical than Jet engines, and consume only a small fraction of the total 

working substance. 

2. Self-Contained Rocket Engines 

The steady flight of an aircraft is ensured by the main aircraft engine. If a 

rocket engine is used as the main engin&, it is called self-contained. 

Bearing in mind the operating conditions of an aircraft, its design, as well as 

the need for flight economy, safety, and convenience of the passengers, the engine 

Bust meet the following requirements: 

1) Engine thrust between 300 kg and 10 tons, or more; 

2) Low specific -.eight per unit thrust; 

3) Small frontal area, i.a., small cross-sectional dimensions; 
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4) Complete uniformity of thrust and absence of vibration; 

5) Lou specific fuel consumption, i.e., high specific thrust; 

6) Good pickup, !.<*., rapid transition to high-thrust conditions; 

7) Possibility of regulating the thrust over a wide range, from 0.1 up to 

normal; 

8) Possibility of brief forcing of thrust during takeoff and under other air¬ 

craft operating conditions; 

9) ¡tellable and repeated starting under conditions of change of altitude and 

ambient temperature; 

10) Sufficiently long life; 

11) Reliable operation in maneuvers; 

12) Fire and explosion safety; 

13) Reliable protection from injurious or toxic working fluids, 

14) Altitude control of thrust. 

Depending on the purpose of the aircraft, not all of these requirements must he 

eatiafled to the same extent, the more so since some of them are mutually exclusive. 

In each .pacific case,' It Is necessary to establish the most important requirements 

and, aftar satisfying them to the maximum possible degree, meet average standards 

for the others. 

An aircraft power plant must meet the following additional requirements: 

1) Low vulnerability if lut by bullets or fragments; 

2) Maximum concealment, electrical, optical, and acoustic; 

3) Design permitting mass production of the engine; 

4) Design consistent with rapid engine repair and engine unit replacement 

under operating conditions, 

5) Minimum use of high-priority material, in engine production and operation. 

The u.e of rocket aircraft in th. dens, layer, of the atmosphere le Justified 

only In Special case, usually connected with a combat mission. 
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an 

The practical Unit of uae of air-breaUune aircraft enclr.es may be considered 

altitude of 20 - )0 km. Rocket enelnes or rocket motors must be used for flights 

at greater altitudes. Consequently, self-contained rocket engines are designed for 

aircraft for flights at very high altitudes. 

Figure 6 gives an overall view of a self-contained three-chamber aircraft 

engine. Its characteristics in brief are: sea-level thrust. 900 kg; propellant, 

nitric acid and kerosene: fuel feed system, turbo-pump. 

Section 4- flockets and their Characteristics 

1. ^gasification of Rockets and Basis for General Engine Specifications 

we have already mentioned the classification of rockets in accordance with 

practical uses (Table 1). The ultimate purpose of a rocket flight is to reach a 

certain altitude above sea level, to transport cargo from on, point of the earth's 

surface to another, or to develop a specified velocity. Accordingly, three groups 

of rockets may be considered: altitude, long-range, and high-speed. 

In a «pacific assignment, the above three taska are combined into a definite 

night program, but one of them is always the major element. 
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If the fields of resistance, dimensions of the rocket, and engine characteris¬ 

tics are known, then the ultimate flight parameters, i.e., the altitude, range, or 

speed, are determined by calculation. If, however, the principal parameter is 

specified in advance, the requirements for the rocket and engine are found by 

calculation. 

The principal requirements that an engine must meet may be formulated for some 

typical flight variant, for example rocket travel in free space. In this case, the 

figure of merit of engine operation will be the rate of acceleration of the rocket 

vmax developed by the instant engine operation ceases. 

The requirements for an engine in connection with the need for obtaining Vmax 

are the same, or almost the same, as the requirements that ensure the optimum rcsul 

of the flight as a whole. 

The conditions for obtaining Vm^T were formulated as long ago as 189/ by 

Professor I .V.Meshcherskiy, and in 1903 by K.E.isiolkovskiy. 

Let u = ..be the mass ratio of the rocket. 

Obviously, 

Mo~~Mk -!- Mi 

Considering the motion of the gas with respect to the chamber, let us write an 

equation showing the change in momentum of the gas to be equal to the impulse of th«| 

forces of Interaction between gas and chamber walls (assuming the exhaust velocity 

to be constant) : 

Pdx~'- WadM1t 

dM 
whence 

di 
(1) 

If the weight rate of propellant flow is 1 kg/sec, the specific thrust, i.e., 

the force exerted by the gas on the chamber walls will be 

Wa 
(2) 
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The direction of P8p le opposite that of the force P defined by eq.(l). It 

Jn give the total thrust If the pressure Is the sa.e along the entire external 

contour of the chafer and of the exhaust norrle, 1.«.. If the static forces acting 

on the chamber from without are In equilibrium. Such a phenomenon takes place on 

the expansion of a gas to the ambient pressure. I»t us assume that this Is so In 

our case. 

In free flight without resistance, the acting force is In equilibrium with the 

forcea of inertia of the rocket body. Consequently, 

p-.wy, A! 
dV 

dl 

Bearing .,.(1) in mind, and taking into account that dH is a negative quantity, 

we get 

,\i 
■:v dM 

a dx 

On dividing the variables, we find 

mmrf d 
dV— W'w M ' 

On Integrating, we find 

l/_ = = *'>"• 

Asaumlng that V0 v 0 at the beginning of flight and that the final mass Is Kk, 

we get 

l/„. ^ W In = UP In i»- 
At g SIAX 

(3) 

Equation (3), which is often 

the following form: 

called the Tsiolkovskiy equation, is also given i 

y, ■i** (4) 
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At very high exhaust and flight velocities, the laws of the theory of rela¬ 

tivity must be taken into account. In this case, instead of eqa.(3) and (4). we get 

«ti 

tw 
I* -1 

'JW 

. r, r l 

(5) 

where ci is the velocity of flight. 

Figure 7 shows the variation in 
/« « 

the two exhaust velocities Wa - 

ci 

and Wa 

with the mass ratio of the rocket for 

= cl- . The exhaust velocities have 
10 

tv C 5 
; 

Fie 7 - Influence of the Mass Ratio of the Rocket and of the 
Exhaust Velocity on the Rate of Acceleration of the Rocket 

ar 

V h f| — 1 
_ according to the formula ^ _a--: 

¡i -f ! 

_aocording to the formula vnul •= ^ M 
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been calculated by the formulae of classical and relativistic mechanics. The dis¬ 

crepancy in the resulta Increases with the exhaust velocity and with the mass ratio 

of the rocket 

When a rocket moves in a dense medium, it may trap some of the surrounding mass. 

As will bo seen later, such a capture of external mass may prove useful, since it 

might increase the total engine thrust during the boost phase without increasing the 

fuel consumption. 

Assume that 

m< and m" is the respective masses of the propellant and the Inert medium being 

trapped; 

Xt = m" is the relative inert mass. 
1 a' + m" 

Obvious1 y, 

pdt^Wdm V dm". 

But aince 

= — = -ii— , 
dm' 1 — > \ àm' 1 — ' i 

then y _ VA i . , 
Pd- - - dm'. 

On the other hand, if M is the mass of the rocket, it follows that 

.M 
dV IT —_y ^i dm' 
j. " d- ■ 

Dividing the variables, we get 
I 

¿V* dffi _dM 
(1 Id'* M 

Integration leads to the formula 

(6) 

At \i - 0, eq.(6) changes into the Tsiolkovskiy formula. 

In Fig.B, the relative rate of acceleration for rockets of mass ratio p ~ 2 10, 
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la plotted igainst the relative Inert mass. 

Before formulating the requirements to be met by the engine, let us find 

expressions for the altitude of vertical ascent of the rocket under the conditions 

that 

1) There is no air resistance; 

2) The exhaust is characterized by the constant velocity Wa and the constant 

thrust P; 

3) The acceleration of gravity is constant. 

Under these conditions, the rocket will move under acceleration, and 

where ia the rocket acceleration in the absence of gravity. 

Cons.qu.ntly, the velocity- at the end of the booet phase may be represented in 

the form of two components: 
l 
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According to eq.(3)> 

(7) 

The engine operating time 

on its flow rate mSec» l-e** 

depends on the weight of propeilant carried MT and 

Mr /Mr 

'l P 
U"((. 

Then, inntead of eq.(7), we may write 

l7, =■ w.. ( In 
M„ Mt/?' ijrß \ 

P ) ' 

(8) 

The 
burnout altitude Hq is determined from the equation 

dH-Vd-- r„lnM^'A1/7 

where Mx la the a,aaa of the propellant remaining in the rocket at any arbitrary 

instant during engine operation. 

just like the velocity, the burnout altitude may be represented as consisting 

of two parts: 

Let us calculate 0: 

n.- tf* Í 
i,, 

M, M, 

However, 

Mt — M r 
m j« 

and, therefore, 

// 

U 
u-,( r 

nf»,< j : \1 i/U'* n<,i< 1 Mk i 

Vi, 
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and, finally, 

or 

\IH , M 
#/ U” - In 

We find the second component from the equation 

n 
tf-i . H 

* 2 

The burnout altitude will now be 

^,(1 i) 2 * 
(9) 

Figure 9 shows patterns of vertical flight. 

On the boost phase Hj for rj sec, the engine is operative, and the rocket is 

Version I 

-f » '3 f ¡ t i >i. 
t 

Fig.9 - Versions of Vertical Ascent of Rocket 

Version III 

const; W ; const; 
^ const 

Version II 

j2 = = const; W = const; 
msec ^ const 

jl = Jl = const; msec 
= const; W i const 

accelerated to the velocity Vj, which is the maxlnmm during its flight. The rocket ^ 

subsequently .till continues to clUb, using up Its kinetic energy like « free body. 

The taagnitude of the second phase of the path is determined by the well-known 
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formula for the vertical motion of a body hurled upward at an initial velocity ^ 

Making use of eq.(7), we get 

l"1 (10) 
//, 

2*: 

Addine H: and Hn, «nd the total altitude of ascent of the rocket: 

" ■ttV-.l' .,1 ,"•:*) : 2C'tln:‘); 
or 

^ III .1 X ri 

// W 0', 11L _ j ^ tn.,x o 1 2ß 

(ID 

(12) 

The value of the binomial in the parentheses in eq.(ll) is negative. This 

means that 

//< 
^ , 
ini a 

2g 

will always be valid. 

If all the propellant is instantaneously consumed, which corresponds to - 0, 

the maximum value of the altitude will be 

V* 
j, r nut 0 

The reserve of kinetic energy in the rocket at instantaneous expenditure of the 

propellant is the same as in the rocket with acceleration in free space, which is 

explained by the fact that no work is done in overcoming the force of gravity. 

The time of ascent during the second phase is determined from the equation 

V, 

t" ■' e 

Substituting the value of Vj from eq.(8), we get 
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A different model of vertical motion of the rocket, with constant acceleration 

is aloo conceivable. 

Constant acceleration provides both cargo and passengers with a constant djmam 

ic load within the allowable limits. During the boost phase, the acceleration will 

that would bo obtained under the action of be Jj - g» where Jj is the acceleration that wou 

the same thrust in a medium without gravitation. 

The acceleration may be held constant by varying either the propellant flow 

rate per sec, raaeC, or the exhaust velocity Wa. 

Setting the flow rate as constant, we get the following formulas: 

The flight times during the fiist or boost phase and during the second phase, 

when the rocket ascends only on account of the accumulated kinetic energy, are re¬ 

spectively equal to 

The velocity of the rocket at the end of the boost phase is 

/- 

The altitude is calculated from the formulas 

The peak altitude and the total time of ascent to that altitude are, 

respectively, 

-Vt — g I» ‘ (14) 

The ejection of mass, varying in accordance with the law 

decreases' in proportion to the mass of the rocket 

KCL-63ÛA 
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, *1 *~ tn h« constant and the exhaust 
If, however, we consider the flow ra gee 

V 4 vo this velocity, if the acceleration of the rocket velocity Wa to be variable, then this veioci jr, 

1» bald constant, must vsr/ In accordance with the law 

«'.«'•»a'- 

AS the rocket ascends, its velocity decrease, proportlcnall, to the mas, of the 

rocket, «d at the end of the boost phase will be equal to 

w = " Wo\ 

The corresponding time intervals are 

•*-l Wa-. - W’"' ; - = 
- . - » -,1- u /. g /, > 

fi ii /i 

2/, - K’ 1 — 1 tt « 
8 

The velocity of the rocket at tho end of the boost phase is determined from the 

formula 

;i — 1 i\ — R iy/ . —-— — -- V» 

The ,. altitude, by segments of the path, is determined from the formulas 

H, -r— • n" 2* 

The peak altitude will be 

-R 
(15) 

In . climb at constant acceleration, in both cases, the ratio of peak altitude 

to burnout altitude is the same* 

IL = ^ 

//, R 

while the peak altitude 
is similarly connected with the maximum rate of acceleration 
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It must also be borne in mind that, in 

the case Wa = const, 

If,however, mgec =: const and Wa 4 const, 

then 

1/ ~ ür^L U" 

r mm ^ «"■ 

The results of calculation of the alti¬ 

tude of flight of a rocket for these versions 

are given in Table 2. The mass ratio p, the 

maximum acceleration, and the initial mass of 

the rocket are taken as being the same for 

all these versions. 

Equations (3), UD, and (15) establish 

the final performance parameters of rocket 

flight under idealized conditions. Under 

these conditions, the principal requirements 

'for an engine still remain in force. 

In exact calculations for space rockets, 

and especially for high-altitude rockets, 

allowance is also made for the force of air 

resistance the inclination of the tra¬ 

jectory to the horizon, and the variation in 

terrestrial acceleration with distance from 
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the center of the earth, in accordance with the law 

K - tf.. 
r 
r 

where r0 and r are the respective distance from the center of the earth to sea leve 

and to the altitude in question. 

The equation of vertical motion of the rocket has the following general form: 

M dV 

d-. 
V 

Dividing all terns by M and bearing in mind that 

S^f(V, //). 

we get 

dV , Wa d/,1 / /.. V > IV. H) () (16) 

dx M d- ■' ^"1 ' > M 

The solution of this equation is highly complex. We shall give here only one 

of the approximate solutions for the case where the exhaust velocity Wa aud the 

acceleration Ji of the rocket on the boost phase are both constant. 

Let F be the maximum cross section of the rocket, cx the mean value of the co¬ 

efficient of drag during the boost phase, p the mean density during the same phase, 

and kx the ratio of rocket acceleration to exhaust velocity; 

Then, 

1/ -1/ (At/) (AT). 
* mix * nm 0 ^ 6' ' " 

W'JllU «0 
1 

r,, 

27, 
~ t/ r„ 1 tg (•' i ' L) 

where (AV)^ are the velocity losses 

(AV)f are the velocity losses 

due to the influence of the earth's gravity; 

due to the air resistance. 
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„gu:, 10 shows the characteristic of rocket ascent In the presence of air ré¬ 

sistance. If the flight takes place at an altitude of H S 1» k*. the air resist¬ 

ance will have a substantial effect on the final flight characteristics. The sir 

resistance exerts a slight influence on the perfornnr.ee characteristics of high- 

altitude rockets, especially of spnee rockets. This influence nay sonatines be 

neglected. 

Figure 11 shows the varlstion in naxinun velocities when the rocket noves ver¬ 

tically at constant accelerations Eo, 3 g0 «"d 5 6o. depending on the altitude 

au U + „«rksonrÍQ th* less ui 11 be the velocity Vesc neces- reached. The higher the rocket ascends, the .ess un 

aary for escape from the earth. 

. ., s» ,,oh th« velocity curves of th.3 rocket In- The intersection of the curve Ve3C with the veio^y 

pig.10 - Characteristic of Vertical Ascent of Rocket, Allowing 
for Air Resistance 

H = 133 km; m = 233 sec; Vna)t = 1340 m/sec; jmax = 50'4 ^38°2 

dicate the altitudes at which engine operation will stop, since the rate of climb 

attained Is already sufficient for the rocket to overcome the force of gravity of 

the earth. 

Equations (3), (11), (13), (U>, and (15) show with sufficient clarity the re- 

quireraents for the rocket engine. 

The 'principal performance characteristics of rockets, besides the payload, are' 
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and H. To Increase these, It is necessary to: 

D Have the Ereatest posa,Me exhaust verity Wa. This is a particularly 

important factor of ell characteristics determining the quality of rocket flight and 

relates directly to the process in the engine. The attainable velocity 

la directly proportional to the exhaust velocity, while the altitude of aseen 

proportional to the square of this velocity. Consequently, to improve the exhaust 

velocity, all available possibilities must be utilised. 

2) Increase the mass ratio p of the rocket. This requirement means to minimise 

structural weight and maximize profilant weight. This may be accomplished in vari¬ 

ous ways, imagine, for instance, that many of the structural parts were made of 

solid fuel components. In this case, the ratio p would be considerably increased. 

Fie 11 - Velocity Variation of a Space Ro^t ®t Gonstant 
Acceleration, with Distance from the Center of the Ear . 

r.r«nh of escape velocity 

A.F.Taander1 s suggestion that cartain portions of the metal .tature! elementa 

could be burned aa fuel in th. combustion chamber follows this same aim. The 

ratio p may be Increased by an appropriate choice of propellant. At equal heat 

values of equal exhaust v.locltl.s the profilant with th. higher specific gravity 
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should be given preference. 

3) To minimize the fuel-conBnmpUon time nr maximize acceleration of the 

rocket. It la important to shorten the time of propellant consumption when the 

rocket traverses a field of any resistance, for example, a field of gravitational 

forces. It win be seen from ^.(11) and (14) that instantaneous consumption of 

the entire propellant supply gives the maximum peak altitude. However, the ac¬ 

celeration is limited by the need to protect the passengers, instruments, and struc¬ 

ture from possible mechanical destruction due to the high acceleration forces. More¬ 

over, an increase In the flow rate per second would Involve enlarging the combustion 

charnier and ducts, or Increasing the pressure In these. Either option would tend to 

Increase the weight of the engine piping, which from a certain Instant on, might 

adversely affect the flight Indices of the rocket. In specific cases, it is neces- 

.ary to take account of many circumstances and find the optimum solution, striving 

to obtain the maximum pcrmi sichle acceleration. 

4) Obtain the lowest drag of the vehlcie. 

In this connection several requirements are Imposed on the shape of the rocket 

and It. outside dimensions. The power plant must be such that its dimensions, the 

ahape of its parts, and Its layout shall not have an adverse effect on the aero- 

d/namic qualities of the rocket. 

It i. well known that, depending on the manufacturing, storage and operating 

conditions of a rocket and on its purpose, rockets and engines must meet many re- 

quiremente In edditlon to those given ibove. 

The basic requirements to be met by engines designed for rockets coincide In 

«ny respects with the requirements for self-contained rocket engines (points 2 - 7 

on pp.9 - 10, and points 2 and 5 on p.10). Rocket engines, however, must meet more 

.ever, requirements as to specific thrust snd low specific weight, while the re- 

quiremonta aa to uniform thrust are less strict. 

Moreover, such engines must meet the following requirements: 
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, i j Ktf u «iniTlfl-rhamt>er (unit) engine must range from the 1) The thrust developed by a single cnamuer vu / t, 

very lowest values up to 40 - 100 tons or even more; 

, , v,i_ *n r«wiize at least two thnjst conditions for high- 2) It must be possible to realize au 

altitude, long-range, and heavy rockets; 

3) Th. eng]ne muet start reliably and exactly on time at any atmospheric 

temperature ; 

4) The operating time must be as long as several minutes; 

5) Permanent storage, In the charged state (without compressed gases), must 

be poseí ble for prolonged periods of time under normal climatic conditions 

*11 measures to Increase the specific thrust and decrease the specific weight 

of the engine and Its units lead to an Increase in rock-t acceleration. 

The quantitative characteristics for the respective categories of requirements 

are usually determined by the specifications for the typical groups of rockets. 

Mass combat use of rockets places special emphasis or. the problem of their cost 

aInca all such rockets are expendable end nonrecoverable. For this reason, the re¬ 

quirements of points 3 and 5 (p-10) given for engines of military aircraft are also 

of great importance fop rockets. 

For heavy scientific rockets, it Is absolutely essential to develop means o 

recovering the rocket structure after accomplishment of the flight program. 

2. features of Space Rockets 

The rocket angina, as the source <3f a high-power impulse independent of the 

ambiant medium, Is still the most suitable means for flight into interplanetary 

apace. Nevertheless, there are considerable difficulties to be overcome before such 

flight will have been mastered. 

A apace rocket in the full sense of the word is a vehicle moving In cosmic 

apace under th. action of the local fields of gravity and of the thrust of its own 

angina. Today the problem of practical design and planning of short-range cosmic 
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rocket», servir* the are« of earth satellite«, has already been «olved. This first 

«tage in the conquest of space -111 probably be completed by the construction of 

close-in space stations for long-ranße space ships. 

The availability of nuclear fuel will allow the placement of large energy re- 

Berves on a rocket. But the supply of active mass will be limited, and the opérât 

lng perlai of the rocket engine -ill t* short. In all probability, there -ill be 

stations in cosmic space to replenish the supply of -orking fluid, and If this 

should prove difficult, the role of the engine -111 be reduced to correcting flight 

during the program representing optimum utilization of the gravitational fields. 

The consumption of mass must be economical, and the engine must be cut In for short 

intervale of time, at Instants suitable for changing the course or the flying speed. 

Thermal rocket engines, to uhlch the present book Is devoted, are essentially 

Intended for use near the ground (near the planet); for their operation, the reserve 

of mass is most essential. 

Bearing In mind that the reserve of mass on a flight vehicle Is limited, the 

.rea of operation of the engines must remain In the immediate proximity of the 

source of -orking fluid, l.e., of the planet. 

To economize the -orking fluid or substance, especially high exhaust velocities 

l.e., especially high specific thrusts, -ill be needed. The absence of an ambient 

medium in interplanetary space will promote excessive expansion of the gas in the 

exhaust nozzle end lead to a corresponding increase in velocity. The conditions for 

utilization of nuclear energy in a rocket engine are favorable, since there is no 

need to worry about the harmful effect of radiations from the ejected mass. Conse¬ 

quently, the engine of a future space rocket -111 probably be . high-yield nuclear 

engine with a high expansion ratio in the nozzle. 

At very high flying speeds, comparable to the velocities of nuclear reaction 

products, it -111 be possible to us. rocket engines In which the active mass con¬ 

sists of a mass of reaction dsbris, ions, photons, and other particles. 

» 
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The quant,t, of matter eerv,nC a., the carrier of nuclear ener„ will be neell- 

glble h, comparison with the Ms= of the rochet, although it will contain immense 

reserves of energy, utterly incomparable with the energy reserves provided by ther- 

Ml rocket engines. If we assume ttat the ratio of the available energy to the 

kinetic energy of a space rocket would be approximately the same as in modern 

rockets, then the speed of cosmic rockets would correspond to the timos ac„ep 

for human travel over distances measured in light years (9.4727 « 10^ km). 

Besides gravitational fields, outer space also has other fields of variable 

potential. Obviously, such peculiar typwis of "cosmic currents" may be utilized to 

obtained motion in the desired direction. 

The takeoff from a planet and landing on It must be considered difficult in¬ 

atenta in the operation of a space rocket. To escape from the earth's gravitational 

attraction, the velocity of a rocket must theoretically be 11.2 km/sec; in practice, 

however, allowing for the -esistance of the atmosphere, this escap* velocity is 

still higher. 

The exhaust velocity in modern llquid-propillant rocket engines averages 

2 km/sec. Let us assume = 12 km/sec. Then, according to eq.<3), we have 

)n |it=s —— = G ¡i — 40?. 

surveying actually constructed rockets, we find that, in modern designs, B = 

-2-5. Consequently, the conventional designs of present-day rockets are entirely 

unsuitable for use as space ships. 

a . .4 ♦is ♦ ♦ Via vploMtv V must provide a certain margin, and that 
Bearing in mind that the velocity m f 

the payload would be appreciabiy less than the dry weight of the rocket, we reach 

th. conclusion that the ratio of the takeoff weight of a space rocket to the payload 

must reach several thousand, which is impossible to realize In practice. Change¬ 

over to a propellant with higher heat value will Increase the exhaust velocity. 

A aurvey of chemical fuels permits the conclusion that the maximum exhaust 
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ïeloClty or the prciucts of „ chenca! reaction would t, about 6000 ./sec The use 

or nuclear ruel to heat the active mass will per.lt a considerable Increase In the 

„haust velocity whose value will be limited by the permissible combustion-chamber 

temperature. 

Table 3 gives the mass ratios at single-stage space rockets Tor three Inter¬ 

planetary routes, with propellant consumption only during takeorr and landing. The 

exhaust velocities given in the Table Tor chemical and thermonuclear propellants 

cannot be as yet attained, but there is deHnite reason to assume that such will be 

ultimately the case. 

Table 3 demonatrates the immense Importance or Turther efforts to increase the 

exhaust v.loclty of the gases issuing from the engine. Among the steps necessary 

for interplanetary travel, the most important is the development of an engine with 

an exhaust velocity at least eight times that of present-day rocket engines. 

Table 3 

Ma83 Ratios of Single-Stage Interplanetary Rockets 

Mass Ratio, p — 
Mk 

Flight Propellant 

Earth-Moon (with landing) - Earth 
(with landing) 

Earth-Mars (with landing) - Earth 
(with landing) 

Earth-Venus (with landing) - Earth 

(with landing) 

Chemical 
Wmax**64OO m/sec 

36,1 

82 

AS» 

Thermonuclear 

W = 15,250 m/sec 

3,55 

V5I 

13.1 

Th. conditions of launching a space rocket will be greatly simplified if the 

„sumption of energy on accelerating the mass of the structure can he minimised. 

There are many methods of decreasing the influence of the structural weight, 

.thoda of stepwise lightening of a rocket and methods of reveling in flight 
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deserve the rr.ost attention. 

Stepui3« lightening of the etru-ure is accomplished by the use of step rockets 

(Fig.12), consisting of several rockets operating either simultaneously (in parallel 

or alternately (in series). A parallel group of rockets is sometimes called a 

cluster or bundle. In a step rocket, only one of the component rockets reaches the 

*) 

O S2ZZ2> ' ) 
• OEZ^ 
o e=> d 

Fig.12 - Schematic Diagrams of Free Acceleration of Step 
Rockets and Stepwise Fuel Feed 

a - Series coupling; b - Parallel coupling; o - Stepwise fuel feed 

1) Operative rocket; 2) Nonoparative rocket; 3) Dry rocket 

objective, while the others are accelerated and are jettisoned at velocities below 

the maxi mum velocity of the final rocket. Consequently, the energy of the fuel will 

not be expended (as Is the case In the single-stage rocket) on accelerating the an- 

tire mass of the structure to the maximum velocity. 

Consider tha motion of a multistage rocket, with the stages connected in 
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sequence. Operation of the first staee of the step rocket ends on the first phase 

of flight Sl, and this stage Is dropped. The increase in velocit, is deterged h.v 

the conventional formula 

A 1/,=, In U/, ln -- 
M0 _ 

Mi : Mt\- 

where ^ ia the Initial weight of an n-stage rocket, equal to 

Ato*3 My -f ^ 4 +■ • • • 1 M*' 

For the second phase we find, respectively, 

A\/n - W',, In l4,.-^n 1:1 jW4 t 

M0 

or, in the general case, 

V Mi 
ÁU 1 
K A 1/,-«/.In,In _ 

V Mi i M„ 
K I 

If the 
initial velocity is zero, then, adding the velocity increments, we get 

V = V rjap. 
r m»x -j- « 

Let u. assume, for simplicity of derivation, that the exhaust velocities and 

mass ratios of the individual stages are the same. Then the terminal rate of ac- 

celeration of the final stage will be 

(17) 

whare F:kn 1» the mass of the structure of the final stage of the rocket plus the 

payload. 

Consequently, an nj-stag. rocket is equivalent to a hypothetical single-stage 

rocket, having, at the same exhaust v.locltles, would have a considerably more 

favorable mass ratiot 
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or equivalent to a 3Íne]e-3ta¡;e rocket In vhlch, at the same value of u, the exhaust 

velocity would be ni times as ereat. A similar conclusion may be drawn for a 

cluster of rockets. 

Each variant of rocket coupling has its 

own advantages and disadvantages. These ¿ill 

not be discussed here. We note merely that 

in a rocket cluster all engines must be able 

to operate simultaneously, and that the pro¬ 

pellant of a rocket group, ejected in turn, 

can be consumed very rapidly directing it 

into all engines. Both these facts favor an 

increase in acceleration j]^ and an earlier 

jettisoning of excess mass. 

Figure 12 also shows a schematic diagram 

of a rocket with stepwise fuel feed. A 

single-stage or multistage rocket is ac¬ 

celerated to the velocity Vmax i on the seg¬ 

ment Si of the path until it catches up with 

a flying fuel tank, moving at about the same 

velocity. After equalization of the veloci¬ 

ties, the fuel is transferred to the rocket 

'em the flight segment 82- The second acceler¬ 

ation to Vmax il, etc. then takes place. 

Let us consider, as an example for illus¬ 

trating the essence of the idea, the simplest 

version in which the velocities of the flying 

fuel tanks at each point of encounter are 

equal to the accelerated velocities of the 
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rocket, in this case, during each acceleration stage, the velocity will 

one and the same quantity! 

increase by 

AV-U/inn. 

For the case of n stages of fuel feed, we have 

K,,,. V in„:i wuvy U'V/Inu, 

l.e., the same result as for a multistage rocket connected in series. 

Such "refueling stations" must be outside the earth's 

atmosohere and move like its satellites on suitable orbits. 

Undoubtedly intermediate stations of this type will be an 

important item in the equipment of short-range routes for 

interplanetary travel. But their installation and the 

stockpiling of fuel supplies by means of the same chemical 

rockets involves great difficulties and immense expendi¬ 

ture of materials. Ways and means of facilitating the 

solution of this problem must be devised by improving the 

processes in the engine and decreasing the structural 

weight of the rocket, and also by finding possibilities of 

obtaining material for the working fluid during the trip, 

i.e., in interplanetary space, with easy delivery of such 

substances to the orbit of the station. 

One of the variants of a three-stage space rocket with 
« 

a payload of 10 kg is shown in Fig.13- Such a load can be 

delivered to the moon if the initial weight of the rocket 

Fig.14 - Schematic 
Diagram of Rescue 

Rocket 

is 50,000 kg, the propellant consists of tetranitromethane 

C (N02) 4 Plus gas oil, and the thrust of the successive 

1 - Powder; 
2 - Conical depres¬ 
sion; 3 - Fork ; 
4 - Wooden rod 

stages is 100, 10, and 1 ton. 

For a successful trip with a 10 kg payload, with sub¬ 

sequent re-entrj into the atmosphere, the takeoff weight 
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would have to be approximately 2.5 * 10® kg. 

This example shows that even a multistage chemical rocket is 

apace ship. 

Let ua consider several engine types for the rocket vehl \es 

unsuitable as a 

mentioned In 

Table 1. 

The first four types of unmanned rockets (Fig.14) ere used at low altitudes, 

usually near sea level. Their distinctive features are brief operation and simple 

layout, attainable by using powder as the monopropellant filling the space of the 

combustion chamber. The average burning time of the powder Is short, from 0.005 to 

5 - 10 sec. The main body is made of light metal, compressed cardboard, and other 

Betel substitutes. Such rockets are cheap and convenient for prolonged storage, 

transportation, and operation. 

Rockets for resssrch at great altitudes are of great Importance. The upper 

layer, of the atmosphere are usually studied by ground observation, and also from 

records of instruments carried aloft by pilot balloons. 

Th. low altitude celling of pilot Walloons (40 km), and their lack of direct 

contact with high-altitude space, prevents the solution of many scientific problems 

The literature contains references to rockets that have been built, and are 

being built, for high-altitude research. 'Je present the data of one of the large 

rockets of this kinds 

13 8 
Length of rocket, m . 

Maximum diameter of shell, m .. 

Propellant weight, kg . 

Thrust at sea level, kg . 

Engine operating time, sec . . . . 

Payload, kg.. • * 

Takeoff weight, kg . " 

Maximum velocity of rocket, m/sec . 

0.81 

3240 

9100 

75 

454 

4740 

1850 

I 
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Maximum acceleration 

Burnout altitude, km 

Altitude ceiling, km . 

7.3 g 

46 

224 

O' 

Hlgh-altitude rockets are also made in multistage versions (Fig.15). 

Military rockets have reached the highest development stage, especially short- 

range powder rockets with short engine operating period. Such rockets are much 

simpler than the other types, but their mass ratio 

ia unfavorable for prolonged flights. Powder 

rocket j are used as antiaircraft, aircraft, and tor¬ 

pedo rockets, and as rocket mines. Powder rocket 

grenades are also suitable for close combat (Fig.l6). 

Today most large rocket missiles are of the 

target-seeking or guided type. 

In most case, powerful rockets are served by 

liquid-propellant rocket engines. These include 

long-range rockets, antiaircraft rockets, and also 

some aircraft rockets, i.e., winged rockets. At the 

end of World War II, Germany used the heavy V-2 

rocket to bombard London from the northern coast of 

Europe (Fig.17). The rocket carried a warhead 

weighing about one ton. The propellant consisted 

of 3500 kg of a 75% aqueous solution of ethanoi 

2 ,. 

L •• 
«■im»- 

Fig.15 - Two-Stage "Kike- 
Ajax" Experimental Rocket 
in Flight (United States) 

(02H5OH) and 5000 kg of liquid oxygen. Figure 18 shows the calculated path of this 

rocket. At first, the rocket ascended vertically, but soon began to Incline under 

the action of automatically deflected control surf. c. At an altitude of 20 km, 

the rocket axis made an angle of about 400 with horison, and the fuel was com¬ 

pletely consumed. At this Instant, th. power of the rocket was 680,000 hp, the 

engine thrust 30 tons, the velocity 1700 Vs.c, and the accel.ration 8 G. The burn- 
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„ut occurred in «bout 67 sec; the total flying ti,e was 5 »in. The flight continued 

by inertia after burnout, after which the rochet described a „rabolic curve reach¬ 

ing an altitude of 80 km, and then dropped to the ground 270 - 300 km from the 

-I 

Fig.16 - Antitank Rocket Missile, 132-mm Caliber 

a) Section through A-B 

launching site. The initial weight was about 13 tons, and the mass ratio was In the 

range of \i = 2.9 - 3-25- 

Aa a re.ult of the postwar development of long-range rockets In the USSR, 

intercontinental rockets and earth-satellite rockets have been designed and built. 

The range of rockets over the earth's surface today la unlimited. 

To Illustrate, let us consider several models of aircraft rocket engines. 

The principal data of a typical rato unit are: 

. 93 
Initial weight, kg.* * 

52 
Final weight, kg . 

453 
Average thrust Pav at t = 12 seé, kg . 

Thrust power at velocity V = 145 km/hr, hp. 

Takeoff run of aircraft weighing 11.4 tons without rato unit, m . 1200 

.750 
Takeoff run with rato .. 

Obviously, the use of a rato unit conaiderably improves the takeoff conditions 

Liquid-fuel rato units are most often used for heavy aircraft. A relatively 

low power reto has the following charecteristies; 

t 
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Asm, 

W 

Fig.17 - V-2 Long-Range Ballistic Rocket 

1 - Nose cone with warhead fuze; 
2 - Conduit with wires; 3 - Central 
exploder tube; 4 - Electric fuze; 
5 - Plywood frame; 6 - Nitrogen bottles, 
7 - Front joint ring; 8 - Pitch and 
azimuth gyros; 9 - Alcohol tank; 
10 - Alcohol filling nipple; 11 - Doub.e- 
walled alcohol delivery pipe to pump; 
12 - Liquid oxygen tank; 13 - Liquid- 
oxygen filling nipple; 14 - Concertina 
connections; 15 - Hydrogen peroxide 
tank; 16 - Tubular frame, holding turbo¬ 
pump assembly; 17 - Permanganate tank 
(gas generator behind this tank); 
18 - Oxygen distributor; 19- Stabiliz¬ 
ing fins; 20 - Alcohol pipes for sub¬ 
sidiary cooling; 21 - Alcohol inlet 
orifice; 22 - Electro-hydraulic servo¬ 
motors; 23 - Jet vanes; 24 - Air vanes; 
25 - Chain drive to air vanes; 
26 - Electric motor; 27 - Combustion 
chamber and venturi; 28 - Burner cups; 
29 - Alcohol supply pipe; 30 - Turbopump 
assembly; 31 - Compressed air bottles; 
32 - Rear joint ring; 33 - Servo- 
operated alcohol outlet valve, 
34 - Rocket shell construction; 
35 - Control compartment; 36 ~ Radio 
equipment; 37 - Pipe from alcohol tank 
to warhead; 38 - Warhead 

\ 
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p = 650 
Thrust, kg . 

t = 38 
Operating time, sec . 

/ . Va = 18T0 
Exhaust velocity, m/sec . 

. . hypergoll c : nitric acid + 
Propellant . + aniline (C5H7N) 

pressure-feed 
Fuel-feed system . 

The thrust of aircraft rato units may reach 20 tons; 

Th. rocket aircraft engino uae de^lo^d as a logical consequence of air de¬ 

fense requirements. HMern bombers operate at altitudes of 12 - 18 km and above. 

c) Thrust cutoff; d) Rocket path 

Artillery fire is almost ineffective a. such altitudes. Fighter planes with air- 

breathing engines do not provide rapid and reliable defense organisation of a target, 

owing to their low rate of climb and to the decrease in engine power at great 

altitudes. 
The first flight of th. rocket plan, designed by S.F.Korolev, equipped with an 

.. , P - voo kg was made on 28 February 1940. * conventional angine having a thrust of P - 3UU Kg, was mauc 
. V .vtitndfl of H = 2000 œ. After release from 

aircraft carried the rocket plane to an a^ti 
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the parent plane and a slide, the rocket engine was started. 

In May 1942, the first U35R flight of a rocket ship, designed by 

ï.F.Bolkhovitinov, took place. The thrust was P - 1100 kg. 

, aai.r pjtnerience in Morid Jar II, rocket aircraft are 
As shown by even the brief expeiience -in 

, . Q For example, a Kesserschmidt-163 air- 
suitable for defense against surprise attack. For exacp! , 

craft with an engine thnust of 2 tons cllubed to an altitude of 14 k, in 2 »in- The 

propellant used was 80Í hydrogen .«roxide plus a 50* fixture of hydraxlne hydrate 

(IW =' and methanol (CH,0H), with an addition of an 0.24* solution of copper- 

3 4 'i«** in - 1945, the3i aircraft operated with fair 
potasïÎum cyanide as catalyst. In 1^44 > 

success against American bombers. 

M an example of an aircraft rocket engine, we may mention the "Screamer- pr^ 

duced by the Armstrong Siddeley Co. This engine has the following data: 

Propell&ot components, %' 

#••**** 

Liquid oxygen. 

Wide-cut aviation gasoline . 

Filtered water. 

Static thrust at sea level, kg . 

Maximum thrust at altitude 12,200 m, kg 

Flow rate through steam-gas generator at full thrust, kg/sec 

Prassure In steam-gas generator at full thrust, kg/W . . . 

Temperature in steam-gas generator, °C . 

Pressure in combustion chamber at full thrust, kg/cm2 

Temperature in combustion chamber, °C . 

Flow rate per second through combustion chamber at 

full thrust, kg/sec . 

60 

23 

17 

454-3630 

about 4080 

0.68-0.91 

28 

625 

42 

3200 

16.73 

pal 

Specific thrust at sea level, kg-secAg 

Exhaust velocity, m/sec . 

217 

2130 

Figure 19 is a schematic diagram of the 

parts » are the steam-gas generator (SGG\ 

"Screamer" rocket engine. The princi- 

the turbopump unit, and the combustion 
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chamber. 

The steam-gas generator operates on the same propellant components as the main 

combustion chamber and Is fired by the electric system of the burner cups. The 

coolant used Is water which, after passing through the cooled zone, is partially 

Injected into the nozzle part of the steam-gas generator, thus reducing the tem¬ 

perature of the combustion products to tolerable levels (62i>°C) . During the start¬ 

ing period, the steam-gas generator is fed from auxiliary primer tanks from which 

the propellant components are ejected by nitrogen gas. After each start, the primer 

tanks are automatically refilled. 

From the steam-gas generator the steam gas is fed to the turbine of the turbo¬ 

pump assembly through three nozzle orifices. At 20,000 rpm, the turbine delivers 

about 350 hp, which is entirely sufficient to drive the three pumps pumping the pro¬ 

pellant components from the main tanks, and to run the fuel-feed and automatic units 

All three pumps of the turbopump assembly are designed for a maximum speed of 

the order of 20,000 rpm. At this speed, they yield a lox pressure of 63 kg/cm2 and 

a water and gasoline pressure of about 60 kg/cm2. To prevent cavitation in the lox 

pump, a screw pump is Installed. 

Figure 20 is a diagram of the main combustion chamber, designed on the prin¬ 

ciple of a semi thermal nozzle. Despite the fact that the specific thrust is lower 

than in a chamber with p = const, the semi thermal nozzle permitted simple chamber 

design, stable operation, and good weight characteristics. The rated altitude for 

the combustion chamber at full thrust Conditions is 6000 m. The chamber is water- 

cooled; the water passes through the cooling jacket and is then injected into the 

combustion chamber, forming a continuous protective film on its inner wall. The 

losses in specific thrust due to the lowered combustion temperature as a result of 

the water injection are partially compensated by the water-induced decrease in the 

average molecular weight of the combustion products. The combustion chamber, like 

the steam-gas generator, is fired by the eleccric system of the burner cups. All 
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1 - Water supply to main chamber; 2 - Water valve; 3 - Delivery of 
^nntrol evstem* 4 - Fuel to main chamber; 5 - »ater supply to 

Ignition ^’discharge " 
main chamber ignition system; 8 - Ignition-system sparkplugs, 9 q 
^Igen^ed to main-chamoer ignition system; 10 - Gas pressure; 11 ' ^d' 
oxveen valve; 12 - Fuel valve; 13 - Liquid-oxygen feed to main chamber, 
1/^ Main flow regulators; 15 - Water pump; 16 - Fuel oump; 17 - Liquid- 

otjgen pump; 18 -''inter injection into chamber; 19 - C“olaI'*:“at" d1 „fuqujd 
on 1 Feed of water for injection into 3team-Eas generator; 21 - Feed of liquid 
o«Ln to steam-ga3 generator; 22 - inter inlet for ignition system of steam- 
cas^eenerator; 2J - Gas pressure; 2/. - Oxygen feed to ignition system o. 
8team-gas generator; 25 - Fuel feed to st. m-gas generator ignition system, 
26 - Water outlet from ignition system of steam-gas generator, 2 

water supply; 28 - Fuel injectors 

looiant- 

Fig.20 - Schematic Diagram of Combustion Chamber of Liquid 
Rocket Enrine "Screamer" 

a) Water circulation; b) Fuel; c) Oxygen; d) Water 

I 
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stonüsers of the head are of the Jet type. 

« < oc, hrc A life of about 36 hrs uas attained 
The rated life of the engine is ¿5 hrs. 

or, the test stand, correspond'.nn to over 1350 starts. 

In connection vith the improvement in the altitude properties or ai r-treath, nC 

engines, a rocVet-povered Tighter with a roc.et engine uould pro«,!, have a ceil¬ 

ing of 20 - 40 km or, In some cases, of 70 - 80 km. 

Rocket aircraft have the following advantages over short-range fighters 

equipped with air-breathing engines: 

i; increase in engine thrust and aircraft speed with increasing altitude; 

2) Exceptionally high rate of climb, which increase th altitude; 

t ..i** rrVi f hmnt at 3nw.ll dimensions, 
3) Possibility of obtaining particularly g 

4) Excellent pickup and practically instantaneous starting; 

5) At equal thrust, especially at high altitudes, considerably smaller 

frontal area and lower weight. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE ROCKET ENGINE AS A HEAT ENGINE 

action 5. Hgât engines and their SlasslflaUon 

operating machine assenbly, conaiatlng of a group of chines, p*rforas all 

operations necessary to proiuce the finished product fro. the object or uorhpiece. 

The engine serves as the pri.e .over, and Its force acts on those parts of the as- 

seinbly which must transmit this action to the object of work. 

The object of work, or workpiece, is converted into a finished product in a 

work!ng machine, which exerts direct mechanical action on the workpiece. The engine 

and working machine are the two necessary and principal parts of a machine assembly. 

These are often coupled by a transmission mechanism, designed to transmit the mo- 

tion, changa Us form, and regulate it. 

A„ operator controls the operating conditions under which an article is pro¬ 

cessed by varying the action of the working machine. Such variation is obtained by 

manipulating the control elements of the working machine, of the prime mover and 

sometimes also of the transmission mechanism. 

In certain modern and highly perfected machines, the process control is auto¬ 

matic. and the operator merely starte and stops the machine, or only starts it as 

i5 the case in most rocket engines. 

A system of automatic program control of the processes «st be considered s 

fourth important part of modern machine assemblies, characterizing its atmcture. 
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m rocket enclnes, thi e part lo outstandine In He ^portance. 

Table 4 gives the characteristics of the prime rover and the vorklng machine. 

If the movable and fixed parts of the engine and working machine are. to some 

extent, combined Into a single integral unit, the machine assembly, under operating 

conditions, will have a generic n„e, reflecting some Important feature of its 

operation or layout. 

Characteristics of Prime Mover and Performer 

Typ« 
Character!stics 

Prime 
Mover 

Generator of motion. Combination of interrelated bodies 

in which, by transformation of a body with a high ini ial 

energy concentrât!on, motion is generated n e form use- 

f!,! f/mr nt.1 n on in the performing machine. 

Performer Consumer machine, relative to the Pr^e.m0^r:, . motlon 
An assembly of interrelated bodies which, by thei , 
^rT^rfomanoe of the specified technological process, 

consisting in the mechanical modification of the wor 

piece* its displacement in a field of force, or in a modi- 

fication of its energetic state. 

In an operating machine assembly or In an Individual machine, for example . 

prim, mover, two groups of bodies may be distinguished: a mechanism whose elements 

* tir-m into enerrv and the working bodies or substances be- 
periodically convert motion into energy, anu 

tween which the exchange of energy takes place. 

Th. first working body or worklng.substance Is the carrier of the natural 

anergy utilised to generate motion. That el.mant of th. mechanism or that part of 

th. .lament with which th. working body interacts, is callad th. first working ai¬ 

mant of th. machine. Thus, in « assembly with a piston engine, th, working body 

(or working substance) is the gas mixture and th. working element Is the piston. 

Th. body that is modified under th. action of th. working machine (or par- 

formar) -ist b. considered the a.cond working body. The part of th. working machine 
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„hich is ln dirent contact with the worUng body and which changes the state or 

for* of that working body, Is the secón 1 working element of the assembly. Such 

pairs may be the cutter plus the workpiece, the compressor piston plus the air, the 

propeller plus the air, etc. 

Two working elements, two working bodies, and the transfer of energy and force 

between the two working bodies, represent a scheme which Is entirely applicable to 

a prim, mover or working machine taken separately, figure 21 shows the general 

scheme of the classical machine assembly. 

In addition to the principal working bodi cs, between which the intentionsl ex¬ 

change of energy takes place, the machine system also includes other bodies of aux- 

Fig.21 - Structural Schematic Diagram of a Machine Assembly 

.1 m,«t working body (body - source)! b) Energy being expended; 

i First working eleLnt; d) Mechanism; •) Bodies to^hich the 

lost energy is transferred (surrounding medium), f) Second 

working*element; g) Second working body (consumer - body), 
h) Energy usefully transferred (useful work) 

iliary Importance for Its operation. These Include the cooling water, the lubri 

cant, the atmospheric air surrounding the machine, etc. The lost portion of the 

energy usually is transferred to these bodies. 
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The scheme of the classical machine may be erectly modified in specific cases. 

The working elements, for example, may be connected with each other, or separately 

with the working bodies, or the working bodies may be interconnected. The mechanism 

nay be simplified to such a degree that only the working elements remain. 

Table 5 shows the basic features of a machine, by which we may understand a 

prime mover, a working machine, or a complex group of machines designed to perform 

a definite technological process. Two working bodies, considered as the source of 

energy and its consumer, are necessary for any operating machine. 

Table 5 

Principal Technological Criteria of a Machine 

Principle 
I of Classification 

Technological Criteria Remarks 

Machine structure 1. Presence of a mechan¬ 
ism (including the extreme 
case of the presence only of a 
working element). 

2. Presence of two or 
more working bodies between 
which there is a useful trans¬ 
fer of energy caused by opera¬ 
tion of the machine. 

3. Presence of two or 
more working elements of the 
machine, representing parts 
of the mechanism adapted by 
design to absorb forces ap¬ 
plied by the working substance. 

1. Working elements in 
which the working bodies of 
the prime mover and working 
machine may be merged in a 
single physical body. 

2. The working element 
and the working body may 
constitute an integral 
physical body. 

Machine processes 1. Periodic'operation. 
2. Force interaction be¬ 

tween the members of the ma¬ 
chine mechanism and the work¬ 
ing substance. 

3. Utilisation of natural 
energy in its natural or con¬ 
verted form. 

4. Transfer of energy, 
usually with a change of form, 
from one body to another 

The frequency of the 
periods may be infinite 
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A. . technical device, a machine ma/ aleo be considered without the working 

bodi.., which is often done during its initial stud/. In this case, the action of 

the working bodies on the machine parts is replaced b/ the action of abstract fac¬ 

tors, whose potential is expressed in ph/sic.l unit, of measurement (for Instance, 

in force). 

The quantity of energy usefully transferred is generally termed the work and is 

measured in mechanical units, calculated from such Indices of motion of the point of 

application of force to the second working body, as force and translation. In the 

vast majority of cases, a pris* mover «d a working machine are independent of each 

other, in the sense that one of the machines may be replaced by another one of the 

ssm, type, without affecting the process in the first. Prime movers and working 

„chines of this type are termed independent. Not all elements constituting the 

power plant are distinctly separate. In a simplified mechanism, it may be that only 

working machines are retained, as, for Instance, in a motor compressor with free 

pistons. In the extreme case, for example In some reaction engines, the working ele¬ 

ment. are the only parts acting on the working substance in the same way. 

, Let ua consider the operation of the ramjet engine shown in Flg.22, from the 

point of an observer on an aircraft. 

The purpose of operating the assembly is to transfer the energy of the first 

working body, received in the chamber as thermal energy, in the optimum manner to a 

gas issuing from the exhaust nossl. as a high-velocity Jet. Consequently, in terms 

of the definition of the conventional énglne, in this case the working elements are 

„rged into « integral whole, which is represented by a duct of variable cross sec¬ 

tion, whose inside walls exert a mechanical action on the working body. 

The prime mover and the working „chine are, In this case, physically repre- 

•anted by one and the same body. 

The situation is different when the ramjet engine is viewed from the position 

of a ground observer. For him, the assembly also includes the aircraft. In which 
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th. ramjet engine Is the thrust generator. In this ease 

working machine or performer. Somewhere on the aircraft 

the aircraft acts as the 

there is a transfer of 

, uevJiag. h) First and second working elements 
a) First and second working bodies, o; 

force from the prime mover to the working machine and to the second work 

of the engine or to the first working element of the aircraft (Flg.23). 

pig.23 . Schematic Wagram of a Thrust Ramjet Engine 

.) second working bod, 

Of prime mover 

Consequently, in this case th. working bodies, like the working elements, are 

separate. , nea„ 24 show. . schematic diagram of » assembly with a rocket engine, whlc 

in totality constitutes a power plant. The line a-a arbitrarily separates the sys- 
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tern of bodies 

the crew. 

belongine to the engine from the rent of the rocket, considered as 

The engines schematically shown in Figs.23 and 24 are known as Jet engines, and 

are considered prime movers without a mechanism. 

The prime movers and performers include a large group of thrust producers, 

which group, in turn, includes reaction engines. 

The purpose of a thrust generator is the direct production of the thrust neces 

sary to move the vehicle (the working machine or performer) . The primary factor in 

d) 

Fig.24 - Structural Schematic Diagram of a Rocket Thrust Engine 

■ï Second working element of prime mover; b) Second working body 
‘f S mover, c) First working element of prime mover, d) First 

workine body of prime mover 

the operation of a thrust machine is that the thrust is produced by its working body. 

The universal index of efficiency of an independent prime mover (i.e., the 

power), as noted in Chapter I, is unsuitable to evaluate the operation of a thrust 

machine, the principal quantity characterising the quantitative aspects of it, 

operation Is the thrust. 1 

Table 6 gives the designations of the principal groups of engines according to 

conditions of their availability and utilization. 

In primary engines, energy is utilised in its natural form - chemical, nuclear, 

or mechanical, in secondary engines, the energy used is obtained artificially, for 

instance electric energy. 

i steam engine using et.« from an electric boiler, which in turn is fed by 
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current from . hydrocle.trlo power station, Is a secondary engine. 

When the working body Itself contains energy in the active form, i.e 
thermal, 

Table 6 

Principal Groups of Engines 

Characteristics of Group 
Type of Engine Group 

Form or type of energy utilized Chemical 1 

Heat J 

Electrical . 
Mechanical (hydraulic, wind-powered, etc.; 

Radiation (solar, etc.) 

Nuclear 
Compound type 

Degree of utilization of 

natural energy 

Primary 

Secondary 

Character of utilization of 

natural energy 

Engines of direct utilization 

Conversion engines 

Source of working body 
Medium (atmospheric, water, solar, etc.), 

i.e., engines with an external source of 

working substance. 

Engines carrying a supply of working sub¬ 

stance, i.e., with an internal source 

Connection with working machine Independent engines 

rforking-machine engines 

electrical or mechanical energy, the action of force on the working element of the 

engine will be direct, and the working process will not be accompanied by any change 

in the form of that energy. Direct-utilisation engines operate under such condi- 

lions. 

The greatest supplies of natural energy, however, exist in the potential form 

only (chemical, nuclear), so that in most cases the energy introduced must first be 

converted into a different form in. engines, and in this converted form the energy is 

utilised for its direct purpose. 

The class of conversion engines includes steam engines, internal combustion 
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engines, and various nuclear engines. 

t 

Figure 25 .hove severe! schemes of engines end assemblies which mey be utilized 

*) 
I) 

4) 

10) 

«0 

r «♦) 
)1 id 

Fig.25 - Several Schemes of Prime Movers end Assemblies 

of working substance; d - Primary Primary nuclear engine and 

" 
f - Scheme of turbopump unit (machine assembly) 

1) Second working body (mass of ship); “^^r^urc. 

3) Dynamo; 4) Turbine; 5 .^ g^nrsî ^orking^ody (protons); 9) First 

*orkingÄelement**10)'photons; g^rftor/l2? ^p; 13) Beflector; 

H) ^.ctlon prkucts l^oTw^ng'Ly; 

HI ££'l09> Nuclear^explosion°in^medium^óf inert mass; 20) Products of 

working body; 21) Screen 

I 

primarily as rocket engines. The inscription, beneath the diagrams correspond to 

the definitions of Table 6. . « 

m .electing a generic name for engines, the general rule is usu^l, to rafl.ct 

on. specific principal feature, such a. the purpose, or son. peculiarity of the 
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process, the working body, or the design. For this reason, cany engines have been 

given designations that are not particularly fortunate. Such misnomers Include 

liquid Jet engine, turboprop engine, etc. 

According to Table 6, heat engines include chemical engines end pure heat 

engines. In heat engines, the principal working process consists of a cycle of al¬ 

ternating thermal phenomena. In chemical engines, the energy in its original state 

is in the chemical form and is converted into heat during operation of the engine. 

In both cases, the working substance entering into direct interaction with the parts 

of the engine possesses energy in the thermal form, and the most important processes 

determining the efficiency of engine operation are thermal processes. 

A heat engine has numerous and diverse characteristics, especially in view of 

its rich historical past and widely varying interrelation with human activity. For 

this reason, the concepts used as basis for the classification of engines may also 

vary widely. 

Figure 26 shows the classification of the principal types of heat engine- 

converters. According to this classification, engines in which two or more working 

bodies Interact and in which an intermediate mechanism is used belong to one of the 

two groups, these are, as a rule, self-contained engines. 

The second group Includes working machines, being mostly thrust machines, as 

well as engines whose working bodies markedly differ from each other (motor com¬ 

pressor with free pistons, Humphrey pumps, etc), and working machines characterised 

by partial or total merger of the working bodies and the working elements (reaction 

engines), in the latter, the reactions of the second working body whose kinetic 

energy is increased determine the useful work transferred to the working machine. 

Sc« reaction engines are simple, since all their parts are fixed and only have 

to absorb the reaction of a flowing Jet of the working substance (jet engines), 

^ oth.r, are complex, since they also have machine plants to improve the process (gas- 

turbine engines) 
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so intimately connected with 
In reaction engines, the thermal processes are 

gas-dynamic processes and the significance of the gas-dynamic processes is so great, 

that the tern heat engine does not reflect the most important factors in the working 

process. In order to cover the important.role played by the conversion of thermal 

energy into the velocity-energy of the working substance, such engines would have to 

be called heat-Jet engines. 

The chemical-reaction engines in widest use today are subdivided within the 

general scheme into two forms: those making use of the ambient medium - for example, 

air-bre. .g jet engines - and rocket engines carrying their own supply of worx^ng 

substance. 

In air-breathing Jet engines, the atmosphere serves as the source of working 

fluid. The fuel itself (the supply proper) constitutes only 1/20 to l/53 of the 

oxidizer in the working mixture, i.e., in the atmospheric air that source is in¬ 

exhaustible. The rocket engine may be defined as follows: a modern rocket engine 

being a thrust heat-jet working machine, independent of the ambient medium. 

Section 6. Rocket Engines 

Any classification is usually based on an effort to bring out the differences 

of the object by means of some group of characteristic criteria. An engine classi¬ 

fication can be based, for instance, on such criteria as purpose, design, working 

process, features of the fuel-feed system, and control. 

We shall now present a classification of rocket engines, based on the operating 

requirements, according to the energy sources used, since the physical and chemical 

properties of the propellant, the carrier of energy, largely determine the layout of 

the engine assembly, the design of its important units, and some of the important 

features of the working process in the chamber. This fundamental criterion is sup¬ 

plemented in the classification by certain other important properties of the engine. 

The classification includes nuclear rocket engines carrying their own supply of 
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na»; for brevity, ve shall term these gas-nuclear rocket engines. 

In fig .27 we give the designations for the groups of rocket engines and the 

Pig.27 - Classification of Rocket 
Heat Engines 

ornarla aocordlrg to which the specialised definition, ere established. The double 

lina, in the flow sheet separate the tw^coaponent liquid rocket engines and pooler 
! 
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rocket motors, which are widely used in operation. 

The criteria for the substantial difference between various types of chemical 

rocket engines are listed In Table 7. The type of propellant and the method of 

feeding It to the chamber have a substantial Influence on the layout of the 

propellant-feed system which, in rocket engines, Is considerably more complex than 

in other types of heat engines, and likewise affect the design of the power plant 

and Its operating characteristics. 

Several typical schemes of rocket engines, to Illustrate the data In Figs.26 

and 27 and Table 7, are described below. The fuel-feed systems are considered In 

the description In simplified form, and the control systems and automatic systems 

Table 7 

Classification of Chemical Liquid-Prope11ant Rocket Engines 

Criterion of 
Classification 

General Definition 

of Engine Group 
Specialized Features of Definition 

Form of propellant 

used 

Single 
(raonopropellant) 

By type of fuel (peroxide, etc.) 

Bipropellant By type of oxidizer (oxygen, nitric 

acid) 
By peculiarities of fuel 

Method of feeding 

With pressure feed Gas-generator feed system 
Powder pressure-storage feed system 

Hydraulic storage feed system 

With pump feed 
« 

Turbopump assembly (TPA) named after 

the principal components: 

Turbopump assembly using mono- 

propellant 
Turbopump assembly pumping coolant for 

liquid rocket engine 
By features of pumps and turbines 

are disregarded. The notation for the schematic diagrams Is given in Table 8. 

One of the forms of a mlxed bipropellant rocket engine Is shown In Fig.28. 

Solid fuel 1. applied to the chamber walls and liquid oxidizer Is fed from a separa 
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Table 8 

Notation used in the Rocket Engine Diagrams 

Main-component tanks? 

Systems with loaded tanks 

Systems with unloaded tanks 

Auxiliary-component tanks 

Combustion chambers? 

cooled 

uncooled 

Form 

•uidiur 
Tank 

Pofl 
Tank 

full 
fkKll 

OsutU** 
Tank 

V-- 

HjO, 

i 
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Table 8 (Coni'd) 

Form 

Gas-generators 

Pressure accumulatorss 

pneumatic (VAD) 

powder (PAD) 

Liquid gas generators: 

generator in which the gas is the re¬ 
action product of decomposition of 
the components (hydrogen peroxide + 
+ potassium permanganate, etc.) 

generator in which the gas is the 
product of the oxidation reaction 
of the main or auxiliary components 

Atomizers - 

oxidizer 

fuel 

bi prope liant (or atomizer of 
monopropellant) % 

Piping: 

with gas 

with liquid 

Units: 

turbine 

(Continued) 
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Table 8 (ContM) 

Notation Form 

pump 

gas reducer 

gas reducer combined with pyrotechnic 

cartridge 

electrohydraulic valve (EHV) 

JKS±SESS~ 

electropneumatic valve (EPV) 

hydraulic valve controlled by air 

burst diaphragm 

relief valve 

pressure relay 

cock or valve 

¿o 
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tank; compressed e»s, neutral to the oxidizer, i, supplied from a separate bottle 

to feed the oxidizer. In 1933 - 1934, such an engine and the rocket in which it was 

installed were tested by H.l .Tlkhonravov. Gasoline jelly was used as the fuel and 

liquid oxygen as the oxidizer. 

In Germany in 1943 - 1945 work was also don. on such a rocket, using graphite 

Fig.28 - Schematic Diagram of 

Bipropellant Rocket Engine with 
Solid Fuel Housed in Chamber 

0 - Oxidizer; F - Fuel 

* Fig.29 - Schematic Diagram of Bipropellant 

Rocket Engine with Gaseous Oxidizer 

0 - Oxidizer; F - Fuel 

and liquid nitrogen dioxide as components Figure 29 shows an example of the system 

of a bipropellant mixed engine with one of the components being e gas. 

The Schmiddlng rocket, in which the components were oxygen compressed to 220 atm 

I 
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and an 88Í solution of -ethanol in -.ter (P.p = 180 kg/kg-see) is -ell kno-n. 

Mixed engines in many cases are convenient for research and laboratory -ork. 

Figure 30 aho-s a schematic diagram of a po-der rocket motor. In this motor, 

the chamber -alls are usually not cooled, the pressure in the po-der chamber is con¬ 

siderably higher than in liquid engines, and the ratio bet-een critical cross sec- 

tëwîsvs 

ViVViVN 

-mm' 
m$â 

Fig.30 - Schematic Diagram of Powder Rocket Motor 

a - With a single nozzle; b - With four nozzles 

1 - Ignition; 2 - Four nozzles; 3 - Diaphragm; 
4 - Powder 

Fig.31 - Arrangement of 
Liquid Rocket Engine with 
Monopropellant and Pneumatic 
Pressure Storage 

tlon and chamber cross section is smaller, -hll. the relative length of the chamber 

la greater. 

A different mass burning velocity of a po-der may be obtained by changing its 

type, or the shape of the grains, or by controlling the burning surface -ith the aid 

of a protective layer. 
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taong liquid rocket engines, monopropellant engines are the simplest. In the 

engine shown in Fig.31, the fuel, forced from the tank into the chamber by the air 

stored under high pressure in the bottle B, first flow, into the Jacket surrounding 

the clumber and then enter, the atomizers in the chamber head. 

On the -ay to the propellant tank B, the air passes the shutoff valve V, the 

reducer R, and the burst diaphragm D. 

.In the USSR, experiment, have been made on a liquid monopropellant (60Í nitro¬ 

benzene and 40Í nitrogen tetroxlde) by Engineer V.A.Shtokolov. 

A monopropellent has a low heat value. Of all the forms of monopropellants.the 

best known is hydrogen peroxide, with which a large number of rato units are fired, 

(80Í H2O2 solution in water) . 

The advantage of a bipropeliant fuel system over the monopropellant system pri¬ 

marily is the considerably higher heat value that can be obtained with two com¬ 

ponents. A particular shortcoming of this system is its failure to consume a 

certain portion of the propellant. 

Ovdng to the unavoidable fluctuations in the technology of manufacture and the 

assembly of the feed system, the discharge conditions from the propellant tank, dlf- 

far from the rated values. 

As a result, one of the components is consumed somewhat earlier than the other, 

and the residue of the second component is an addition to the structural mass of the 

rocket IV Moravoer, in order to avoid repeated flash at burnout, and to obtain a 

reliable full combustion of the fuel irt the clumber, one of the components must be 

present in somewhat greater quantity than required by calculation, thus diminishing 

the actual mass ratio p of the rocket. 

The system of the bipropellant engine with pressure feed is widely used today 

(Fig.32). The oxidizer 0 and the fuel 0 are stored in separate tanks. One of the 

component, (less often, both) is used for external cooling of the nozzle and chamber 

walls. The component, are expelled from their tanks by air or an inert gas 
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(nitrogen) stored in 

and possessing high 

a cylinder (Fig.32 a) ! by air preheated In a special chamber 

specific volume (Fig.32 b) or by gas formed in the liquid pres¬ 

sure accumulator (LPA), to which the liquid propellant flows (Fig.33), or by gas 

. - Pneumatic pressure accumulator! b - Preheated pneumatic pressure 
accumulator 

from a small powder chamber, a powder pressure accumulator (PPA), shown in Fig.34. 

Such system, are suitable for expendable rockets. The repeated starting necessary 

for an aircraft engine is ensured by more complex feed systems. Figure 35 is an 

example of a blpropellant rocket engine with gas-bottle feed, permitting the engine 

t. be started and stopped several times! to start and stop it, there is a cutoff 

hydro pneumatic valve (1), controlled by the double-action electropneumatic valve (2) 

When the pressure in'the feed system and the chamber reaches a certain level, the 

two pressure relay, (4) switch on signal lamps in the control cabin. The throttle 

I 
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cock (3) may be uced to decrease the feed pressure and thrust of the chamber. 

Sene rockets used a piston propellant feed system (Fle.36). The need for 

Fig.33 - Schematic Diagram of Bipro¬ 
pellant Liquid Rocket Engine with 
Pressure Feed (Chemical Pressure 

Accumulator) 

a) Potassium permanganate (KMnO^ 

Fig. 34 - Schematic Diagram of Bi pro¬ 
pellant Liquid Rocket Engine with 
Pressure Feed (Powder Pressure 

Accumulator) 

packing the piston along Its circumference and prot.ctlng it from pitting complicates 

euch a system and makes It lass reliable than other pressure systems. 

The main working body may also serve as the source of energy for the displacing 

gas. In this case the displacing,substance, for example nitrogen. Is charged Into a 

gas generator In the liquid stata. A .mall quantity of gas la withdrawn from th. 
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Chamber Into the gee generator, where evaporation takes place at elevated pressure. 

The evaporation products are fed to the propellant tanks. Figure 37 gives a sche¬ 

matic diagram of the ox/ger. evaporators used in the power plant of the V-2 rocket to 

Fig.35 - Schematic Diagram of Bipropellant 
Liquid Rocket Engine with Pressure Feed 

and Repeated Starting 

a) Regime I; b) Regime II 1 

Fig.36 - Schematic Diagram of 
Bipropellant Liquid Rocket 
Engine with Piston Feed of 

Propellant 

produce a slight head in the oxygen tank. The tanks in the pressure feed system are 

under a higher pressure than exists in the chamber. 

An increase in the sise of the tanks and an increase in the combustion-chamber 

pressure increases the weight of these units, and therefore pump feed of the pro¬ 

pellant is preferred in large rockets (Wg.38). Hare each component is fed to . 

pump (usually of the centrifugal type) from its own tank, and then enters the 
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chamber. The pumps are driven by an engine, 
usually a turbine engine, using a 

working fluid listing of either the deposition produets of hydrogen peroxide 

or other substances with a high heat of decomposition, the combustion products of 

pig.37 - Evaporator for Pressurizing 
the Oxygen Tank in the V-2 Rocket 

Engine 

a) Oxygen gas in drainage pipe and 

tank for oxygen pressurizing; 

b) Liquid oxygen; c) In atmosphere; 

d) Spent steam gas from turbine 

Fig.38 - Schematic Diagram of 

Bipropellant Liquid Rocket Engine 

with Pump Feed of Propellant 

a) From steam-gas generator; 

b) To exhaust nozzle or to tank 

pressurization 

powder, gases withdrawn from the main chamber or produced from the main components 

In a separate generator, or else yapor of the substance used for cooling the chamber 

walls. The additional weight of the turbopump assembly and its feed system should 

be considerably less than the saving In tank weight when pressure is no longer used 

in them. To avoid cavitation In the high-speed pumps of the turbopump assembly, the 

tanka are pressurized. 
\ 
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Th. greatest range, velocity, thrust, and altitude have been obtained by using 

. liquid rocket engine (LRE) with a turbopujnp assembly (TPA). 

In a nuclear heat engine, the reactor is of great importance. In it the work¬ 

ing fluid of the engine receives the heat from the disintegration products of the 

nuclear fuel. 

Figure 39 gives the schematic diagram of a nuclear rocket engine, utilizing 

the disintegration of nuclear fuel. The working substance in the heat-exchanger 

fig.39 - Schematic Diagram of Nuclear Rocket Engine with 

Heat-Exchanger Reactor 

1 - Control rod; 2 - Neutron reflector; 3 - Reactor 

a) From tank 

reactor receives the heat from the surface of the solid substance enclosing the fuel. 

A. in modern atomic reactors, the disintegration is controlled by means of a control 

rod. Figure 40 is a schematic diagram bf a hypothetical thermonuclear rocket engine. 

The working substance enters the chamber along all wall surfaces, thus protecting 

them from overheating. Since the temperature of the plasma along the axis of the 

chamber is measured in millions of degrees, the temperature of the gas in its cross 

section must vary sharply. Gas-dynamicaHy, the heat-transfer chamber is a heat con 

aumer. If the gas in the chamber is accelerated to sonic velocity, no constriction 

in the exhaust nozzle is needed. 
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The working process of the profilant feed syste, with turbo^p assembly is 

frequently, directly or indirectly, connected with the .in process in the chamber. 

„ _„a+ The consumption of energy 
Table 7 shows the principal versions of pump-fed systems. 

. , 0iUoVq taken into account in estimating the 
or propellant in the pump system is always taken an^o 

economy of a rocket f.ngine. 

Ut us cons, 1er the most widely used and most interesting systems of propellant 

raed by a turbopump assembly. *gure 41 gives a typical schematic diagram, of an 

Fig.40 - Schematic Diagram of Thermonuclear Rocket Engine 
with Ejection of Active Mass 

. a) From energy source; b) From pump 

independent turbopump assembly with hydrogen peroxide which is widely used today in 

ayatems of this type in rockets .de in other countries. The desire to give the 

rocket a minimum quantity of working fluid is natural; therefore, gas generators 

using the principal compon.nts of the rocket propellant are becoming increasingly 

popular. As far back as 1937 it was shown that a gas generator could operate on 

nitric acid and kerosene, at a moderate gas temperature, provided water was also 

introduced. The gas temperature .y also be decreased to the level, permitted by 

tb. beet resistance of the turbine blades, by using extremely Hob or extremely lean 

sutures in the gas generator. 

Figure 42 gives . sche.tio diagram of « turbopump assembly, using the .in 

propellant components. The necessary gas temperature is established by selecting 

the component ratio for the gas generator. The exhaust gases from the g.s generator 
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are discharged to the outside through the exhaust nozsle but, ,ore often, are fed in 

part to the tanks to pressurize thes,. Figures /.3 and « shoj 

gas utilisation In the turbine. In the first case, the gases 

versions of chamber- 

withdrawn from the 

o 

Fie.41 - Schematic Diagram of Gas Generator 
for Turbopump Assembly, Using Hydrogen 

Peroxide 

a) Potassium permanganate (KMnC^) 

O 

Fig.42 - Schematic Diagram of 
Chemical Gas Generator with 
Pressure Feed, Using Main 
Propellant Components 

a + h« uorklnc fluid of the turbine is chamber enter the steam generator, wheie the working 1 lui 

av.porated, In the second case, the gas Is passed through a turbine, eliminating 

the need for additional working fluid. Consequently, the chamber acts as the gas 

generator in this case, which simplifies the feed system as a whole. 

Such . system, however, requires high-temperature turbines. A coolant injected 

between chamber and turbine, or injection of Mel into the tapped gas, will lower 

the temperature of the gases entering the turbine. 
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figure 45 shows a system In which the greater part of the working fluid passes 

successively through the turbine and the chamber, first, with an excess quantity 

of one of the components, gas formation takes place in the gas generator. The work 

ing substance then enters the turbine at moderate temperature, and goes from there 

Fig.43 - Schematic Diagram of Turbopump 

Assembly, with Withdrawal of Gas from 

the Chamber 

a) To pump, b) To exhaust nozzle or to 

tank pressurization 

I 

Fig.44 - Schematic Diagram of Steam 

Generator, Using Gas Withdrawn from 

the Chamber 

a) To exhaust nozzle or to tank 

pressurization 

to the chamber. The component not utilised In the gas generator is fed for cooling 

into the chamber Jacket and then Into the chamber Itself Into the gas jet issuing 

from the turbine. An additional reaction between the components raises the tempera¬ 

ture of the gases in the chamber, which in this case is supplied with components in 

the gas and in the liquid phase. If one of the components is liquified gas which is 

evaporated in the gas generator while feeding a small quantity of the second com¬ 

ponent to the generator (internal-combustion gas generator), then the turbine may be 

•cold", i.e., operate at a gas temperature of about 50 - 100°0. . 

The working fluid of the turbopump assembly may also be heated in the cooling 

Jacket of'the chamber (Flg.46). In this case, the water heated in the Jacket under 
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high pressure will serve as the working fluid of the turbopump unit. In the separa- 

tor, the condensate Is separated from the steam. The separated steam Is routed to 

^ W a no OflH then into a condenser 

Fig.45 - Successive Coupling of Turbo- 

pump Assembly with Combustion Chamber 

of Rocket Engine 

cooled by the cold component, for in¬ 

stance oxygen. The condensate enters a 

low-pressure pump. On leaving the pump, 

it is nixed with the liquid separated in 

the separator and cooled in its own heat 

exchanger. The liquid is supplied to the 

high-pressure pump and is directed under 

high pressure into the cooling jacket of 

ths chamber. For reliable cooling of the 

chamber, it is preferable not to produce 

the steam in the cooling jacket but by 

throttling the liquid where it leaves the jacket. 

In this system, the turbine operates on saturated steam. Superheated steam, 

however, may also be used, Including the vapor of one of the main components if it 

is suitable for this purpose (for example, ammonia, methane, and other fuels). 

Systems of this kind are complicated, and their use is justified only in high-power 

rocket engines. 

It is entirely possible that an electric drive will be used for the pump in 

large power plants (Fig.47). In this Ase, a turbodynamo serves as the source of 

electric power. High-power and lightweight equipment for the machineless production 

of electric current has not yet been developed. 

Section 7. Aircraft and Rocket Engines 

Rocket engines, like air-breathing aircraft engines, 

In particularly wide use as transport engines. 

t 

are heat engines which are 
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In air-breathing engines which use air as the oxiditer, the fuel consists of a 

liquid prepared mainly from petroleum. 

Artificial propellant components are also used for rocket engines (nitric acid, 

Fig.46 - Schematic Diagram qf Separator 
Steam Generator for Turbopump Assembly, 
Using Heat from the Cooling Jacket of 

the Chamber 

Fig.47 - Schematic Diagram of 
Electrified Pump Feed 

1 - Low-pressure pump; 2 - High-pressure 
pump; 3 - Separator; 4 - Condensate 

t 

alcohol, hydrogen peroxide, fluorine oxide 
powder, etc.) but their production re¬ 

quires rather complex industrial plant processes. 

Th. engines used in aircraft are customarily divided, in aviation engineering 

into the following groups: 

1) piston engines (PD); 

2) gas-turbine (GTE), turboprop (TPE), end turbojet engines (TJE)i 

3) 'ramjet engines (RJE); 
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4) rocket engines (RE)* 

The first three of these groups ere air-breathing engines. Representatives of 

the individual groups may be combined in a single engine, which is usually called a 

compound engine. 

Let us briefly discuss the comparative characteristics of the engines. 

The exclusive supremacy of the piston engine in aviation lasted about forty 

years. But, as in stationary heat engineering, the progressive development of avia¬ 

tion finally led to requirements that were very difficult or even impossible to meet 

if the earlier piston engines, or even modified versions, were used. 

In turn, the development of heat engineering, under the influence of the de- 

nands mad. on aviation, created the possibility of the practical use of turbine and 

Jet engines, which could, without trouble, develop high unit power and allow opera- 

tion of aircraft at particularly high speeds. 

Among atmospheric aircraft engines, piston engines are most economical at speeds 

up to M = l.o. In specific cases, the 'uel consumption was 115 - HO gm/hp-hr, at a 

heat value of = 11,000 kcal/kg. The power reached 3000 - 4000 hp. 

Figure 48 gives an idea of the changes in maximum power, mean effective pres¬ 

sure, engine speed, and working cylinder volume in the most common types of piston 

aircraft engines from 1935 to 1949. 

It took about 15 years to solve the fundamental questions of gas-turbine build¬ 

ing in aviation. Today chemical gas-turbine engines are in the last stage 

ascending line of their development, add are used primarily as high-power engines. 

There are definite prospects for improving their economy, connected with the ad- 

vanees in the following technical fields: 

1) Improvement in the heat resistance and refractory properties of the ma¬ 

terials used in the Jet-exposed parts of the turbine, primarily the blades: 

2) Development of reliable systems for blade cooling: 

3) Decrease in the internal losses in both turbine and compressor: 

• H 
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/.) Use of regenerative cycles, which will becos* feasible as 

Improvement in heat transfer within the regenerator can be 

Oas-turbine engines are used to power aircraft at high subsonic 

soon as notable 

achieved, 

and supersonic 

Fig.48 - Changes in Principal Data of* ton Engine 
from 1935 to 1949 (according to M.P..al niko ) 

speeds and, to acme extent, ere useful for the same purposes as piston engines. 

The continuity of flow, the high velocity of the working fluid inside the 

machine, and th. large ratio of exit cross section to center cross section of the 

engine permitted . quantitative Jump in the gas-turbine engine with respect to ^el 

consumption, by comparison with th, piston engine. In th. gas-turbine engine, the 

mlr-now rat. is measured in tens of kilograms a second, which is reflected in its 

power. The extreme power of . g.s-turbina aircraft engin, basket as yet been 

t 

estábilshad. 

High-altitude flights bring out one favorable feature of a plant with a gas- 
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turbine engine, which will be clear from Table 9. Heat exchangers in which the 

heat la transferred to the ambient air are undesirable In aircraft power plants 

since, with increasing altitude, the coefficient of heat transfer -on, the walls of 

the heet exchanger sharply drops as a result of the'decreased air density, and with 

increased flying speed the heat transfer is made difficult by the increasing ex¬ 

ternal ram temperature. Consequently, the increase in altitude and speed In a power 

plant with a large heat exchange in the direction of the ambient medium has an un- 

Table 9 

Heat Exchange with the Ambient Medium by Engines of Various Types 

Heat Exchange, % 

Through Heat 
Exchanger to 

Atmosphere 

Brake Horsepower 
Efficiency, % Engine Type 

Aircraft steam 
engine 

Piston aircraft 
engine 

Gas-turbine 
aircraft engine 

Ramjet aircraft 
engine 

Rocket engine 

18-24 (up to 45 
possible) 

25 - 35 (up to 
45 - 50 possible) 

16 - 22 (up to 
24 - 35 possible) 

5.O - 10.0(up to 
45 - 50 or more 
possible) 

30 - 45 (up to 1 
50 - 60 or more 
possible) 

82 - 75 (up to 55 
possible) 

watur and cil 
radiators 14 - 18» 
air radiator 1 - ó 

oil radiator 
0.4 - 1.0 

no heat exchangers 

no heat exchangers 

Of Working Fluid 
with Atmosphere 

no heat exchange 

45 - 60 

77 - 88 

90 - 95 

55 - 70 

favorable sff.ct on engine performance, since the weight of the power plant in¬ 

creases and the additional drag of the heat exchangers also increases. 

It is clear from Table 9 that steam turbines are the heaviest engines with heat 

exchangers, and require condensers for transfer of up to 82Í of the heat of the fuel 
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acros ti their surface. The dissipation of heat in piston engines is considerably 

less difficult, and there is practically no trouble of this kind in gas turbine 

engines and Jet engines. 

The ramjet engine develops even more pover than the gas-turbine engine. Jhereas 

gas-turbine engines develop tens of thousands of horsepower and sometimes hundreds 

of thousands, the ramjet engine, even at present flying speeds, can develop several 

hundred thousand horsepower. 

An advantage of the ramjet engine is the simple design of its working part, 

which consists cf a duct of variable cross section. Another advantage is the good 

utilisation of the center cross section for air intake. A drawback is the diffi¬ 

culty of regulating the thrust and the absence of thr-st or. takeoff, when the air¬ 

flow is stationary with respect to the aircraft. The ramjet engine is therefore 

started by means of extrinsic starters, which complicates operation of the equipment, 

or by the aid of auxiliary mechanisms in the engine, which cancels its simplicity. 

The initial acceleration of flight vehicles with ramjet engines is often obtained by 

using other engines, most often rocket units. Because of this shortcoming of ramjet 

engines, compound engines will probably become of practical importance. The most 

probable are combinations of a ramjet engine with rocket engines for nonrecoverable 

vehicles, and with gas-turbine engines for aircraft. 

The combination of a ramjet engine with a gas-turbine engine may be useful in 

utilising nuclear fuel, when the resistance in the reactor (or other heat exchangers 

through which atmospheric air flows) i s'a considerable fraction of the velocity head 

The thermal and hydraulic resistances in such cases are overcome by the aid of a 

turbocompressor unit. 

In general, the field of application of the ramjet engine is for atmospheric 

vehicles, with a power and speed that has not yet been mastered. The high specific 

power, computed from the weight and center cross section of the engine, by compari- 

aon with other atmospheric engines, permits us to consider the ramjet engine as 
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suitable for long-ranRe missiles, and also for carrying an extra-atmospheric engine 

beyond the boundaries of the dense atmosphère. 

The rocket engine, like the ramjet engine, belongs to the group of Jet engines. 

Like the ramjet engine, a rocket engine can develop great thrust and power. The im¬ 

portant features of its design and use, listed in Table 10, are due to the fact that 

the entire weight of the working substance lies in the rocket-consumer of the engine 

work. The rocket engine is a highly perfected machine, whose cycle is characterized 

by greater brake horsepower efficiencies than that of piston engines. At its 

present utilization for transportation near the ground, the total efficiency of a 

rocket engine is low, because of the relatively low flying speeds by comparison with 

the exhaust velocity of the gas from the engine. In long-range rockets, the total 

efficiency already begins to approach values close to those for atmospheric engines. 

We recall that for rocket engines with constant flying speed, the total efficiency 

must be determined only in the case where the engine is installed on an aircraft. 

In installation on a rocket, the total efficiency must be calculated as the 

mean value for the entire flight. 

Figure 49 shows py-diagrams of the following engines: a piston engine with a 

driven compressor, a supersonic gas-turbine engine, a supersonic ramjet engine, and 

a rocket engine. Each diagram shows the rough values of the maximum temperature and 

pressure in the cycle. The diagrams show that the specific volume of the gases 

issuing from the rocket engine Is about twice as large as that of gases from the gas- 

turbine engine. This should be reflect« In the relative dimensions of the nozzle 

exit cross section. However, the exhaust velocity in the rocket engine is about 

three times as great, meaning that, at the same exit cross section, the weight flow 

rate of gas in the rocket engine will be 1.5 times as great. 

The principal performance date of aircraft and rocket engines are given in 

Tables 11 and 12. The maximum values of thrust, power, and efficiency in individual 

cases have not yet been attained but are entirely realistic with the existing 
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Table 10 

Performance Characteristics of Rocket Engines 

[ Criteria of Engine | 

Quality 
Internal Criteria External Criteria 

I Simple shape of flow 1 

I area and working ele¬ 

ment of engine, possi¬ 

bility of cooling the 

walls of the working 

1 element | 

Realization of cycles 

at higher pressure and 

temperature than in 

atmospheric engines 

Higher brake 
horsepower ef¬ 

ficiencies . 

High exhaust 

velocity and 

specific thrust 

Possibility of 

obtaining high¬ 

speed flight at 

high economic 

indices 

All the propellant is 

in the feed system 

Use of fuel of higher 

heat value than in 

atmospheric engines 

High specific 

fuel consump¬ 

tion 

Independence from 

ambient medium as 

source of working 

fluid. Possibili¬ 

ty of use for 
space flights. 
Possibility of use 

for underwater 

missiles. 

Maximum propel¬ 

lant charge of 

rocket 

High speed and density 

of gas in cross sec- 

1 tlons, determining the 

ejection and feed of 

the working substance 

1 in liquid and solid 

I states 

High handling capacity Especially high 

thrust and 

power» Especial¬ 

ly low specific 

weight and 

small dimen¬ 

sions 

Serves particu¬ 

larly high-power 

flying missiles 

and aircraft 

Brief operation, due 

to limited propellant 

supply 

\ 

Tendency to utilize 

material of power 
plant as propellant 

t 

Flight at variable 

speeds and high 
accelerations. 

Peculiarity in the 

exchange of useful 

energy between 

engine and con¬ 

sumer, consisting 

in an accumula¬ 

tion of kinetic 

energy in the 

missile. 

Subsidiary use as 

a booster. 

Used in conjunc¬ 

tion with ramjet 

engine 
/ 
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?;m mu 

Lagend t 
Cycle of rocket engine; 

{777^] Cycle of supersonic turbojet engine' 
I _ Cycle of supersonic ramjet engine; 
I Í 1 Cycle of piston engine; 

A - Initial point for all atmospheric ! 
engines 

-1--. 

V 
r ...si!_ 

Fig.49 - pv-Diagrama of Four Cycle Engines Used in Aviation 



Fig.50 - pf-Diagrama for Three Engines at Altitude H = 10,000 m 

a) Supersonic ramjet engine (Tav = 2450°K; Mp0i = 3); b) Liquid 
rocket engine (Tk = 3500OK} pk = 50 kg/cm25 fc = 1.2); ^ Super¬ 
sonic turbojet engine 'vTk = 1500OK; Mp0i = 1-56# *k = 



possibilities. 

*, „ill b. ..an fro» th. T.bl.s, the „orklne .ubstance U most, fully utilUed 

in piston and rocket anginas, which have the highest .pacific work and specific 

thrust. Evan in it. present state of development, a rocket angina is most highly 

stressed in its thermal process; its srecific work is 2 - 2.5 times as great as that 

of a piston engin, and 10 times as great as that of a gas-turbine engine. In total 

thrust, the rocket engine differs sharply from other engines, .■hereas the maximum 

thrust in the moat powerful of these engines is 5 - 10 tons, it reaches several tens 

of tons in the rocket engine. 

Tha ramjet engine is also very powerful at speeds of M = 2 - 3- Flight at par 

tlcularly high speeds in the atmosphere takes place at great altitudes, for which 

reason the data f- the ramjet engine are given for an altitud, of 11 km at a speed 

0f H = 2 - 3. Both power and thrust depend on the quantity of working fluid and 

thus also on the dimensions of the cross sections of the flow area. Tables 11 and 

1 - High-altitude piston engine; 2 - Simple piston engine; 3 - 

/. - !• M = 0.75} Tk = 1200°K) ; 4 - Ramjet engine (H «*= 11, Tk 
' k * K 5 . Rocket engine 

Turbojet engine 

= 2500°K); 

12 give the values of power and thrust for the ramjet engine with a center cross 

■•ctlon of 1 » • 

Taking cognisance of the fact that the speed and thrust of a ramjet engine and 

» 
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a rocket engine are almost the same, a combination of these engines will evidently 

yield good practical results. Figure 50 shows the power diagrams of a rocket 

engine, a supersonic turbojet engine, and a supersonic ramjet engine. The specific 

cross sections in the flow area of the engine f are plotted on the abscissa against 

the pressure p on the ordinate. The areas inside each curve, as will be shown in 

Chapter III, correspond to the values of the specific thrust. It will be clear from 

Wg .52 - Altitude Characteristics of Aircraft Engines 

1 - Piston engine; 2 - Turbojet engine (T^ = 1200°K; ^ = 12); 3 - Ramjet 
engine (T^ = 2400°K); 4 - Rocket engine (T^ = 3000°K; p^ = 100 kg/cm); 

P0 - Takeoff thrust 

these diagrams that the performance characteristics of the rocket engine and the 

supersonic ramjet engines are close together in '¿he zone of application of the ram¬ 

jet engine. 

The drawbacks of the rocket engine include its high specific fuel consumption, 

which prevents its use on civil aircraft. In turn, atmospheric engines are entirely 

unsuitable for performing the functions of rocket engines, especially for flights 

beyond the atmosphere - or, in practice, at altitudes above 30 km. Under atmospheric 
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conditiona, the rocket engine cannot be replaced aa a means of developing a very 

high frontal thrust for short time intervals. 3uch an engine differs sharply from 

an atmospheric engine in the number of times it can be used. In nonrecoverable 

rockets, the operating time of a liquid-propellant rocket engine ranges from 5 sec 

to 2 - 3 min, while that of a powder rocket motor goes down to fractions of a second 

(lower limit). In aircraft, the total operating time of a liquid rocket engine is 

measured in hours. There is no doubt that, in the future, the operating time of 

rocket motors and aircraft liquid rocket engines will be increased further. 

Figure 51 shows the altitude characteristics of comparable standard aircraft 

engines. The decreased air density with increasing altitude leads, in atmospheric 

engines, to a lowered consumption of the working substance and a sharp decrease in 

thrust. In a rocket engine with a constant gas flow rate, there is an appreciable 

improvement in thrust with increasing flight altitude. 

At altitudes above 30 km, atmospheric engines have practically no more air 

available, although air is the principal source of their working fluid. 

Figure 52 shows the velocity characteristics of aircraft engines. A particu¬ 

larly favorable effect.of flying speed on engine thrust is noted in the ramjet 

engine. At low flying speeds, the thrust of a rocket engine is independent of the 

speed, but at high speeds (M > 1.5 - 2.2) the thrust increases ov-ing to rarefaction 

on the underside and approaches the thrust in vacuum. 

I 
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CHAPTER III 

THEORY OF IDEAL ROCKET ENGINES OF CONSTANT PRESSURE AND VOLUME 

Section 8. Determinad on of the Work and Thrust In a Constant-Pressure Rocket 

Engine 

1. Principal Data of a Rocket Engine and Features of their Determination 

As already pointed out, the rocket engine may be considered a heat engine in 

which the typical processes of the thermodynamic cycle are accomplished. The prin¬ 

cipal performance characteristic of a heat engine is the work, while its economy is 

evaluated by the energetic efficiency, the thermodynamic efficiency, etc. 

At the same time, the rocket engine is also a thrust machine in which, as a 

result of the change of state of the mass carrier, an impulse is produced which Is 

utilised directly by the consumer (the flight vehicle). From the viewpoint of the 

consumer, the reserve of performance of a rocket thrust machine is determined by 

thrust and the duration of its action, i.e., by the total impulse during the engine 

operating time. * 

Like the heat value, which determines the amount of energy liberated on combus¬ 

tion of 1 kg of fuel, the term "impulse value" is used for the momentum obtained 

after combustion of 1 kg of fuel and subsequent expansion of the gases to absolute 

vacuum. In that case, the available momentum exerted on the vehicle will be 

measured by the product of the Impulse value and the amount of fuel consumed. 

To evaluate the economy of a rocket thrust engine, it is expedient to establish 

% 
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« system of impulse or power parameters, represent!^ the ratio of the true impulses 

(to thrust) to the ideally available impulses (to the ideal thrust). 

In analyzing the processes taking place in an engine, all the energetic trans¬ 

formations of the mass carrier must be studied, since, the more perfect these are, 

the higher will be the thrust parameters of the engine. The technique of evaluating 

the energetic transformations, well developed in the theory of heat engines, can be 

completely taken over in studying the rocket 
engine. Ve shall use it hereafter when 

considering ideal rocket engines. 

An analysis of the actual process 

and an evaluation of the losses in the 

engine may likewise be based on the 

classical theory of heat engines. At 

the same time, the losses must also be 

determined in units of lost impulse. 

This is justified by the need to know 

the quantitative measure of the in¬ 

fluence of some special phenomenon 

taking place inside the engine, on its 

most important parameter - the impulse 

of the exhaust jet. Moreover, a 

direct experimental study of a thrust 

engine more often and more readily 

permits determination of the loss of 

Pig.5j - Example of Power Cycle of 

Rocket Engine under Conditions of 

Incomplete Expansion 

impulse, but not of the energy. 

Henceforth, in considering the 

working proo.0» of . rockot .nglne, u. »hall determine the relative value of the 

lessee la the Impulse system and In the energetic system. 

I 
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2. The Power Cycle of a Roçijet Enrlnc at p - _g 

In determininc the thrust of jet ermines, one may use a pf-dlagram, whose role 

is analogous to that of the pv-diagram in determining the work. Figure 53 shows a 

power cycle for the chamber of a liquid rocket engine of arbitrary shape. 

The thrust P is composed of the sum, of the forces acting on the Inside and 

outside of the chamber walls and directed along the axis of the chamber. In an ele¬ 

mentary area, therefore, the applied force will be 

dP=pdf, 

where: 

p is the pressure on the wall; 

f is the specific cross section of the chamber, r = -j- • 

For the case in question, G = 1 kg/sec, f = F, P - PSp. 

The total force acting on the entire inside surface of the chamber is 

Al A' 
= Í pdf - ¿.r 

This force is termed the internal thrust of a rocket engine. On the diagram of 

Fig.53, Pi is measured from the area l-2-3-4-fa-0-l• The force acting on the outer 

surface is 

fa •'> 

11,- \P„d/ />„.(<// /5./., 

I 

This force, corresponding on the pf-diagram to the area under the straight 

line 5-6, is always negative, i.c., it is directed opposite to the motion of the 

rocket. The sum of the internal and external forces represents the total engine 

thrust: 

' . . A, (18) 
P~Pi \ P„ - ¡Pdf U,r 
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Section 9. The Ideal Cnnr,tant-Pre!i3^ni^oV|tet- 

!. auaüaüoa or the, ^ «ni ^ 

nplr. 54 .how, the simplest possible scheme of . liquid rocket eneloe. Co^ 

pressed sir from the bottle enters the propellant tank and forces the propellant 

into the combustion chamber, where the working fluid Is heated at constant pressure. 

Ih. actual cause of the temperature rise of the worklne fluid ma, be a chemical 

reaction, the presence of hlgh-t.mperatur. surfaces In the chamber, or the fasecus 

product of a nuclear reaction. 

Prom the cluusber, the gas passes Into the exhaust-nossl. duct and expands there 

to the external pressure p„x. The work performed during this process Is transferred 

to the working fluid, causing Its kinetic energy to Increase. 

The operating conditions of an Ideal constant-pressure rocket engine ere deter- 

■inad by the followinp: criteria: 

1) The sources of the working substance and the heat (i.e., two sources) are 

the sources of the constant pressure; 

2) The work of compression in the thermodynamic cycle is zero; 

3, The working fluid Is an ideal gas. At all Instants of the cycle it is 

character! zed by chemical, thermal, and mechanical uniformity! 

4) Tha tranaverse dimensions of ths chamber are so greet that the velocity 

Of the gas, on entering the nozzle duct, will be zero; 

*hn circle take place reversibly inside the engine, 5) The processes composing -he cycie uane pia 

i.e., without chemical, thermal, or gas-dynamic losses. 

Thee, criteria which determine whether a given cycle Is Ideal are th. uaual 

ones, except for the second and fourth. 

Th. compression of th. working fluid takes piece outside th. chember, In the 

pumps or in th. propellant tank. During th. compression, th. working fluid 1. In 

th. liquid state, th. work of comprosaion la n.gliglbl. by comparison with th. work 
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of expansion, and therefore, in determining the work and efficiency of an engine, 

the work expended on compression is not taken into account. In an actual engine, 

the work losses on compression are more marked, and are in fact taken into account 

In calculating a specific engine. 

Neglecting the velocity of the gas in the chamber is Justified by the fact that 

its actual magnitude in most engines is small, and exerts practically no influence 

on the specific thrust. Moreover, in considering engines with velocity chambers, we 

shall show that the thrust must be determined when the gas is accelerated, and in 

- -'3 

Pig.54 - Schematic Diagram 

of Simplest Liquid Rocket 

Engine 

1 - Compressed air; 

2 - Reducing valve; 

3 - Propellant; 

4 - Combustion chamber 

the chamber. 

In a jet engine, the conditions of encounter 

of the working fluid with the lower source are dif¬ 

ferent from those in a piston engine. Thus, if the 

ratio of the pressure in the chamber to that in the 

atmosphere is higher than the critical value, the 

pressure pa at the end of expansion will be deter¬ 

mined only by the expansion ratio, i.e., by the 

ratio of the areas , and by the magnitude of 

1 cr 

pressure in the chamber. </hen the ratio 
ter 

equals unity (convergent nozzle), the pressure of 

the working fluid on discharge into the atmosphere 

equals the critical pressure calculated by the 

formul» 

Pa - P tr (A) 
* 
n 

With increasing divergence of the nozzle, the 

pressure pa decreases, at first reaching atmospheric pressure and then, at the in- 

•tant of disturbance of the normal flow on entrance of a shock wave into the nozzle, 

reaching a minimum value. 
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In all casas, the work of Ca3 expansion In the noxsle duct tetueen the pres¬ 

sures Pk and p. is stored In the »orklne Huid as It, kinetic enera- 

Th. further transfer of enera takes place outside the enC!ne. In the atmos¬ 

phere, and has no effect whatever on the extent of the work of expansion. However, 

this transfer should be further studied since It coverns the maximum cverexpanston 

or the minimum pressure pa- 

Con.aqu.ntly, the cycle of a jet expansion machine differs from the cycle of a 

static machine (piston machine) by the fact that the work of expulsion depends not 

on th. atmospheric pressure but on the pressure In the nossle section. This means 

that th. work of an Ideal encina with a fixed nozsle, within certain limits of vari. 

tion in the external pressure, will be constant. 

Fleur. 55 shows a cycle for which the design conditions are determined by the 

Pig.55 
Cycle of Liquid Rocket'Engine aud Limits of its Subsistence 

A~ At assigned values of pk and 5C 0 ^ Ça < Pex’ B " a3si6ne<i 

values of pk ^d Pex» Pex ^ Pa ^ Pk 

external pressure pex = Pa- îh® cycle does 

pressure drops below the rated pressure pex 

the cycle remains unchanged up to a certain 

of a shock wave into the no**le exit. 

not change its form if the external 

< Pa. With increasinb external pressure 

pressure P¿xi determined by the entrance 
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To determine the work of the cycle of an Ideal rocket engine, consider the 

transition of the system from the position I-II to the position 1-2 (Fig.54). In 

the absence of heat losses, the expression of the first law of thermodynamics in 

this case »1)1 be of the folloulne form: 

U. - U. 4 /• + - 

W »_ D/ I „ 
b-0. 

2« 
(19) 

Here and later in the text, we shall express the value of energy of any form in 

mechanical units. 

Obviously, 
Um~CrTt-\Ut 

and, accordingly, 

U=C,T.+ Ut. 

where Uc is the external energy of the gas within the nozzle duct. 

The work L muet be determined along the boundaries of displacement of the gas 

at the nozzle mouth and at the nozzle exit. Considering, as usual, that work ac¬ 

companied by an increase in volume of the system is positive, and work accompanied 

by a decrease in its volume is negative, we may writes 

¿c^PmVm ~ P*V*-R7* 

Then, instead of eq.(19), considering the velocities of the gas at the nozzle 

mouth as Wk = 0, we get 

cs. cj. ! *t. 

Let us define the value of the useful work: 

The source of the working fluid for the nozzle is the generator of this sub¬ 

stance, namely the chamber and the ambient medium. 
I 
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Substituting the pressure rstio obtained from the adiabatic equation for the 

temperature ratio in the last formula, ee get the following expression for the spe 

Ciflc work of the cycles 

where 
A- 1 

The work la determined in the entropy diagrams T3 and 13, as shown in Fig.56 

The quantity of heat consumed in the ideal cycle la measured in this case by the 

Pig.56 - Entropy Diagrams oil an Ideal Rocket Engine at p c 

enthalpy of the gas at the end of the heat-transfer process. At the beginning of 

the heat transfer to the volume, the temperature and the enthalpy of the ideal gas 

ere zero. Consequently, 

ye now determine the thermal efficiency from the equation 
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or 

i J_ 
* (22) 

°r 

As indicated by eq.(22), the efficiency of the cycle depends on the expansion 

ratio t»0 and on the adiabatic exponent k of the working fluid. The efficiency in- 

Fig.57 - Effect of the Expansion Ratio in Nozzle 6C and of the 
Adiabatic Exponent k on the Efficiency of the Ideal Cycle of a 

Rocket Engine at p = c 

creases with increasing õc and k (Fig.57). However, the rate of increase of f,t 

slows down with increasing 6C and k. Ais is also obvious from the expressions for 

the first derivatives db„ dk 

Êa* 
dbg 

A- ! I 
2* I ' 

drtf _ _ In bg 

dk * » » 

At times it is more convenient to express the work of the cycle in dimension¬ 

less form. As the unit of measurement of the work, let us take the work of the 

cycle at the critical pressure ratio, or the kinetic energy at the nozzle throat. 
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Then, the relative vork I will represent the ratio 

or 

L 
/ L ■' / 

I<r ^ \r 

k I M: 

2 i ‘ ' "L 

where M® la the Mach number in the exit section fa of the nozzle; 

** la the velocity coefficient in the same section. 

Accordingly, the thermal efficiency of the engine will be 

Since 

1 
2 

(*- \)Ml 

k+\ a 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

then in the case of a convergent nozzle, with fa = fer» we 

T„ . 2 k — 1 
T,. - I -- ^ •<«r f 

er 1 

Setting up the expressions for the ratios 

k i 1 A ‘ I 

= ñt, we get 

(26) 

^t cr 

2. The Thrust of a Rocket Engine and its Components 

Figure 58 is a graph of the gas pressure on the internal walls of the chamber. 

The internal thrust ?it due to this pressure, consists of three characteristic com¬ 

ponents t 

Pj , the positive force acting on the intake section of the chamber, where 

the pressure Is the same and is equal to pkî 

Pj!, the negative force acting on the walls of the convergent section of the 
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nozzle ; 

Pin, the positiva force acting on the divergent section of the nozzle. 

The internal force la the sum of these forces: 

P¿ -P, i Pu + P»r 

For • flou rate of 1 kg/sec, 

i\ r.f.' 

where rk la the projection of the Inner surface of the chamber InUke section onto 

a plane perpendicular to the chamber axis. 

The resultant on the second section is defined by the Integral 

/y- ' pJf 
L 

In an arbitrary section, three forces act on an elementary mass of the gas, I’m 

parting to It an Impulse along the chamber axis (Fig.59): 

Jp\ (/ 4- <£f) (P 4 dp)\ df\t, 

dPlt 

Fig.58 - Pressure Distribution Along Fig.59 - State of Motion of the 

the Chamber Walls of the Liquid Rocket Gas in an Arbitrary Section of 

Engine th® No*sle 

The impulse varies the momentum of the mass; relating it to 1 kg of weight, ue 

may write 

//1-(/+ rf/X/> + ¿P)-dP,n= -J dW- 
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whence 

diw T 

The same force, but with opposite sign, acts from the direction of the gas on 

the wusle walls* 

+ ¿UP)- 

In final form, we have 

or 

p tr 
11 V. fet Ptr f*P* 

Th. .urn or the force. P, «od Pn 1» ^ Pi =r “lth con- 

vergent nozzle* 

H *r 

n 

After transformation, we have 

U 

hr Pjr \ 

Wer )' 

However, 

therefore 

Since 

then 

fir l\r 

prtr 
I. 

. 
*cr 2 \ 

ePTirk' 

w;r* 

WÍr_ 

kgRTtf 

k I I Wtr 

k ' s ' 

El miniating the quantity W3r. «« 
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(27) 

Consequently, the internal n^cific thrust of a chamber with convergent nozzle 

does not depend on the sections of the chamber nor on the pressures in it; it de¬ 

pends exclusively on the temperature of the gas in front of the nozzle, Tk. 

For a positive force Pm» we 

Vo w r . 

P „ - - Í dW + Î d{pf)-~ Vf „Pa ~g ~ftrP<r- 
Í i’tr /<r P<r 8 

Adding the three forces so obtained, we can calculate the internal thrust: 

P; = y + PJ* 

or 

t), / 1 : — ^-/ l i - ' ,V 
' ‘ cl I « \ 

(28) 

(29) 

To evaluate the influence of the divergent section of the nozzle on the thrust, 

Pi : we find the ratio 
Pi cr 

JP ¿ 

/\.*r 

* 

* I ' U7 tr 
M * " 

k M:. ’ 
k >„(»!-' 

k l \ 

However, 

* d I 

I — 
A 1 1 

Making use of the last two equations, we get 

pj „ (30) 

P;.,r . 

Figure 60 shows the variation of this ratio as a function of the velocity coef¬ 

ficient in the exit section of the nozzle. The existence of a divergent section has 

a substantial influence on the increase in internal thrust; at tc = 100, for example. 
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the thrust increases by 42Í. The internal thrust is real if the enCine is in a 

vacuum or, practically, at an altitude of jü - 40 km. In denser layers of the at 

ftg.óO - Effect of Diverging Part of Nozzle on the Increase in 
Internal Thrust of a Rocket Engine 

aosphere, the external thrust must be taken into account, i.e., the axial component 

of the external atmospheric forces acting on the outer shell of the chamber and 

nozzle. According to Fig.60, we may urite 

(31) 

Adding eqs.(28) and (31), we obtaiVi the true specific engine thrust 

U 
/., (/>, Pj- (32) 

In the case of calculation in which the expansion takes place to atmospheric 

pressure, and pa = Pex« ^ have 

» 

(33) 
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The condition of underexpanaion correaponds to pa > rex; in overexpansion, we 

have pa < pex. The specific thrust in the general case conaista of two components 

the dynamic component Pj depending only on the exhaust velocity, and the static com 

ponent P8t, determined by the dimensiona of the exit section and the pressure dif¬ 

ference pa - pex. 

Figure 61 shows two pf-diagrams. The magnitude of the dynamic thrust in the 

Fig.61 - pf-Diagram for a Rocket Engine at p = c 

• - With underexpansion; b - With overexpansion 

case of underexpansion is proportional to the area shown by vertical hatching and 

the magnitude of the static thrust, to the area shown by diagonal hatching. 

Let us transform the second summand of the right-hand side of eq.(32): 

However, 

/a (Pa PJ f..P„(l P«\ 

Pa I faPj 

I 

faPn W a P f « ^ 
rH ■ 

U I. 

Then, instead of eq.(32), we write 

RT. , 

( tl 

where p la the non-design ratio, equal to 

(34) 
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Pu 
p„ 

I (35) 

Th* value of the thrust, like that of the work, may sometimes be more con¬ 

veniently expressed In relative units. Let us take as the unit of measurement for 

relative thrust the value of Its dynamic component in a convergent nozric. 

Since 

cr 

then 

Expressing the relative thrusts as a function of the Mach number and X. we get 

The variation in P with external pressure and the gas expansion in the nozzle 

is shown in generalized form, with variable ?, in Fig.62. 

The variation in f over the wide range from 0.6 to -1.2, which is attains e by 

installing nozzles with various values of 6C, leads to fluctuations of P no greater 

than 2% of the calculated value. The variation in external pressure, on the other 

hand, does cause substantial changes in the value of the thrust at small fluctua¬ 

tions of p. 

It is easy to prove that the maximum of specific thrust corresponds to an ex¬ 

pansion ratio such that the pressure in the cross section of the nozzle pa equals 

the atmospheric pressure pex, i.e., corresponds to the rated operating conditions. 

Let us write the general expression for the specific thrust in the following 

fora» 
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The velue of the internal pressure p depends on f. For the divergent se.t.oa 

of the nozzle, the relation between P arid f is expressed by eq.(43), -here 

dp ■' 0. 
dl 

Let us introduce the notation 

(r 
Then, 

l\r \%(f)df. 

a) Underexpansion; b) Overexpansion; c) t>ex = 40, oc is varied; 
d) 6C = 40, bex is varied, Py = const 

We determine the 

expression 

or 

condition for obtaining maximum specific thrust from the 

-o. 
P/s 

? (/)-0. 

which leads to the equation 

P~Pm = P„' 
, Since 

1 

» 

*l<o. 
4/J */• ifs 
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the condition pu = pex corresponds to the maximum of Psp. 

In evaluating the economy of a rocket engine, it is logical to compare the 

available thrust with the ideal thrust, obtainable at full utilization of the energy 

imparted to the working fluid. At full expansion of the gas to a pressure of pa=0, 

the exhaust velocity will be 

and th'i thrust will be 

P. 

The ratio 

(38) 

will be termed the force factor or takeoff factor of the rocket engine. For the 

rated exhaust regime, at p = 0, we have 

k 

a 
(39) 

or 
(40) 

In the general case, the takeoff factor will be equal to 

or t 

However, since 

and 

then 
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2 
*- l 

As a result 

On ejection into a vacuum, f - 1 ..0 and 

(41) 

(42) 

Prom eq.(41) it is easy to determine the value of nt ftt which» ln the case of 

underexpansion, the minimum values of the takeoff factor and P3p are obtained. Thus 

at P = 1.0, 

k — 1 
^ k : 1 

Figure 63 shows the relations = f (ht) ^*or ß = ß ~ ^ ß *tMa‘ 

As shown by a comparison of the curves, an increase in the adiabatic exponent k will 

cause an increase in 4C. 

The curves in Fig.64 represent as a function of the expansion ratio in the 

nozzle &C* 

The variation in the lateral dimensions of the nozzle duct f may be represented 

in the form of a plot versus 6C, X, and M. 

Let us recall these relations, derived in the courses on gas dynamics. The 

equation of the rate of flow t 

may be reduced to the following form: 

For the critical cross section, at 
( 
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Vrt, 
= 1,0. 

Combining these two expressions, we get 

(43) 

where f is the relative cross-sectional area of the nozzle. 

Making use of the -eneral equation of rate of flow, we write 

1 U *«r cr f 
1 cr 

However, 

or 

i 

Consequently, the relation between the relative cross section and the relative 

velocity will be of the form 

/..—1-r. . (44) 
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Fig-63 - Relation between Force Factor 
and Thermal Efficiency 

Fig.64 - Relation between the Force Factor and 
Expansion Ratio in the Nozzle, at Various 

Non-Design Conditions ß (k = 1.2) 
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Fi*.65 - Relation between Relative Cross Section of the Nozzle 
and Expansion Ratio 

Fie.66 - Relation between Relative Cross Section of the Nozzle 
6 and Mach Number 

I 
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Then it is easy to establish that 

/ 
k - 

2 

*41 
It 

These relations are shown graphically in Figs.65 and 66 

(45) 

3. y mi ta of Variation in the Ratio of Non-peslgn Oonditlons 

Non-design conditions arise in the case of a discrspancy between the available 

expansion ratio 6ex ™d the expansion ratio in the nozzle 6C. At constant nozzle 

dimensions, this may occur by varying Pex (for instance, in a high-alti ude flight) 

or by varying the propellant consumption, which leads to a change in chamber 

pressure pit- 

« constant available pressure drop, a change In the expansion ratio In the 

nosale hc leads to non-design conditions. Let us consider the variation in f at 

unchanged nozzle, pc = const, and varying pex- 

A decrease in pex below its design value causes an underexpansion of the gases 

in the nozzle. In this case, ß is positive and, with increasing underexpansion, 

increases from ß = 0 to ß = 1.0. The latter value is obtained on ejection into a 

vacuum, at Pex = 0. The non-design conditions become negative at pex > pa, when 

overexpansion begins. It is well known that beyond the exit of a supersonic nozzle 

a system of shock waves becomes established. With increasing overexpansion, the 

disturbances in the ambient medium, while propagating, may penetrate into the 

nozzle itself. The beginning of such penetration, coinciding -with the appearance of 

shock waves at the nozzle exit, can be defined as the instant at which normal flow 

in the nozzle duct becomes disturbed, corresponding to the lower limit of 

Assuming that, in the ideal case, the transition from the pressure pa to at¬ 

mospheric pressure is accomplished by way of a straight shock wave, we find 
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and 

(46) 

However, the experimental data obtained with actual noszles show that the ter¬ 

minal or critical overexpansion is considerably less. In fact, downstream of the 

notzle exit, complex phenomena of energy absorption occur. If we knew them pre¬ 

cisely, we could determine the Instant of disturbance of the normal interaction of 

forces between the gas and the nozzle walls. These processes depends not only on 

the energetic parameters of the Jet, but also on other auxiliary processes which are 

governed by the properties of the working fluid and the design features of the 

nozzle duct. In this respect, it is suggested to make use of empirical relations 

between the terminal values of p and M«. Thus, for nozzles similar in their geo¬ 

metric parameters, characterizing the exhaust conditions from the nozzle of a liquid 

rocket engine, we may establish an empirical relation of the form 

or 

Pm 

Ps 
=E/Vfu 

{J=l- 
(47) 

where t ia an experimental coefficient. 

In this case, 

I — \ 

)' 
(48) 

Equation (4?) sets the lower limit for the non-design ratio p. 
« 

A further increase in the external pressure is accompanied by penetration of a 

■hock wave into the nozzle. The shock becomes established between the nozzle exit 

and the nozzle throat. Figure 67 shows the slope of the curve for the pressure 

•xerted on the nozzle wall at a shock wave inside the nozzle. 

The experimental data justify the conclusion that, at the existing shapes of 

rocket-engine nozzles, the pressure in the Jet after the arrival of the shock wave 

varies very little and Is practically equal to the ambient pressure. This means 
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that the diffusion effect of the end section of the nozzle is slight. It is also 

found that the end section of the nozzle, adjacent to the site of the shock wave, 

does not produce thrust, since the external 

and internal pressures on the wall are in 

equilibrium. Consequently, in approximate 

calculations, the thrust of a nozzle with a 

compression shock may be determined as the 

thrust of a normal nozzle with an expansion 

ratio , where px is the pressure before 
Px 

the shock. 

As before, we may write 

After integration, we get 

pj* + + fxP t ~ P*f* P»J* * 

Fig.67 - Pressure Variation Inside 
the Nozzle in the Presence of a 

Shock Wave 

If 

then 
(49) 

However 
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and, therefore, 
(50) 

To determine the parameter» of the jet in the *<•>> »eetion, oe adopt the addi 

tlonal condition 

11 ‘“J M\) e. P. P, ’ J _. (51) 
P„ Pi Pt* 

in the xth Section of the Nozzle (k 1-2; 

Simultaneous solution of eqs.(50) and (51) permits determining the site of the 

compression shock and the value of Pap. 

The above definition of P,p"should be regarded as an example of the utilisation 
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of one of the special empirical relations which define the site of a compression 

shock inside the nozzle. 

The relations (50) uni (51) ere repreeer.ted Eraphioallj in Fir."he d“sheci 

llne _Ql_ denoUs the expanei or. retío of » Cae to the section with the shook. Con- 

equals the quantity £MX, i.e P* Pk Pk 
sequently, the ratio of the ordinates — to 

the degree of pressure rise in the end diffuser section of the nozzle. If, at the 

expansion ratio found in the nozzle duct, the nozzle is working at rated condi 
K Px 

tions, when 

Pk 

then the specific thrust would be of a value corresponding to the upper curve 

Under non-design conditions, when the shock coincides with the exit section of 

the nozzle, the specific thrust is less, owing to the increase in external pressure 

and, consequently, also to the increase in external thrust. 

Section 10. ° 5 c Engine with Nonuniform Temperature Distribution 

over the Chamber Cross Section 

In many cases, the temperature nonunifomlty in the cross section of the 

chamber or of the nozzle must be taken into account. 

Such nonuniformity may arise as a result of random deviations during mixture 

formation and heat liberation; in practice it is always present to some degree. 

Nonuniformity of temperature distribution may also be artificially produced. 

This is the case, for instance, when the propellant is fed through the injectors at 

the chamber intake section, at a predetermined different component ratio, with the 

object of protecting the walls of the chamber and nozzle from overheating, or else 

when the working fluid flowing along the chamber walls is gradually heated by the 

central heat source. Knowing the law of component distribution in the chamber and 
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the laws of heat transfer, one can establish the state of the working fluid at 

various {»oints of the cross section on enter!n: the nozzle. 

Let us consider the Influence of the nonuniformity of the thermal state of the 

gas on the performance parameters of the engine, for several simple versions of the 

temperature distribution inside the chamber. 

Assume that, in the mouth section of the nozzle the composition of the uorKinc 

fluid and Its pressure are equal over the entire cross section; similarly, assume 

that the pressure over the entire exit cross section is also equal. The temperature 

in the section varies symmetrically with respect to the axis of the chamber. The 

law of temperature variation alonp the radius is specified. It is assumed in the 

calculations that, on efflux, each annular unit Jet, having its own initial tempera¬ 

ture, ia expanded and accelerated independently 

of the neighboring ones. These simplifications 

permit us to show, in a simpler form, the in¬ 

fluence of the nonuniformity of temperature dis¬ 

tribution as the factor with the strongest in¬ 

fluence on rocket-engine performance, and, at 

the same time, to give an idea of the results of 

using chambers with an elevated temperature of 

the axial core of the flow. 

Let us consider first the version of coni- 

cai temperature distribution in the nouth sec¬ 

tion of the nozzle duct. A graph of the tempera- 
f 

ture along the chamber is given in Fdg.69. 

Across the central part of the section G0 kg/sec 

of gas flows at constant temperature T0. Since the initial pressure p* the «*- 

pansion ratio 6C are the same for all unit Jets taken separately, it follows that 

the thrust uer unit area of the exit section, which is the same for all the unit 

Diameter 
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Jets, will be 

If 

r gp 
' p„kM], const 

fa 

ST T, Tt *nd r ; . 
f a< 

then it is easy to find the relation between the temperature and the radius 

chamber in the peripheral portion of the flow, in the following form 

7,= 7 ,, S 7'. . 
— r. 

Determining r from eq.(53), we get 

r = H- T*^jr~L ^ r>i ' 

Let us now find the cross section of the chamber 

/«• 

corresponding to the weight rate of flow 

O0 Oc = 1 msec. 
Obviously, 

I 2 '2 , Kfij) itr’r,, 
0,, ^ u7, = --—P' 

RT$ RTt * 

Assume that the velocity at the nozzle mouth is negligibly small, i.e. 

is Wjj = 1.0 m/sec. Then, 

i 

In an annular section of the flow, we have 

,/(, P- dt 2rlvJr ~r 

' /.1 

Making use of eq.(54), we eliminate from this expression the quantity 

rdr ~ Tr -*•)</r'. 

7'. 1 

(52) 

of the 

(53) 

(54) 

, that it 

(55) 
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where T00 la the fictitious temperature of the gas along the axis of the chamber for 

the case r0 = 0 at the specified radial temperature gradient: 

Tc 
1 — 'O' 
. 

n I — r. 

(56) 

Then, 

i/G*c 
247,,,(1 - r* T' ) 7 \ Io I 

,h, J(rj 

7u (r: ) 

K:F (r* 7'‘ r" ■ 

(57) 

(58) 

From the condition 

Ä r r . , 2(1-^)* /T,,,, r„ , Tc 
0,,4 Gc-1,0---/, 7,01 r0+^ J’c yj \Tt tc T, I 

now determine the cross section fk* 

(-¾1 (59) 

4H-Í)’n"')I 
To determine the annular part of the flow in the exit section of the nozzle, we 

set up the equality: 

dO,~ W«df.. 

Hence, 

df. 

i 

_ dOçÂf« Œ RT,P dG^ 

w*d>a VucP 

However, 

Then, 

W Uf ' " ,|C " II" 
T, . 
7\. RTU ,h" 

df„ 

i 
i,k 

J l'd(\. 

Substituting the value of dOc from eq.(57) in this expression, us get 
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Equation (61) determines the total value of the exit section for that part of 

the gas which has the variable initial temperature from Tc to T0. 

To find the relation Ta = f (ra), the right-hand side of eq.(60) must be in- 

T 
tegrated within the limits —=?— and 1.0. 

To 
On the left-hand side, we have 

which gives 

Consequently, 

However, since 

then 

» 

df - 2nr dr - 2nrlr dr -- 2/((r dr. 

/=/. (f'-rS). 

/.(' ' ''o) = 
</.»; (i -'„y 

x(/IHéVf+|-3ï;'l 
T, T,, 

7 .i T „o 

, . "ï. _f 11 *- 
/«.r"' / rc 

(62) 
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1 

li'''ri ‘H;:.' i r“ } 1 - 3 - 
r T I „„ «ï 

(63) 

Lat us write the aarae expression for r = 1.0 and divide eq.(6j) bjr it. As a 

result, we obtain the law of temperature variation along the radius in the exit 

aection of the nozzle: 

I 

(l/ft-'HfcM-'fc '-£) 
5 itf fc-kfe i fc*—?:) 

(64) 

The total area of the exit section for a weight rat“ of flow of the gas of 

1 kg/sec must have the value 

^it ~~ f an 't” f w 

Prom the equality 

(65) 

we find the aection fa0: 

A / *T 72 /B*c '0 
a«' 

We then determine the specific thrust from eq.(52): 

P,r =P.kMl (/„» + /.<)• 

Making use of aq.(53), we obtain the following expression for the specific 

thrust: 

ll r f: -')(?: 1 
/^c . 1 3 *'»> 

/ T.; t„ 

1* , 2(1 ~r„)-’ iL^\nLi -, T±- 
\T„ T' T0 

(66) 

Since all the unit jets have the expansion ratio b, it follows that, for the 

individual Jet, the thermal efficiency is the same as for the entire gas flow: 
. » 

I 
yu~ 1 *” 77 • 

»? 
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For the sanie reason, the force factor of the engine will be 

Let us determin the quantity of heat transferred to the gas in the chamber, 

and the value of the critical energy of the flow: 

In the annular flow, we have 

or 

kf.p.Al /■* I 

*- I 

After summation, we get 

(67) 

The quantity of heat transferred to 1 kg of gas equals the quantity of heat 

transferred in a chamber of the same cross section by a flow of gas at constant 

temperature T0 or T0. 

The kinetic energy of the gas in the exit section of the nozzle is 

(68) 

At the same consumption of heat per kg of gas, the cross section of the nozzle 

in a vari able-temper ature chamber is found to be less than in a maximum-temperature 

chamber. At the same time the impulses and the force factor 4c found to be the 

same in both chambers. This conclusion is correct for chambers with heating of the 

gas. In chemical chambers, a temperature drop is accompanied by the generation of 

chemical losses} when these are taken Into account, the values of and 4C in the 
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»«rlabl«-temperature =h«»>b»r «r. lo-er than In the ehaaber at temperatures To = const 

* simpler version of the temperature distribution Is represented by an extreme 

sped el case of the precedí ne (He.7a). Here T00 = T„ end he,. Bearing this In sdnd 

u, obtain the folloulng expressions for determining the specific area at the nozzle 

mouth, Instead of eq.(59): 

For the exit section of the nozzle, we get, accordingly, 

i 

(69) 

(70) 

Substituting this value in eq.(52), we determine the specific thrust 

<> i 

i ') 

ln r, + )■ 1 
-, 'V 

I f 

r. * r 

r, 
i 

-- ;i 

(71) 

Figure 71 shows the variation in the specific thrust ratios ^ •5E- and ■ _3£- 
sp o “sp.c 

plotted versus the ratios of the extreme temperatures 

Fig.7Q - Version of Linear 
Temperature Distribution 
along the Radius of the 

Chamber 

Tc 
To ’ k 

To find the law of temperature variation in the 

exit section of the nozzle, we now rewrite eq.(64), 

bearing in mind that rao = 0 and T00 - To- After 

finding such an expression for the total area of the 

exit section, we set up the ratio 

V 
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Figure 72 shows the character of the temperature variation along the radii of 

the nozzle mouth and exit sections- 

From these expressions for a chamber with linear temperature distribution along 

the radii of the chamber sections, we reach the following conclusions: 

1. The thrust per unit area of the exit section is independent of the law of 

temperature distribution over the cross section of the chamber. 

2. With increasing , the specific thrust varies as shown in Fig.71. 
Tc 

3. The temperature gradient along the radius varies on transition from the 

first cross section of the nozzle to the succeeding cross sections. 

The version with parabolic temperature variation along the radius of the 

chamber is the closest to the actual picture of its distribution. The relation be¬ 

tween a radius and the temperature is established 

at specified extreme temperatures T0 and T3 

(Fig.73). Starting from the equation of the 

parabola with respect to its vertex, y2 = 2px, 

and bearing in mind that, in our case, 

y r ind X /,, 

we get the equation 

T; 1- M I' \r- (73) 
/ ., / o / 

Fig.73 - Version of Parabolic 
Temperature Distribution over 
Cross Section of Chamber 
(Solid Une) and over Exit 
Section of Nozzle (Broken 

Une) 

Je now find the value of f^ corresponding to 

a ga¿ flow rate of 1 kg/sec, by making use of the 

equation of discontinuity: 

p* 

nr. »■. <//. 

Taking, as before, Wk = 1 “/aec» and substituting Tr from eq.(73), we obtain, 

after transformations and integration, 
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I 

As in the previous version, 

I - 

/« 
1.0 In 

r, 
7'. 
7-„ 

(74) 

rf/«= 

After substitutions and integration we get 

A 

2*“ 

W0 

We find the complete cross section at the exit for Ta = Tac¡ 

Ã V'n 

/j af 
no 

l 7-c 

(75) 

(76) 

Dividing eq.(75) by eq.(76), and making use of the radial dimensions of the 

cross sections, we find the relation between the temperature and the radius in the 

exit section: 

r;;, 
I I T, n 

' i\ 

I 

whence 

/rlr1 (' I 
(77) 

The temperature variation along the radius is shown by the broken line in 

Pig.73» according to eq.(77). 

The variation in relative temperature in the end section of the nozzle is shown 
i 

by the broken line in Fig.72. . -' 
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To determine the specific thrust, we make use of eq.(52), substituting the 

value of fa from eq.(71): 

I 

f\ - 2/^ „ 
V 

r 7, 

7« 
T. 

(78) 

The variation of P?-E— for the parabolic version is shown by the broken line 
Pepo 

in Fig.71. 

is 

The quantity of heat transferred to the gas 

Q,-írfQ= ¡r-r¡Mrf/'' 
Bearing eq.(74) in mind, we get 

• Qr 
kRTj> 

In 

Zi 

Jo 

Jo 
rc 

Pig.74 - Schematic Diagram of 
Stepped Temperature Distribu¬ 
tion along the Diameter of 

the Chamber Section 

Let us now evaluate, in addition, the fea¬ 

tures of a chamber with a stepwise temperature 

distribution along its diameters (Fig.74), remem¬ 

bering that the composition of the gas is the same over the entire cross section of 

the chamber. 

On the basis of eq.(55), we write 

~ ro) Ve- 

From the equality 

o, + oc=i.o 
we determine the cross section fk for a flow rate of 1 kg/sec: 

(79) 

The exit sections of the central and peripheral flows are determined, as 
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before, as followsî 

and 

i 

- 

/„o A u A 
* 4JO 

/,.. =/. ¡'/d r-)* 
' u * 

Adding these, we get the following expression for calculating the exit section 

of a nozzle for a gas flow rate of 1 kg/sec: 

(80) 

Making use of eq.(52), we now write the following expression for the specific 

thrust t 

(81) 

Figure 75 shows the relation of the specific thrust at T0 = const with the 

degree of temperature rise in the chamber, and the relative dimensions of the cen¬ 

tral hot flow. Figure 76 shows the variation of the relative specific cross sec¬ 

tions of the chamber. 

On the basin of Figs.75 nnd 76 and of oqs.(77) - (79). «a arrive at the fol- 

I 

lowing conclusions? 

1. As in the other versions, the thrust of the cUmber per unit area of the 

exit section does not depend on the initial temperature distribution in the chamber 

2. With increasing size of the hot portion of the flow, the specific thrust in 

creases simultaneously with an increase of the transverse chamber dimensions. 

3. With decreasing initial temperature of the cold portion of the flow, the 

specific thrust decreases with decreasing size of the chamber. 
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and Ratio 
Tc 

Fig.76 - Relative Specific Cross Section of 
Stepwise Temperature Distribution Versus 

Radius r0 and Ratio 

Chamber with 
Relative 

I 
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A stepwise temperature distribution can be assumed for engines in which the 

inner wall of the chamber is protected by a layer of colder gas. If 

0 |,5*wir„ <Vi. 

Fig.77 - Variation of Relative Specific Thrust and Relative 

Area of a Chamber with Stepwise Temperature Distribution in 

the Case of a Heavy Core 

i 

which is close to the values in actually existing prototypes, then the losses of 

specific thrust by comparison with the uniform high-temperature distribution over 

the section will be about 2.5%, and the losses of thrust will be 8%. 

The flows may also have different compositions. Adopting the previous assump¬ 

tions of independent action of the flows, we obtain the following expressions for ffc 
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and the aped fie thrust 

whore ¡i is the molecular weight of the gases• 

If one of the gases becomes heavier, the specific dimensions of the chamber and 

nozzle decrease. The values of R and k affect the variation in the specific thrust. 

Figure 77 shows the variation in the relative specific thrust — and in the 

relative area of the chamber wlth the dimensionless radius of the heavy core. 
iko 

Section 11. Effect of Random Fluctuations of Gas Temperature Upstream of the Nozzle 

on the Specific Thrust of a Rocket Engine 

Experience shows that complete temperature uniformity is not obtained in the 

cross section of a chamber, and that the value of the gas temperature at any arbi¬ 

trary place of the cross section is not absolutely constant. 

Owing to random causes, the local gas temperature fluctuates within certain 

limits about its mean value. In chemical engines, such fluctuations are due pri¬ 

marily to the process of mixture formation. The random deviations in the phenomena 

constituting the process of mixture formation are due to the fact that the feed of 

th® components, the fineness of atomization, the collision of the droplets, their 

evaporation and ignition are not absolutely stationary processes; some of these are 

essentially discontinuous by nature (for example, the droplet formation). 

In a block reactor chamber, the individual channels inevitably differ in dimen¬ 

sion, in hydraulic resistance, and in heat-transfer properties, which likewise leads 
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to temperature fluctuation in the cross section of the chamber after the individual 

flows have merged and mixed. 

The temperature fluctuations necessarily exert a certain influence on the 

specific thrust of the engine; in order to estimate that thrust,accurately experi¬ 

mental data are required on the so-called distribution function f(T), which charac 

terizes these random fluctuations. The probability that the temperature T lies in 

the range T - (T + dT) is f(T)dT. The probability that the temperature lies only 

in the range T - AT to T + At is 

r-t « 
.ï /(71 dT. 

T M 

In the case where all values of the varying temperature lie within these 

limits, we have 
r+aí 

Í f(T)(n -\.o. 
! J/ 

Fig.78 - Versions of the Temperature Distribution Function 

If the quantity of interest to us is a function of the temperature, F(T), then 

its moan value F Is determined from the expression 

ir*' 
F~ i FWfWdT. 

T-U 

* 

(82) 
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The fora of the distribution function f (T), as already stated, is found from 

statistical data obtained by experiment. 

In our case, there are no experimental data. For this reason, we estimate only 

the order of the deviations of the specific thrust from the value corresponding to 

the mean temperature T0. 

In Fig.78 the values of the temperature, which vary between the extrema values 

T - iit and T + At, are plotted on the abscissa axis. If the probability of any tem¬ 

perature lying within these limits is the same, then the distribution function will 

be a straight line with constant ordinate f(T) = a. In this case, 

f adT=2a\t=\$, 
T-U 

whence 

(83) 

Of the laws of distribution, the parabolic law shown in Fig.78 by curve II is 

used frequently, while the exponential law shown by curve III is used most often. 

The area under the parabola II equals the areas under the straight line I, for the 

selected temperature range. For convenience of calculation, the exponent is re¬ 

garded as a curve with unbounded base along the abscissa axis. It is also assumed 

that f(0)/f(At) = e2. In this case, the last condition is arbitrarily assigned; in 

reality it should be based on experimental data. 

Let us consider the example of the temperature distribution by the linear law I 

Assume that each elementary portion of [fas dG, with the initial temperature T at 

some instant of time, expands In the nozzle without reacting with the adjacent unit 

jets. To simplify the argument, we assume that the value of dG in the jets with 

different temperatures is the same. 

Then the value of the specific thrust will be determined from the expression 

I 

ptf da -1 /7 
e 

dG-R^TdO 
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If the ejection in the unit Jet depends on the temperature and If this depend¬ 

ence can be established, then the expression for the thrust of this unit Jet is 
* 

written with allowance for the fluctuation in the flow rate. In our case, the spe¬ 

cific thrust is determined from the equation 

f4 _ ‘ T _ 
/> =fl f 1/ Tf(T)dT.Ba 1' I TdT, 

r T U r' " 

ff if 

1' 
T U 

whence 

= iO1 (7,, iO-' 

Let us factorize T0 and introduce the notation y = » where y is the reía¬ 
lo 

tive amplitude of temperature fluctuation. Then, 

P -4007^((1+#- (1- >')’] 
* 3 

Let us transform the coefficient in front of the brackets as follows: 

2-oi/^-r- 2 rj ..7*0 2 alf afl j/ T„T„ = f P„0« 

However, 

Consequently, 

3 ‘f0 At 3 y ■ a- 

On expanding the binomials in the brackets into series, we get 

1 ' ;i ;i . V- 
(1 ¡ v)J - if- V í - y- 
' * 2 « It* 

i 

(1 v)J - 1 — V : V- r 
' • ' 2 ' K ’ I« 

Subtracting, we have 

n, <84) 

Henoe, the relative variation of the specific thrust is determined as follows: 
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I 

'V_J> - -v 

It 
I ipil 1' 24 ".24 

(85) 

Let the extreme temperatures be 10% higher or lower than the mean. Then, 

y = 0.1 and 
h,»M 

Pw0 ".‘¿4 
0,012"». 

At y = 0.5, which is Improbably high for a normally operating engine, we get 

*Jjr 1,04%. 
P Ipo 

Also bearing in mind that the true curves of the distribution function lie be¬ 

tween the first version and the following versions shown in Flg.78, it may be con¬ 

sidered that the random deviations of the local temperatures from the mean values in 

the cross section of the chamber ahead of the nozzle mouth have a negligibly slight 

effect on the specific thrust, but always of a decreasing nature. For versions II 

and III, the temperatures of the extreme zones, at maximum deviations r(T), are 

less probable than the temperatures close to the mean T0. This means that the de¬ 

viations in the specific thrust are less substantial for versions II and III than 

for version I. 

Let us consider still another case of the effect of the exponential law of dis¬ 

tribution, when 

/(T) = 

where x = T - T0. 

The relation between the coefficients c and a is determined from the equality 

Since 

(86) 

than 

Zf f'^dx-l'O. 

ff. 
A* 

For a specific determination of c and a, experimental data will be necessary. 
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Not having them, let us assume that 

Then, 

whence 

/(0) 

/<¿0 
-e. 

.2 -.ir 
• 

2 
* =3 - - 

and, consequently, 

f“l/ 7 = 
Thus, the distribution function will be In the form 

Let us determine the specific thrusts 

o_Í- r’ 
-e 6'' 

m 

/»„-Jfi 1r« 

(87) 

-f X ^ 4f* dx. 

Introducing the notation 

Atf . Jr 
— *»y; 

r-r0 ^ r t¡ tt’)\ 

Ttí 

we get 

t70 âr2 y5 

oo 

; dx=T0dl'. 

- y 7 j VAI +5'«' 

In this case, Ç’ < 1.0. For this reason, on expanding + in a serie 

we terminate the series after the first three terms 

V/7+i;=uir-ÍE'’+¿r>-.... 

Then, the value of the Integral is decomposed into its three components 
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According to eq.(86), the value of the first integral is 

while the second is zero. In fact, 

Within these limits of integration, any positive differential has a negative 

differential equal to it. The third and last integral may be written in the fol¬ 

lowing form: 

where 2 
a« ~ . r 

However, 

i- •'■•i . 
m 

As a result, we obtain 

Returning to the formula for the specific thrust, we get 
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The relative variation in specific thrust is deter.nined as 

V «2 

and is of the same order as the variation in the case of linear distribution. 

As should be remembered, the conclusion that the random temperature fluctua¬ 

tions have only a slight effect on the specific thrust is valid only in the case 

where the temperature affects the specific thrust in accordance with the law PSp = 

= B l/r, as, for example, in an ideal engine. 

On transition to an actual chemical engine, allowance must be made for the re¬ 

lation between the temperature and the component ratio, and the influence of this 

relation and of the component ratio itself, on the adiabatic exponent k and on the 

gas constant R. The value of the coefficient B in the expression for Psp is vari¬ 

able. Under these conditions, it is expedient to make use of the experimental rela¬ 

tions PSp = f (x) and T = cp(x), where x represents the component ratio, i.e., the 

ratio of the quantity of oxidizer to the quantity of the fuel. 

These relations will be different if we consider them at various values of T0, 

and therefore the deviation of the specific thrust also depends on T0. 

Cases are possible in which PSp will hardly vary under random temperature fluc¬ 

tuations, but there are also cases in which, at certain values of T0, the variations 

will be greater than those obtained above for an ideal engine [cf. also Chapter V, 

the relations Psp = f ( *) ] • 

t 

Section 12. Characteristics of an Ideal Rocket Enrine at p = c 

The term "characteristic of a rocket engine" is applied to the relations be¬ 

tween the basic performance parameters of the engine, on the one hand, and some 

parameter determining its operating condition on the other. The principal per¬ 

formance parameters include: specific thrust, total thrust, specific heat consump¬ 

tion, specific fuel consumption, and specific dimensions. 
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Ch*racteristi ca of two forms raust be differentiated, those of the series rocket 

engine and those of the operating conditions. 

Series rocket engines are a train of rocket engines operating under design con- 

ditiona, dissimilar with respect to one of. the parameters of these conditions and 

correlated by some criterion of the operating conditions. 

The so-called operating characteristics give the relations for single rocket 

engines whose operating conditions are determined by the flight program. The mam 

variables in this case are most often the gas efflux per second and the external 

pressure. 

1. Characteristics of Series Rocket Engines 

Consider one of the examples of the characteristics of a train of rocket 

engines under the following conditions: The chamber cross sections ahead of the 

nozzle are the same for all engines (¾ = const), the gas velocity in the initial 

cross sections is low and constant (Vk = 1 m/sec), the expansion ratio is one and 

the same in engines of the entire series or train = t>a = const). 
Pa 

At certain values of pko and Tko, let the weight rate of flow be G0 ^ 1 kg/sec. 

Then, 
?r,. . 

Pk" it<> 

In an arbitrary engine train, the thrust and the specific thrust are determined 

under rated operating conditions by the formulas 

» TV- A>- 
A 

R 

Pk 

Vt\ 
F.. 

and the relative thrust, by the formulas 

Then, 

t 
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or 

(89) 

The exit section is 

O Vtk œ A 

P* ~~ R Vth 

and, accordingly, 

^VrrVf:- (90) 

Taking these relations into account, let us consider the following four series 

of engines: P = 1.0; rk = const; Tk = const; and pk = const. In the first series, 

the thrust of all engines is the same, while the state of the gas in the phamber is 

different. From eqs.(89) we find 

while from eqs.(89) and (91) we get 

and from eq.(90), 

(92) 

(93) 

P. 

The results of the determination of the principal parameters for the engines of 

all four series are presented in Table 13- 

figure 79 shows the relations between the Initial parameters for various ver¬ 

sions of the characteristics, and Figs.!}0 and 81 give the relatione between the 

relative thrust and the specific thrust, on tha one hand, and the variables pk and 

Ik on the other. 

The thruet of the chamber may be considerably increased by Increasing the 

density of th. ga. ahead of the noael. mouth. However, tha specific thrust in thl. 

ease decreases In tha order of position of the versions In Table 13. 

Assuming that, on transition from one engine to another, the expansion ratio 

varis», and considering p. = Pax. « E'1 * "r,»a of enSlMS ilfferln« tTOm the pre 
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Table 13 

Indices of Rocket Engine Trains with Fk = const and f> = const 

Engine 
Version 

f> « 1,0 

'lu r. eon*t 

Designa¬ 
tion of 
Version 
in Figs. 
86 - 88 

Relation 
to Ini¬ 
tial 
Condi¬ 
tions 

Total 
Thrust, 

7 

Specific 
Thrust, 

\p 

Exit 
Section, 

Specific 
Thrust 
with 

Respect 
to Exit 
Section, 

P 

Fa 

f, ’ P7. i.o Pk 
1 

Pk 
Pk 

II p. - f. vX Vp* 1 7'_l 
/ PK 

Pk 

Tu const HI fK ^ 1.0 i 1.0 1.0 Ph 

const IV pK l.o 
1 . ^ 1 

/'I 

/ T. 
Vr¥7 1 i 1 

ceding» Fjj = const and pex = const, for which 

p-bVt.,,- p*£_k 
RTk 

end 

K-Vf.v r=~P‘\ 
Í II 

* t* 

Taking, as before, P = 1.0 for version 1, we get 

» 1 
P\ l/o7*« 

and 
(1 «?:) 

f \ Kp7 I ^ 

(94) 

(95) 

(96) 

The principal relations for the other versions of this series are given in 

Table 14- 

Figures 82, 83, and 84 show the internal parameters, the relative thrust, and 

the specific thrust as functions of variable pk and Tj<, for four versions of the 
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Fig.79 - For Characteristic of Rocket Engine Trains with 
Fic = const and 5C = const. Four versions of the 

correlation between the internal parameters 

Fig.80 - For Characteristic of Rocket Engine Trains with Fk = const 
and 5Q = const. Four versions of variation in relativê thrust . 
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I 

Fig 

fk 

31 - For Characteristics of Socket Engine Trains with 

const and tc = const. Four versions of variation in 
snecifiC thrust 

Fie.82 - Relation between Internal Parameters in Different 

Versions of Rocket-Engine Chamber with F* = const; 

pex = const 
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P 

Fig.83 - Relative Thrust Versus and Tk for Different Versions 
of a Rocket-Engine Chamber with Fk = const and pk = const 

Fig.84 - Relative Specific Thrust Versus pk and Tk for Different 
Versions of a Rocket-Engine Chamber with Fk = const and 

Pex = const 
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series. 

The other versions of the characteristics of engine trains can be investigated 

in a similar manner. 

2. Operating Characteristics of Rocket Engines 

Of the operating characteristics, the most important are the thrust-to-flow 

rate characteristic (quantitative regulation of the thrust); the thrust-to-mixture 

composition characteristic (qualitative regulation of the thrust); and th; altitude 

character!stic. 

Let us consider three chamber versions: 

1) With constant nozzle (Fig. 85a ), characterized by ?a = const; Fcr = const; 

and bc = const (pa % PeX)? 

2) With adjustable nozzle exit section (Fig. 85b), characterized by Fa i 

i const; Fcr = const; 6C / const (pex = Pa)» 

3) With adjustable exit and critical sections of the nozzle (Fig. 85c ), cor¬ 

responding to Fa ^ const; Fcr / const, t> = const. 

Adjustment of the area of the principal nozzle sections, as will be shown be¬ 

low, improves the engine characteristics and changes its thrust. 

The thrust of an engine may be changed at constant externei pressure by two 

simple methods, either by varying the propellant feed rate or by varying the pro¬ 

pellant component ratio. 

Jet us consider the flow-rate characteristics of a liquid-propellant rocket 

engine with various chambers. 

For the chambers of the first version, Fa = 1.0 and Fcr = 1.0. In this case, 

the main parameter of tne discharge characteristics is the propellant flow rate per 

second, or the pressure in the chamber which is directly proportional to the former 

The flow rate of the fuel through the chamber is 

» 
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(97) 
°-F‘'vkŸ kg^‘ '■ 

In the Ideal chamber, at constant gas composition and neglecting dissociation, 

the temperature may be taken as constant. 

Fig.85 - Versions of Chambers of a 
Rocket Engine at p = c 

This means that, if the quantities G0, 

y0, Pko» Pao are at ra^e^ operat¬ 

ing conditions, then 

SL ms -2½ m* . 
O0 Puo Pa" 

'th shall henceforth use the notation: 

fé 

fan 
is. 
Pm 

08) 

Then, 

<¡ p. p„ ! ■ 
J ti 

Since the temperature in the chamber 

and the expansion ratio are constant, a 

change in the gas flow rate has no effect 

on the exhaust velocity. 7e determine the 

thrust by the usual formula 

~ d g F a Pa f'uPt* 

After Introducing the relative quantities (98), we get 

P-Ö (0,, — -t- /->„.)-P„/’„ OP;„-F„p„ 

where Pi is the Internal thrust of the engine. 

We determine the specific thrust from the expression 

(99) 
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<1 (100) 
G/S„- 

"g,;g 
F aP** 

‘ *»» 
t nP_t* 

G ' 

Figure R6 shows the flow-rate characteristic of a rocket engine, at p = c with 

constant nozzle. With varying G, the engine has only a single set of rated operat¬ 

ing conditions. As the flow rate increases from its rated value, conditions of 

underexpansi on set in; a decrease in the flow rate causes overexpansi on, which may 

Fig.86 - Flow-rate Characteristic of Rocket Engine with Constant 

Nozzle (G0 = 1 kg/sec) 

a) Overexpansion; b) Compression shock; c) Linderexpansion 

lead to the appearance of a compression shock in the nozzle duct. The increase in 

specific thrust depends on the external pressure; at very low external pressures, 

P8p is practically independent of the mass rate of flow. 

Solving for Pjo and considering G0 = 1 kg/sec, we get 

I 
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It follows from this expression that the rate of thrust Increase with increas¬ 

ing G la greater In chambers with a higher temperature and a higher degree of ex¬ 

pansion 6C. 

For chambers of the second version, we have Fa i const, while pa = pex = const. 

In this case, expansion to external pressure takes place and the expansion ratio bQ 

Is variable, l.e., 

1 = à /) . 
*• r. i'« ‘ 

However, = G, so that 6C = öco^* 

The static te.?m in the expression for the thrust is absent; therefore 

and, accordingly, 

W W D- fï • P — — 
6' >" « 

P—Ti Uy; l\f - W. (101) 

The relative velocity, and the relative specific thrust equal to it, are deter¬ 

mined from the expression 

ur= p 
‘P / , J_ 

' **c0 

(102) 

1 1 — 
*fi 
Bc0 

while the total thrust is obtained from the expression 

P-GP%f. 

Under conditions of decreased flow rate, the second version is more advan¬ 

tageous than the first, since the specific thrust is somewhat higher in that case 

Its greater economy is explained by a more complete utilization of the available 

degree of pressure drop. 

The exit section should vary by the law 

Th 

, l/ (if-o' 
* ft t' w    _......   ^ 

/ (io> ■ (¿¿ 
M 

* 

(103) 
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I 

ln „ chamber of the ltd rd version, ehich is most complicated in desipn, the 

exhaust velocity is constant. By a suitable chanEe in the critical cross section, 

the pressure may be held constant in the chamber, and by reflating or controllini: 

the exit section, the pressure across the nostle exit may be held constant. At con- 

slant {fy, Pa. Tk, we have 

fj P 0 ~r 

and, accordingly, _ _ 

P = 1,0¿ndi P — (Î ■ 
T 

The sections must be varied proportionally to each other and to the flou rate: 

F =T'a^ü. 

The considered flow-rate characteristics are compared in Fic-87. The greatest 

increase in thrust with increasine flow rate is obtained in a chamber of the first 

version, l.e., in an engine with constant nossle dimensions. 

The versions of chambers with adjustable or controllable noszles are convenient 

since they prevent the possibility of a compression shock in the nozzle duct. 

in the region of underloads (P < 1.0), the chamber with controllable main sec¬ 

tions of the nozzle is most economical. In the region of overloads, however (P > 

> 1.0), the second version gives a greater increase in thrust and greater economy 

with increasing mass rate of flow. 

Consequently, in selecting a version of some given chamber, independently of 

evaluating its design, on. must also know the critical operating conditions of the 

engine and the approximate region of the operating conditions. 

ut us now consider the thrv-t character!stios related to temperature, mixture 

composition at constant flow rate through the chamber, and at constant pressure in 

the chamber. 

Let the chamber have constant cross sections. 

If G = const, then 

\ 
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/'K'. 

I K I Tk 
and 

K I\. , da/,) 

Consequently, at constant mass rate of flow, the pressure will also increase 

with Increasing chamber temperature, but more slowly than that temperature. 

Fig.87 - Three Versions of the Flow-Rate Characteristics 

of a Rocket Engine at p = c (T^ = const) 

1 - Uncontrolled nozzle; II - Nozzle with adjusted Fa; 

III - Nozzle with adjusted Fa and Fcr 

> 

The expansion ratio in the nozzle is constant, but the velocity and pressure 

across Its exit section increase with increasing temperature. 

The specific engine thrust is determined from the expression 

(105) 

where fa is the specific area of the nozzle exit. 

If, however, pk = const and pk = 1» then 
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A3 will be seen from eq.(l06), the mass rate of flow In this case varies in 

inverse proportion to the square root of the temperature. In this case, the pres¬ 

sure across the nozzle exit remains constant, so that the exhaust velocity and the 

apecific thrust will vary proportionally to the square root of the temperature, 

H = and Pgp = while the thrust will not vary, since 

l> - />, a -1.0. 

In the second version of the chamber, the variation of the exit section is such 

that pa = Pao = Pex* Since the critical cross section remains constant, the rela¬ 

tion between the pressure and the temperature is the same as in a simple chamber, 

i.e., with increasing temperature the pressure also increases. In this case, at 

constant flow rate, 

However, 

Pip = W - 

■T* 1 -i) 
]/T- 

and 

The pressure in a chamber of the third version is held constant by varying the 

critical cross section, while the pressure across the nozzle exit is kept equal to 

the external pressure, which is accomplished by adjusting the value of Fa. In this 

case, 
♦ 

p=ptf~ ]r fu 
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I 

und p 
—— ■= /(I) * const. 
' <r 

According to eq.(103) und the conditions of the third version, we have 

p ^p' 
‘it ' n «t* 

Figure 86 ahowa the characteristics of a rocket engine with respect to the 

initial gas temperature in the case of 3 = const. 

Fig.88 - Thrust Characteristics of a Rocket Engine at p - c 
Plotted against the Chamber Temperature (G = const) 

I - Uncontrolled nozzle; II - Nozzle with adjusted Fa; 
III - Nozzle with adjusted Fa and Fcr 

Let us also consider the version of the thrust characteristic of a chamber with 
t 
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mixed control, when, at constant nozzle, the condition 

/i 7 
I h *'■ « 

is satisfied. 

Such a relation between pressure and temperature corresponds roughly to the 

same intensity of convective heat transfer to the walls of the chamber. The in¬ 

crease in the mass rate of flow is due, in this case, to increased pressure and de¬ 

creased temperature. 

•Trom eq.(97) and the condition that p^ = const, ue get 

I 

The exhaust velocity at & = const equals 

r I/ /.. 
and the pressure across the nozzle exit is 

(107) 

/ i 
r„ n„p, r.,\ 

We obtain the following expression for the total thrust: 

P—P . - — 

‘V \ T 
rupfí i* ¡,j\ ‘■'j'" - f)i u V(i ~ Oi,- 

where 
U!r 

p. o- a, 

(108) 

The thrust increment is 

» 

AP« P ¡. ( V~Õ -1 ) - P , (p. -1 ) = P ;.o (ji -1 ) 

If the specific internal thrust at rated operating conditions is 

then the specific thrust, on the basis of the above, is determined from the ex¬ 

pression < 
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r 
and 

In tba allowable range of variation of the mass rate of flow, the increment in 

apeei fio thrust decreases with increasing initial flow rate. 

Figure 89 shows the thrust characteristic of a chamber with mixed regulation, 

together with the flow-rate characteristic. 

The characteristics of actual engines differ from bhose-~obtained above by 

ojs a? # 0,9 V w tXo 
Hg.89 - Thrust Characteristic of Chamber with p2! = const, 

Compared with the Usual Flow—Rate Characteristic 

——~ flow-rate characteristic; 
» - Characteristic of chamber with p2T = const 

slight corrections in the exhai^t velocities, because of losses in the chamber and 

nossle. Moreover, the values of pa and Fa are slightly refined. 

The refinements of the former and latter types partially compensate each other. 
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3. fUltude Characteristics of a Rocket Sn^lne 

With increasing altitude above sea level, the atmospheric pressure declines, 

leading to a decrease in the external engine thrust FaPex- For example, at an alti 

tude of 20 km, the external thrust per m2 of nozzle exit section is 540 kg. This 

quantity, at the specific thrusts of modern rocket engines (50,000 kg/m2), must be 

taken into account. At an altitude of 40 km, however, the external thrust becomes 

equal to 28 kg/m2, and the correction for it may already be neglected. 

The operation of an engine with uncontrolled nozzle is characterized by the 

following conditionsî 

G»con$t; p,»const; /'„»const; 5t = const; p /const. 

At supercritical efflux, the internal thrust remains constant, i.e., 

and 

Making use of eq.(34), we write 

(109) 

The rated operating conditions correspond to a rated altitude with the atmos¬ 

pheric pressure pex r. At the rated altitude, the specific thrust equals 

*f‘r 8 

The change in specific thrust is determined by the difference 

(110) 

For very high altitudes, 
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Fig.90 - Effect of the Mach Number at tne Exit Section and of the 
Temperature in the Chamber on the Maximum Variation in Specific 

Thrust during Ki.gh-A.lti tude Flight (Uncontrolled Nozzle' 

Fig.91 - Altitude Characteristics of a Rocket Engine at p = c 
(Uncontrolled Nozzle) 
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H will b« Men from the expressions for £.Pap that the specific thrust varies 

more intensely in engines with a higher chamber temperature and with . lower expan- 

■ion ratio (Fig.90). 

Bearing in mini the relation between external pressure and altitude (see 

Appendix I), a direct relation between thrust and altitude may be found from 

eq.(110). 

Figure 91 shows the altitude characteristics of a rocket engine under the con 

ditions Hr = 0, 5, 10, and 15 km. The drawback of a rocket engine with constant 

nozzle is that, at all altitudes other than the rated altitude, it operates under 

non-design conditions. Consequently, a¿ all altitudes except the rated altitude, 

the possibilities of maximum economy are not utilized, and, further than that, if 

the rated altitude is very high, overexpansion at low altitudes may lead to the ap¬ 

pearance of a shock wave in the nozzle duct. 

Figur. 92 shows pf-dl»grams of an angina for various a^ltudas. To daoraas. 

th. Iosms du. to non-design operating conditions, th. rated altitud, should b. 

Interaedlate batwaan th. extremo values. The rati altitud, «y b. salactad exactly 
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on th® basis of an analysis of the results of a specified flight path of the vehicle, 

allowing for the influence of changes, not only in the characteristic but also in 

the weight and drag of the vehicle due to the change-over from one nozzle to another. 

If, as the altitude is continuously diminished, the shock wave begins to enter 

th# nozzle and then advances inside it, the rate at which the specific thrust de¬ 

clines will be somewhat lower (Fig.93). Let the pressure pex r correspond to the 

Fig.93 - pf Diagram for the Case of Entrance of a Shock Wave 
into the Nozzle Duct of a Rocket Engine at p = c 

altitude Hr at which Pex r = Pa- the external pressure is increased to pex, 

th# shock wave will be in the nozzle duct in the section fx. 

If, as w# did before, the diffuser Effect of the exit section of the duct is 

neglected, then the pressure in the section fx at once rises to the atmospheric 

pressure pex, and the diagram takes the form corresponding to the contour 

A-I_0-B-pex. The specific thrust will be less than the rated value for altitude Hr, 

but will be greater than the thrust at the same altitude in the case of normal over- 

expansion without formation of shock waves. The gain in thrust corresponds on the 

pf -41agram to the area 0-8-C-2. 
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In the presence of a diffuser effect of the nozzle exit, the line 0-B is re¬ 

placed by the line O-C, and the thrust is somewhat decreased. 

On the whole, it may be stated that a simple nozzle with a high rated altitude 

may, at low altitudes, have the properties of self-control. 

Let us consider the following example. r cnî 

/V Pur' 
% 0 K *niM 

The shock wave begins at the nozzle exit at 

D tt’ I 1AI r »A . j 11 " II / 1 1 .'’'.i 

^u-r 
> r «i 
* u l kM: 

Prom Hr to H, the specific thrust varies in accordance with the law 

I f) I ! - L . J ^ 
u kM\ 

Vfith a further decrease in H, the shock enters the nozzle. The Mach number Mjj 

before the shock is determined from eq.(51), i.e., 

* 
* I 

Put Ç/M, 

The rated specific thrust is determined from the formula 

■ M, / 
3 Vjl r_ 

~ gV kgRTn 

¿RTa ^ J_Mji _ _ 

8 ,/ 77*-Wx- 

kRJ\ 
t 

On the basis of eq.(4S), we get 

V- ^ 2 
Ma 

I j *M; — \M. 

kM. \ / I I- 
A-l 

M\ 
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Figure 94, shows the altitude characteristics for an engine at Hr = 12 km. It 

la obvious that allowance for the entrance of the shock wave into the nozzle intro¬ 

duces extensive corrections to the altitude characteristic. 

By varying the area of the exit section Fa, we rcay utilize, without disturbing 

the process in the chamber, the available expansion ratio î;ex = - in the nozzle. 
pex 

Then, at each altitude, the static component of the specific thrust will be absent, 

i .e., 

and, accordingly, 

Figure 94 also shows the characteristic of an engine with altitude thrust con- 

Fig.94 - Altitude Characteristic of Engine with Overexpansion 
(pic = 50 kg/cm; Tk = 3000°K; x = 1.2; R = 30 kg-m/kg deg) 

a) On entrance of shock into nozzle; b) Without shock 

trol. The gain in thrust by comparison with the gain without control is substantial 

for great changes in the flight altitude, and therefore attempts to accomplish 
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altitude thrust control are of considerable importance. 

The nozzle exit section ?a may be controlled by various methods. Let us con¬ 

sider several basic systems for a stepwise regulation of Fa. 

Figure 95 a shows a nozzle system in which the exit section may be increased by 

adding, to the nozzle face, conical rings which match the nozzle profile in shape 

and size. Two such additions to the profile (Fig.95 a) will yield three values for 

the expansion ratio. 

In the system shown in Fig.95 b, the original nozzle is designed to provide 

Fig.95 - Schematic Diagrams of Exit Section Control: 

a - Altitude control of rocket engine; b - Slot method of 
controlling expansion in the nozzle; c - Two-stage nozzle 
with liner; d - Nozzle with elastic shell; e - Nozzle with 

diffuser control of overexpansion 

maximum expansion ratio. The actual expansion ratio is decreased by opening the 

slots A. 'At an altitude corresponding to the pressure in the section A, the slots 
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open. The atmospheric air enters the nozzle, and the main flow of fas no lonCer 

expands and does not act on the walls of the nozzle zone aft of the slots. It is 

more difficult to shift the slots alone the axis of the nozzle than to displace the 

rings in the first version, and therefore the slot method is more conveniently used 

for cases in which only a single change of the expansion ratio is desired. 

Figure 95c gives a sketch of a nozzle with a liner. The nozzle liner operates 

at low altitudes and Is jettisoned at high altitudes. 

Itethods are known for varying the cross sections Fa in elastic nozzles 

(Fig. 95d ) . The exit section of the nozzle is formed by a conical strip; twisting 

thia strip around the axis of the -huxber shortens the length of the exit section 

and decreases its cross-sectional dimensions. 

Figure 95« shows the system of a nozzle with control diffuser, ouch a dif¬ 

fuser, installed in a high-altitude nozzle, is separated into individual parts as 

the rocket altitude increases or is gradually burned away. 

For engine plants on rockets, the versions of controllable nozzles with program 

bum-auay of individual parts are suitable. Thus, if a liner (Fig. 95c), covering 

the entire nozzle, is burned away or sublimed over the inner surface at a rate that 

depends on altitude, and if the necessary law of cross-sectional variation is not 

distorted, the altitude control will be continuous. 

The same thing will take place If, in a system with a diffuser, this diffuser 

is melted away or burned from the end, according to a program responsive to the rate 

» 

of ascent. 

The above methods of altitude control of rocket engines have not yet been used 

in practice. This is partly explained by the frequently small limits of variation 

of the operating ceiling of the engine, and also by the inadequate material strength 

of the nozzle-exit control elements at high gas temperatures and high gas velocity, 

the complex design variations of the shape and dimensions of the nozzle walls, and 

sometimes by the increase in engine weight. 
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The above circumstances do not exclude the possibility of the use of adjustable 

nozzles for special cases of program flight. 

Section 13. The Ideal Constant-Volume Enrine with Adiabatic Expansion 

1. Characteristics of the Cycle 

There are various reasons for believing in the usefulness of a rocket engine 

with pulsating chamber pressure. Thus, the weight and cost of the engine feed sys¬ 

tem can be reduced if the propellant is introduced into the chamber when the chamber 

pressure is low. Moreover, there are working units, for example certain types of 

water-injection Jet engines, into which the gas must be fed periodically. Finally, 

there might be cases in which it is more convenient to supply the working fluid with 

energy from its source in pulses. 

The working fluid may undergo various changes of state during the pressure 

pulses. I«t us consider the simplest case, where the chamber is of the constant- 

volume type and the change of state of the gas in the chamber during the flow of gas 

is adiabatic. 

Figure 96 shows a pv-diagram of a constant-volume rocket engine-. In the ini¬ 

tial state, the working fluid occupies the volume Vj^ under the pressure of the end 

of expansion pex. After heat has been transferred at constant volume V^, the gas 

assumes the state corresponding to point 1 (pko, Tko). The heat transferred is 

measured by the difference in internal energies ^ - 'JA. Consequently, 

Since 

It follows that 

Q.~ 

kO P*** \j 

i,, -- I 

A- I N, 

(112) 
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At high values of h ( î>0 > 100), which Is recommended in rocket engines at 

V - c, we may consider 

Q,- 
* — l 

(113) 

In the latter case, the individual lines of the pv-diagrams correspond to the 

processes : 

1- 2, expansion in the chamber and the nozzle; 

2- A, cooling in atmosphere at pex r const; 

A-B, cooling at = const down to absolute zero; 

B-l, transfer of heat at = const. 

Each issuing gas particle first expands in the chamber from the initial pres¬ 

sure pit to the current pressure px and 

then, in the nozzle, to atmospheric pres¬ 

sure. When an elementary particle d3 is 

ejected, the pressure px 'n the chamber 

may be considered constant. This means 

that each particle flowing through the 

nozzle performs the mechanical cycle 

px = const. For particles with initial px 

such a cycle corresponds to the contour 

px - 1' - 2 - p in Fig.96. 

Each succeeding particle undergoes 

less expansion in the nozzle than the pre¬ 

ceding particle. 

Consequently, as the gas flows out of the chamber, the expansion ratio of the 

nozzle must decrease, and accordingly there should be an adjustment of the principal 

cross sections of the nozzle - critical or exit sections (controllable nozzle'. 
« 

t 

The specific work of expansion of each particle, and also of the entire charge, 

Fig.96 - pv-Diagram of Constant- 
Volume Engine 
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Is measured by the area under the expansion adiabatic 1 - 2. The neeative work of 

the back pressure corresponds to the area under the line * - 2. 

The va ue of the work of the cycle on the diaCra^ rrny be represented as the 

difference of the areas p|to-l-2-pex and p^Q-l-y.-pex1 

or 

(114.) 

The same expression may be obtained by summinc the work of the elementary par¬ 

ticles issuinf^ successively from the chamber: 

The work is related to 1 kg of working fluid at the instant the efflux begins. 

The work is proportional to the initial temperature and increases with the initial 

expansion ratio î>0 and with decreasing adiabatic exponent k. 

The thermal efficiency is determined from the ratio 

Tl/o“"I .« • 
6i* 

then, making use of oqs.(112) and (114),, we peb 

-o = i-*(i 

At to > 100, 

^ k (1 Tl/o)— ^ ~~Z • (xl5) 
®o 

It will be clear from this that the thermal efficiency of the cycle V = const is 

always less than the thermal efficiency of the cycle p = const, if the expansion 

ratio is the same. The greater the value of k and the smaller that of fc0, the 
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Ip,97 - Comparative Characteristics of Indices of Cyclesp 
E »nd V = const for the Case of a Controllable Nozsle 

const 

Fig.98 Comparison o 

same Values 

f Cycles p = const and V = const at the 

of Efficiency and Specific Work 

\ 
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greater ui] 1 be the difference between rito and ntv. •'hich is equal to 

*- 1 
rltu~~rUv— a * 

N) 

The value of the spécifié uork at high expansion ratios fc0 may be determined 

from the formula 
*7,0 / 1 JL\ 

>s)' 
(116) 

Figure 97 shows the thermal efficiency of a rocket engine at p = c and of one 

at V = c, together with their ratios, as a function of l0- To simplify the notation 

of the individual quantities, only p and v have been retained in the subscripts. The 

lines tp = f\ have also been plotted on the same diagram. They indicate that, in 

one case, the specific work is equal in both cycles and, in the other case, that the 

efficiency is equal. At one and the same economy, the pressure in a rocket engine 

at p = c is about a third the maximum pressure in the chamber of a rocket engine at 

V = c. At Lp = Ly, the pressure is lower by a factor of 9.5. 

The cycles p = const and V - const are compared in Fig.98 for the same effi- 

clency .nd the same specific work. Let us compare the cycles at the same exhauat- 

gaa temperature. In this case, the line of expansion in the cycle p = const should 

merge with part of the line of expansion of the cycle V = const. If we assume that 

the cycles have the same efficiency, the beginning of expansion In the cycle 

p a const should lie at point b. Comparing the specific uork, ue find that Lp = W- 

Consequently, w. may find a pair of cyclps p = const and V a const such that, at the 

suae state of the exhaust gases, the same efficiency and specific uork are obtained. 

Here, in « rocket engine at p • c, the maximum temperature is louer by a factor of k 

and the pressure Is louer by a factor of k”1^, than In the cycle V a const. 

It must be remembered that, In this comparison, the expansion of the gases in a 

rocket engine at V = c takes place in the nozzle duct at variable expansion ratio, 

Mid each portion of gas expands only to the external pressure. 
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2. I nternai Thrust of a Rocket EnrJ ne at V = g 

Consider the case of determining the engine thrust when the external pressure 

equals zero and the nozzle dimensions are fixed. Let us also assume that the end 

of the efflux is specified by the expansion ratio In the chamber, bk: 

> p|t0 0 KZ - 
* Pu 

where pko and p-K are the chamber pressures at the beginning and end of the exhaust. 

According to eq.(34), the specific thrust of an elementary portion of gas, at 

an arbitrary time during the efflux, is 

r 
g 

Pr- nsi + 
baW 

However, 

(/«¡-»'-('-j) -y 
/ 2g-±-RT, 

k — 1 H) 
X 

and, since H = 1.0, 

RTX RT^ I K RT ’ RW V 1 

I'X U v;r(1 1 v;. 

As a result, 

P = /f», «1«) 
' \ « Kw\, I 

*Tu0 \ __i_ p /* i 

Y I ir\ jY (117) 

where P3p0 Is the specific thrust of the first portion discharged from the chamber. 

Obviously, 

0,- 1.0 

l\, - i P,d<¡ 

or 

K/i 
da. 
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However, 
i 

where V is the volume of a unit chamber, corresponding to a weight rate of flow of 

1 kg/sec. 

We find the following expression for dG: 

dG. 
I d*x 

k * 
a * 

Now 

P.. = P. 
1 

After integration, we have 

V “ ' ‘RO A m-i 

_ A+l 

2* Î ^ 
A + 1 * 

1.0 
and, finally, 

* A + 1 V(l "¿I 
(118) 

Equation (118) pe'rraits determining the internal specific thrust of a rocket 

engine at V = c or the specific thrust under the condition 6C = const and pex = 0. 

Figure 99 shows the lines of expansion of the first and last portions of gas 

issuing from the chamber of a rocket engine at V = c. The expansion ratio in both 

cases is the same, i.e., 

pmi ^ P*_ 
Puu Pan 

- 3C. 

On complete efflux, in this case, ^ = 00, and 

P... 2 Wo 
- 4+ , *fo k+ , g 

(1+4) 
(119) 

1 Let us find the necessary ideal maximum thrust P3p max, which must be compared 

with the «true value to obtain the force factor. 
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Assumo ò, = c«. and \ = o- This means that the weight flow of gas completely 

enters a medium with zero pressure through a nozzle with an infinite expansion ratio. 

Fig.99 - Lines of Expansion of First and Last Portions of Gas 
(t>c = const, pex = 0) 

a) Expansion of first portion of gas; b) Expansion of last 
portion of gas 

Then, the maximum specific thrust may be calculated by means of the formula 

Here, 

Consequently, 

p n „ £^L i /- 2* 

^O"*1 « Y k-\ B ' 

(120) 

-ïïf^ 
(121) P - ,/ a* 

* + * y I3T b 

Vs now set up an expression for the force factor of the engine with efflux into 

a vacuum: 

(122) 

i 
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must be increased. To increase the force factor, both tc and K 

I„ the »pedal =»ae oP a converEent nozzle (Ha = 1.0) and of oompleU exhaust 

(&k = ou), the force factor becomes equal to 

Y< r/in-l ' -/'-i 

3. Thi~„at of . Rocket Engine at V z n..■llL-the_l«aedl■,• " Onn'-roltable Nozzle 

Let ^ and p„ be given. Moreover, the extent of deviation fron the rated 

exhaust condition. Is «Iveys equal to f = 0. This Is accomplished by varying the 

nozzle exit section fa- 

Then, the specific thrust, at an arbitrary Instant of exhaust, ulll be 

r' 
W 1 - > 

p — ZJl*. — -i- 

r* g g V2í -(^)1 

where 
_ Pu f,»< V 

P«o Px u«o 

The specific thrust at a weight rate of flow of G0 = 1 *f/sec is 

P^\PxdG. 

At any instant of time, +he quantity of gas in the chamber will be 
i 

“-i-Mtf-MfclW' 
Hence, 

rfö =■ G0 -r ^ (¾) 

i 
T 

We now introduce the notation 

(Ä) 
I 
T 
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Then, 

dO — (J0 

and, since t^o = ^ex o* we have 

y*-i 

At Co = 1"Ü, 

- 4 v g Y 
1 io 

*- I 
R7,0 * + ‘ 

2* 
I PtO Hi 

y- U.J 
1 

y*-1—1 dy. (123) 

The integration is performed for k = 1.25, 1.286, 1.333, and 1.4. For example, 

for k = 1.25, 

/>, 0.141 ^¿(C-l)'-5(35C'l 30*1 + 24*1 + ■«)• 
(124) 

Comparing this value with the maximum thrust as determined by eq.(l2l), we get 

the force factor: 

']ft - 0,0283 4k (in -1 ),,S (35^6 + 3°t: i 24¾ f 10 )■ 

Figure 100 shows the change in thrust related to a flow rate of G - 1 kg/se^, 

as a function of the expansion ratio of the first portion of gas. Usually í>ex o is 

large, and most of the gas is ejected at supersonic speed. Let us calculate the 

time of efflux of that portion of the gas that issues at Ma 2 l‘°* 

Until the onset of subcrltical flow, the quantity issuing from the chamber 

will be 

40-0,-^=0,(.-¾ =0.[l-(^) 

-4(¾) W, 
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However, 

and 

(125) 

For example, at ó¿0 = 100, 

= 0.979. 

0.939. If, however, 6k0 = 400, then = 
Go 

Fig.100 - Variation In Specific Thrust of an Engine at V = const 
with Controllable Nozzle, as a Function of the Initial 

Expansion Ratio t>ex 0 

To determine the efflux time, we make use of the relation 

dG = GtKd~, 
However, 

»3-« 

(rh) + 1/ K 

where Is the expansion ratio in the chamber, up to an arbitrary instant of time. 

Since 
\ 
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then 

d\ 

where dG^ is the gas lor.3 in the chamber, 

dd -- dG'. 

Omitting intermediate calculations, we write the expression for determining the 

efflux time at supersonic speed, as follows: 

2G 

where 
- ^ 11 k ! 1 »" 

- I )• 

P*0 
*r ,/RT »0 

/ !±‘ 

y 
4* Thrust of a Rocket Enrine at V = c with Fixed Nozzle 

(12Ó) 

(127) 

The rocket engine, at V = c with a fixed nozzle is simple in layout. The exhaust 

of the last portions of gas should be accompanied by extreme overexpansion, by entry 

of a shock wave into the nozzle, and by expansion at subcritical pressure drops. 

Ue shall use the following notation in determining the specific engine thrust: 

_ = „?iiP- is the disposable expansion ratio at the initial instant of exhaust; 
Pex , 

= .is the expansion ratio of the gas in the chamber; 
Pk 

ft s .El.. is the constant expansion ratio in the nozzle. 
C Pa 

Assume that these expansion ratios are so combined that the flow in the nozzle 

duct is not disturbed by shock stall. 

According to eq.(34), the current specific thrust is determined by the formula 



So long as the nozzle has not changed over to conditions of extreme overexpan¬ 

sion, the Mach number across the exit section is the same for all portions of gas, 

since 

K-tb-SK-')- 
Let us take, as the main variable, the expansion ratio in the chamber \x = 

= Pko . Then, the degree of non-design conditions will be 
Px 

1 — 5t Ph ■ P«« 
Pi Pm. 

1- > \i- 

Moreover, 

I / r^ I -- , 
W„ I I 

where W0 is the exhaust velocity at the initial instant 

Then, 

- 

W„ 

(‘ *) '1. t 

or 

'-Yr¿i J - 
* i 

KJr 

M_r 
1 ic ? « 

kM;, ltfD 

JH-1' 
r‘c i » 

I . k A! * », .1 •«* 

The specific thrust is determined from the formula 

,<#j= 
r-r j,. 

I [‘p rfS«L 

or 

kM: 

••VH i 

Vr , + kM —!—t t(s„ ’*“«..)• 
i + *«; / 

After integration, bearing In mind that 

I \ >Ml) 
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Hare, P may bo represented as a function of t>c and In this case, * sp ^ 

I« * + ' 

’’■'-rrVTih^V'-K-^ V 

»« — i 
^ iTi ■' 

We now obtain the following expression for the force factor: 

(129) 

+c 
ipmax 

i - 

! 

V 

k h \ 

Hi 2W.ac 

*n 

(130) 

In eqs.(129) and (130), the specific thrust and the force factor depend on !>c, 

&ex 0» 

In eqs.,(129) and (130), the variable part, depending on &k, equals 

1 
“* + i 

1 K_' __ 
jn ___ J 

k t 1 c ~ 

* i 
..5 2* K 

The maximum of this quantity is reached at the following expansion ratio in the 

chamberí 1 

(131) 
- U—1 c * - i / 

Determining the optimum value of 6k from eq.(l31), it is necessary to check 

whether it Is physically possible to obtain this value of 6¾ at normal flow inside 

the noxzle. 

Figure (101) shows the variation of Pap as a function of 1¾ for the special 

case î*x ò = 400 and b3 = 50. The value of PSp reaches a maximum at - 96.22. 
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Let uh determine the extreme value of corresponding to the entry of a shock 

wave into the exit section of the nozzle, assuming that the shock reaches the 

nozzle at 

Pt* 
Pal 

However, 

Pu _ JPtM Pun ^c_ ^ 

Prt p*l p„\ ~ 

Consequently, 

^ -k’Ê.Vf 
fc,' - _ » 

V' 
Ir 

2k 

A-- I 
(>>“ 1 (132) 

Substituting this value of 6^^ in eqs.(l28) and (130), we obtain expressions 

Fig. 101 - Influence of Expansion Ratio in Chamber on the 
Specific Thrust, at 6ex 0 = 400 and 6C = 50 

Point A - Instant of entry of,shock wave, according to eq.(47); 
Point B - Instant of entry of shock wave, according to eq.(46); 

Point C - FSp majt 

for the specific thrust 

the nozzle. 

For the case shewn 

we reach the conclusion 

the exit section of the 

and force factor at the instant of entry of the shock into 

in Fig.101, = 19.5. On comparing eqs.(131) and (132), 

that for specified values of 6ex and t>Cl the shock wave at 

nozzle always corresponds to an expansion ratio 
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in the char,ber lower than the theoretical optimum. 

This conclusion is true only for the simple relation adopted, -Eê2L_ = C'W at 
Pa 

low values of r.. Other relations between pex and pa on entry of the shock wave into 

the nozzle might lead to a different relation between and - the optimum. 

In eqs.(129) and (130), P3p and ii0 depend on the values of 6ex c and bQ. 

Assigning one of these, the second may be found as the optimum. 

It Is simpler to specify 6c anci f,ex o* 

Let us assume that, in eq.(132), 

“ BU' 

Then the variable in eq.(l29) that liepends on 6ex 0 will be 

Determining the maximum of this quantity under the condition 

by the ordinary method, we find that it occurs at 

m 
k -i 

(133) 

Here, 

* 4 \ 

and 

k +■ 1 

Figure 102 shows the specific thrust of the engine as a function of the expan 

.Ion ratio In the nozzle and chamber. The broken line corresponds to the time of 
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entry of the ahcnk -.mve 

of ^ex o» un^er 

Into the nozzle. Figure 103 Is an example 

the condition that, the optimum value of bc 

Oi 

: s 

the variation 

found for each 

. -.- ~ •»“ ■•■"• -r •' “ •“ "" 

into the nozzle. 

^ us determine, In conclusion, the time of efflux from the chamber up to the 

instant of entry of the shock uave Into the noszle exit, -hen tc Is determined by 

eq.(132). 

The exhaust -ill be exclusively supersonic, and for this reason, as in the case 

Of a controllable nozzle (p.l?2), 

(i._: ÇtL?, 
Ak *' 

Hence, 

A k ! 1 

* 1 10 

KX 
l) 
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I 

Fig.103 - Effect of Initial Gas Expansion bex 0 on the Force 
Factor Optimum Expansion Ratio in the Chamber and 

Efflux until the Instant, of Entry of the Shock Wave 
Into the Nozzle 

Fig.104 - Variation of Relative Chamber Pressure and of Specific 
Thrust during Efflux from the Chamber of a Rocket Engine at V = c 

(Tko = 3000°K; Pko = 100 atm; !>ex 0 = 400; bc - 40) 

I “ ^cr max = 38*? * 10-4 m^; II - fcr = 20 * 10 *♦ m^; 

III - fcr max = 3-49 * 10“4 m2 

I 
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where 
*+l 
* 1 

Figure 104 shows the variation in relative chamber pressure 
Pk 

Pko 

JL and i n 
sk 

impulse ?3p X during the exhaust. 

The greatest influence on the duration of the exhaust is exerted by the values 

of the critical section and the initial temperature. 

5. Çycle of a Rocket Engine at V = c with „Fixed Noy.zle 

In cases where the chamber of a rocket engine at V - c is used as a gas genera- 

tor for a turbloa, the specific -°rk of the exhaust must be determined instead of 

the specific thrust. 

Given « chamber uith incomplete expansion, for which, at the end of the process 

of expansion, \ = • If the exit section of the nozzle is so repúlate! the*, 

the pressure at the Ind of expansion is always equal to the external pressure, then 

the operating diagram will have the form shown in Fdg.luS. The hatched area corre- 

eponda to the work during the cycle, related to 1 kg of gas in state I. All the ex¬ 

pansion adiabatics of the exhausted portions of gas end at point I. and orig-nate at 

the points I and A. The line II-c, the'adiabatic c-a, and the line a-I are plotting 

lines for the area determining the work of the cycle. 

Let us determine the specific work and thermal efficiency for the chamber of a 

rocket engine at V = c, having a constant-dimension nozzle, which is closer to the 

practical design. 

The specific work, at an arbitrary instant of exhaust, is 

I 
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I Rl\ il 

L 
; >t 
'k « 

Th« work of an elementary particle dG is 

dL = lxd(i. 

Flg.lü5 - Determining the Work of the Engine V = const 
at Incomplete Expansion o'" the Gases in the Chamber 

(Controllable Nozzle) 

The absolute magnitude of the exhausted portion of gas is 

Consequently, 

and 

I 

(135) 
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Figure 106 shows the pv-diagram of a rosket engine at V = c, from which we may 

determine the work during the cycle of the engine at incomplete expansion in the 

chamber and constant nozzle duct. 

The work, according to eq.(135), may be represented as consisting of two partsi 

The first part 

corresponds on the diagram to the area under the segment 1-2 of the adiabatic. 

To obtain the second part from the point A, denoting the end of expansion in 

Fig.106 - Determination of Work of a Rocket Engine at V * const, 
with Incomplete Expansion of Gas in the Chamber (Fixed Nozzle) 

the chamber, we draw a horizontal to intersection with the vertical 1 at point B, 

through which we lay the adiabatic B-C. The area under the adiabatic B-C represents 

the value of the second part. 

Consequently, the hatched area of the diagram 1-2-C-B is proportional to the 

engine wox*k during the cycle. 
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The value of the heat expended must be determined as the difference of the 

Internal energies in the states 1 and A of the working fluid. In state 1, at a 

RT 
temperature T^o, 1 kg of the gas possesses an internal energy of .. — . . At the 

time k In the chamber there is an amount . 

of gas at a temperature of 

Consequently, 

Q.-~- RT, k<> 

Making use of eqs.(135) and (136), 

RTk'l_ __ /j I \ 

we find the thermal efficiency 

TJ,= 

(136) 

(137) 

The thermal efficiency is the same as that in a rocket engine at p = c in the 

ease of the same nozzle, but is higher than the thermal efficiency for an engine 

with a controllable nozzle at complete exhaust, which is explained by the greater 

expansion of all portions of gas except the first. 

The specific work related to 1 kg of gas at the initial time of efflux is de¬ 

termined from eq.(135). However, at incomplete exhaust, the available work must be 

related to 1 kg of ejected gas. By the end of exhaust, the quantity of gas remain- 

t 
Ing In the chamber will be 

We again specify 

40-1-0,= 1----, 

after which 
I 

/ 
t 

j 
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L - - 
*t &0 

Ln »«-*1 
(138) 

If the initial temperature does not depend on the amount of working fluid sup¬ 

plied (case of heating) then it must be preset. In the case of a chemical fuel, the 

temperature is a function of 6^. 

After feeding the propellant to the chamber, —— kß residual gases are 

v” 

mixed, at a temperature = ".jp“ , with 1 - .^ ' of propellant having a heat 
-1» 

6kk 
RT 

value of ---.--0.- , where T0 is the temperature of the working fluid after heat 
K ** «1» 

liberation, in the absence of residua] gases. 

The heat balance of the process of heat liberation and gas mixing has the form 

(' 

RTun RT, KO RTlt . 1 
* - iH" T 

Hence, we determine the gas temperature for the initial instant of efflux 

r„ »:(»*-') (139) 

r, ” «,-1 ' 
In the practical case, the heat is not liberated Instantaneously, and the cal¬ 

culations of work and thrust are complicated. Usually, based on practical data, a 

time law of heat liberation is used, after which the velocity of the exhausted par¬ 

ticles can be calculated even during the time of heat liberation. 

6. The Pulseiet Rocket Engine with Open Throat 

Heat liberation at constant volume may be obtained by periodic closing of the 

nossie throat. A device for periodic variation of the throat section seriously com¬ 

plicates the engine. 
t . 
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Fig.107 - Variation of Gas Parameters in Chamber with Time, for 
Various Lays of Heat Literati on (According to A.V.Kozyukov) 

- ¿ith linear law of heat liberation; 
- . - ^ith parabolic law of heat liberation; 
— — — With sinusoidal law of heat liberation 

Fig.108 - Variation of Thrust with Time, for Various Laws of 
Heat Liberation in the Chamber (According to A.V .Kozyukov) 

I - ’With rectangular law of heat liberation; 
U — — — With sinusoidal law of heat liberation; 

III - • - 'With parabolic law of heat liberation 
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Since the liberation of heat in chemical engines is accomplished in about 

0.001 - 0.01 sec, one may assume that the creation of an economical pulsating rocket 

engine with open throat is entirely possible. In such an engine, exhaust also takes 

place during heat liberation. 

The law of heat liberation, i.e., the relation between the quantity of heat 

liberated and the time, must be selected from experimental data. Various authors at 

various times have used the following laws of heat liberation in a chemical engines 

The linear law is 

“ - const. (HO) 
az 

The parabolic law is 

dx xt { V 
(141) 

where ^ is the burning time of the propellant, established experimentally. In this 

form, the law was used by I.I.Bibe in studying the combustion of fuel in a com¬ 

pressorless Diesel engine ["Dizelestroyeniye", Nos.5 and 6 (1939)]. 

The sinusoidal law is 

(142) 

where tr is the heat value of the fuel at constant volume. 

In the form (142), the law was used by Ye.S.Shchetinkov to study the combustion 

of fuel in a compressorless pulsejet engine. The exponential law 

«lAjVHH’o (u3) 
dx h \ J w’ 

derived from the fundamental relation of the chamber pressure and the reaction time 

of combustion, which was obtained at the Institute of Petroleum, can be expressed by 

where ¿¿x is the maximum pressure at the end of combustion; 

(144) 
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Fig.109 - Example of Indicator Card 
for a Model of a Rocket-Engine 

Chamber with V * 0 at High 
Initial Freesure 
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Fig.110 - Experimental and Theoretical Relations p = f (1) for a 
Closed Chamber and a Chamber with a Nozzle 

a) Closed chamberí b) Nozzle der s 6 0) Nozzle dcr 3 10 mm; 
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%i is the burning time to reach 

Figures 107 and 108 show the relations of the time rate of change of the gas 

parameters in the chamber with the thrust, for different laws of heat liberation. 

Figure 109 is an example of the indicator card of a model of a rocket engine 

chamber with V * c at high initial pressure 

For the exponential law he also found 

(146) 

In eqs.(145) and (146), we have 

(147) 

Figure 110 shows that the experiment confirms the validity of eq.(H6). The 

drawback of this equation, which is the necessity of finding the values of and 

Pk max experimentally, is partly compensated by the simple shape of the rocket- 

engine chamber and by the ease with whiéh the experiments can be run in a closed 

bomb. If the propellant components are well known, then pjj may also be found 

with sufficient accuracy by calculation. 

/ 
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CHAPTER IV 

THEORX OP IDEAL RÒCKET ENGINE WITH COMPLEX CYCLES 

Section 14. Thermodynamic Cycle oC..ft R99K<^ vHh Polytroplc ChwJ?gE 

In the last Chapter we assumed that tho gas velocity in the chamber was negli¬ 

gibly small, i.e., that its cross-sectional dimensions were great. In practice, 

such an assumption is true whenever the ratio of the diameter of the chamber to the 

diameter of the nozzle throat is ^ 4. 
Dor 

With decreasing transverse chamber dimensions and increasing flow rate per 

second, the heat liberation in the chamber be¬ 

gins to be accompanied by expansion and a marked 

increase in gas velocity, even before the gas 

reaches the nozzle. We shall apply the terra 

velocity chambers to chambers in which heat 

transfer is accompanied by gas expansion. 

' In engines with velocity chambers, the dif- 

ferences between the processes in the chamber 

and the nozzle are slight. On transfer of heat 

to the gas in the nozzle duct, this difference 

disappears entirely. 

Pig.Ill - Schematic Diagram of 
Motion of Elementary Gas 
Volume in a Velocity Chamber 

Setting up an energy balance for the mass of gas between sections 1-1 and 2-2 

,f the chamber which are infinitely close together (Fig.Ul), we may write 
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¿Q « dU -t- (p + dp){v -{■ dv) pv 4* d 

or, after canceling, 

d— ~ dQ — CfdT. 

Let us consider the'energetic transformations in an engine with a velocity 

chamber, assuming the change of state of the gas to be polytropic, and disregarding, 

for the time being, the question of the necessary change in cross sections. 

Let the process in the chamber proceed in such a manner that, in each section, 

a certain constant portion of the heat transferred is converted into kinetic energy, 

1 *49 • 9 

d - a.dQ. 
2« 

where a^ is a constant less than unity. 

Th,n’ a,dQ - dQ C,dT 

“d CpdT -■ (I -- «,) dQ. (148) 

On the other hand, making use of the second form of the first law of thermo¬ 

dynamics, we get 

dQ ~ CpdT — vdp. (149) 

Dividing eq.(149) by eq.(148), w® obtain 

1 i vd!L l — - « 1 _ tul —!—. 
^ i - c^dT cppdv \ vdp * i 

, 9dp 

After minor transformations, we derive the equation of expansion in the chamber, 

in the coordinates p - vî 

dp ^ »i* dv 
^ A— 1 t- «» ».’ 

Denoting the polytropic exponent of expansion by the letter n, i.e., taking 

„ «.» (150) __ 
*—H-ai , 

I 
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Lit us di terni ne the quantity of heat liberated in the chamber. At a poly- 

triple change of state, we have 

o « c r «= '»(I r K 

Substituting in this equation the value of the index n from eq.(150), we find 

kR T i K| (151) 

where T* is the true temperature of the gas at the end of the chamber ahead of the 

nossle. 

Let us determine the kinetic energy of the gas upstream of the nozzle from the 

equation 

-A 
-ÜÜ--RT.. (152) 

'a * * {ft — !)0 — #i) 

Figure 112 shows the cycles of the engine under the condition that the state of 

the gas at the end of the chamber, ahead of the nozzle, shall be the same. 

The specific work of the gas is 

L^¡Lm 4- c* 

Substituting Ln and Lad c thelr values eqs.(152) and (21), we get 

jRT. 
(õ-Vi)- 

(153) 

The thermal efficiency is determined in the conventional manner 

L 
Q 

and, finally, 

1 (154) 

Thus) the cycles of engines with a velocity chamber are more advantageous than 

\“1-.• • 
*e 
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I th. normal cycl. p = oonat, If th. .tat. of th. gas ahead of the notai. 1. th. a«». 

Via must direct attention to the fact that, in a velocity chamber, the preaaur. 

increases with approach to the mouth. 

In the ideal cycle under consideration, the pressure is infinitely high. If we 

confine the maximum pressure by some limit (Fig.112, line a-a), then the chamber be¬ 

comes a compound chamber which will be more advantageous than a constant-pressure 

chamber with a pressure equal to that ahead of the nozzle in the compound chamber. 

However, this chamber will be less advantageous than a chamber at pk = const, if pic 

is the maximum pressure in the compound ,chamber. The pv-diagrams of the compound 

chamber and the chamber of p = const for the same maximum pressure, temperature, and 

expansion ratio are shown in Pig.113* 

To eoapare the cyclea. It is necessary to preset the pressure or the tempera¬ 

ture T* et th. beginning of expansion In th. chanter. At conatant pressure p^. let 

the temperature rise to Tjq, so that 

Tuim$tTu, 
where pi ^ 1»0. 
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Th#n th« expansion ratio in the chamber will be determined from the formula 
<55* 

A. LLf^W^. p* It,,/ I?,/ 

The heat expended is communicated partly at constant pressure and partly during 

the time of polytropic expansion. At constant pressure, the temperature rises to 

* 01¾* consequently, 

P»*?;. Xp A-l 

Bearing in mind that according to eq.(151), in polytropic expansion, the heat 

transfer begins as soon as the temperature of the gas reaches p^, the consumption 

of heat is determined from the formula 

(A-1)(1-3,) 

The total heat consumption is equal to the sum of Qp and 

rVr‘- (155) 
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It ia easy to see that this quantity of heat is greater than what must be 

supplied to the constant-pressure chamber in order to obtain the same temperature. 

The specific work may likewise be represented as consisting of two parts. The 

work of expansion in the chamber is converted into kinetic energy of the gas. This 

work is equal to 

or 
>7) 

. «iK'-M-pr 

In the nozzle duct, the work done is 

*_i Ä7-. 

where box s —^— • 
Pex 

Adding Ln and Lad c» w® obtain the value of the specific work 

¿“rrr^/r- .Pi I I 
Ia .*• 

(156) 

Dividing eq. (156) by eq.(155), we find the efficiency of the cycle 

« — SS 1 
' Q 

1 I —•i_ 
6° *i 

(157) 

Figure 114 shows the change in the »value of the specific work L, the thermal 

efficiency the velocity ratio in the chamber upstream of the nozzle, Wc to 

the exit velocity Wa at * 4O; k = 1.2; and pj * 0.666. 

As a} increases, the specific work and rate of acceleration of the gas in the 

chamber increase, while the efficiency decreases. At a certain magnitude of 01, the 

value of L roaches a maximum. The equation -it— - 0, derived on the basis of 
da} 

eq.(156), makes it possible to determine the value of necessary to obtain 4uuc* 
: < 

This equation has the form 
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(158) 

* 

\g 

d c- —- 

lg 

Inh 1 

j i lg 

The Maximum Iwax occurs at oj m 0.507 (Fig.114)* The work Increases 12% b/ 

comparison with the adiabatic version of the engine p » const and the thrust is 

Fig.114 - fexample of Variation of Specific Work and Thermal 
Efficiency of an Engine with a Polytropic Velocity Chamber, 
as a Function of the Coefficient of Heat Distribution in 
the Chamber, cj (6ex 0 = ~ T*2j = 0.666 j^) 

augmented by 6%, while the thermal efficiency decreases by 14%. Consequently, in a 

velocity chamber, the specific work may^be somewhat greater than in a constant- 

pressure chamber. 

Naturally, the profile of the chamber, viewed along the flow, is strictly 

determinate for each case of polytropic expansion. 

Section 15. The Rocket Ehglne-With Athodjj 

V 

Velocity chambers, in which the heat is not liberated at constant pressure, are 

used for various reasons. Thus, at the same heat consumption and the same available' 
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expansion, such . v.loclt, =hsn,ber Is snsll.r ln volu». snd U«ht.r ln «Uht th« 

the conventional chamber. 

In sons css.., « ersdusl feed of th. prop.ll.nt alone th. l.ngth of the ohusber 

le unavoidable. For exanple, a chamber -1th It. entire inner aurfac. utilised for 

heat transfer Is a heat-consuming duct. Suoh a erstem of propellant feed protect. 

the walla of the chamber from overheating. 

To obtain good mixture formation, as -.11 as complete and stable combustion of 

the propellant under th. operating condition, of th. engine, a flat for«rd eectlon 

.an be used! Mel Injector, are arranged not onl/ over this section, so a. to ensure 

introduction of all the propellant into a single section of th. chamber, but al.o 

over the chamber -all. and on feeder element. In.ld. the clmmber. 

On increase of th. consumption »tress g = . i- a conventional chamber -1th 

a flat for-ard section, the gas velocitr increases, and the proc... of transforma¬ 

tion of the main portion of the liquid propellant into combustion product, begin, to 

cover an ever greater part of th. chamber volume. Tbi. fact may lead to the appear¬ 

ance of heat-consuming otamber. -ith th. usual disposition of injectors over the 

flat forward section. . 

The rat. of heat liberation per unit chamber surface may be determined by the 

ratio of the amount of heat liberated to the surface available for propellant feed. 

In a cylindrical chamber -ith a flat for-ard section, occupied by fuel injectors, 

th. heat liberation per unit volume of combustion space qf equals 

Qi ** RT% (159) 
X* 

If the ratio of the chamber cross sections to the throat cross section of the 

nozsle is c^, then 

However, 
i 

* . BLl, 
¿—I *■/«•* 
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I 

vhtrt «it is th® volooity of sound in th« chamber. 

Consequently, the heat liberation per unit volume in the chamber will be 

Thus the heat liberation per unit volume is directly proportional to the pres¬ 

sure and the velocity of sound in the chamber, and inversely proportional to the 

ratio of the cross sections • .= Cfc. In addition, depends on the value of k 
fcr 

and decreases with increasing k. In modern liquid rocket engine chambers, we have 

^ (6 -14)-10'' *«*» lmrsec. 

When qf is twice these values, or even greater, the chemical cylindrical 

chamber begins to be converted into a 

velocity chamber. 

In certain versions of gas-nuclear 

engines, the heat will gradually be 

transferred to the working fluid. This 

is also unavoidable in engines with a 

reactor, in which the heat is supplied to 

a gas from the heated surfaces. It is 

possible that, in order to absorb the 

heat of thermonuclear reactions, the 

working fluid will have to be supplied over the entire surface of the chamber walls 

to protect the latter from the high temperature. 
i 

/ y 

Tig.115 - Cylindrical Chamber with 
Gradual Transfer of Part of the Heat 
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Let us first consider the version of a thermal chamber in which a constant 

quantity of gas flows through all the sections. 

The heat is liberated in the section 1-2 (Fig.115). 

Up to the section 1-1, the heat is liberated in the same manner as in the con¬ 

ventional chamber at p * const. The heat consumed up to this section is equal to 

Qll the gas parameters in this section are characterized by the quantities p^, v^, 

T^, and W}. The gas is accelerated in section 1-2 to subsonic velocity if the duct 

is cylindrical, and to any desired velocity if the duct is of variable cross section. 

To evaluate the process in the athodyd, for each instant of residence of the 

gas in the chamber, the quantities Q, W, p, v, T, f must be defined. The relation 

between the latter is established on the basis of the general laws of thermodynamics 

and gas dynamics. Let us write these down. 

Equation of state: 

pv**RT. 
Equation of constant rate of flow: 

/^T" -«const. 
RT 

Equation of variation of momentum: 

/¿P' 
dW 
t 

Equation of conservation of energy: 

dQ ̂ jLLRdT+~d\X\ 
k-\ 

We shall make use of these equations in the dimensionless form. 

' In the initial section of the athodyd, the values of pp vlf Tj, and f^ are 

known. Let -j / - p , T . W T 
r, 

dQ 

T-i;' w wrv ,• 
dQ 

A-l 
RT> 
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Then, the third equation takes the form 

fxPjdP' 

or 

r, 

»'.'r, aW, ItM’.dW. 
/,* * *T,t 1 

Suitable transformations of the equation of energy will yield 

dQ=dF+ (k-l) M]WdW. 

The final system of equations takes the following form: 

pv-7; 

?Wp-T: 

J<$=-kMUW-. 

dQ^dT+tf-VMÍWdW 

Q. r-1+î^J A»? nF-1 ) - T-fr+iÿi «?¥“. 

(161) 

If one of the six variables, for instance Q, is taken as the independent varia¬ 

ble, then in order to obtain the relations between the remaining variables and the 

independent variable, one more relation must be added to the four equations given 

above. 

In special oases the equations are simplified. 

Let us consider the possible basic versions, taking one of the dependent varia¬ 

bles (p, V, T, W, f) as constant. 
t 

1. The Cylindrical Chamber 

By hypothesis, f = 1.0. Consequently, the actual system of equations is 

pv-~T 

-f 

dp—- kM\d\C 
I y\{ 

■ 2 1 

7*i.o. (162) 
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From the third equation, we determine the relation between the pressure and the 

gas velocity« 

(163) 

From the first and second equations, .we derive the following equality« 

v-*W. (164) 

Comparing these expressions, we obtain-the equation of change of state, which, 

when plotted in p - v coordinates, is represented by a straight line« 

p~\-kM\{v-\). (165) 

If, making use of the equation W p = T, we first eliminate p from eq.(l63) and 

then W, we shall obtain an expression correlating the temperature with the gas 

pressure and velocity« 

7-(1 +(166) 

7« (1 +kMî)P _ (167) 
kM\ kM\ 

By eliminating the energy T from this expression by the aid of eq.(l66), we 

establish the relation between the gas velocity and the quantity of heat trans¬ 

ferred « 

<miU«) lr O I I 

where 

2 

Equations (163), (I64), (165), (166), (167), and (I68) fully characterize the 

process taking place in a cylindrical thermal chamber. The final velocity in such 

a chamber may reach a maximum value equal to the speed of sound in this section. 

Let' us determine the relation between the gas velocity and the Mach number in an 

arbitrary cross section of the duct. Obviously, 

W*TXT r (169) 
w{ TVfirl Ai{ 
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Por the throat section, where M = 1, we get, 

IT I" 
" Af; 

(170) 

Elindnating Tcr by the aid of eq.(l66), we derive the following expression for 

the maximum velocity obtainable in the thermal chamberí 

1 í *Af? 
tr 

(171) 
(I I A) M| 

The initial data necessary to solve the question of the thrust and the economy 

of an engine with a thermal chamber may be of various kinds. It is possible to 

apeoify parameters in the first and second sections, if temperature restrictions are 

compulsory. Let us consider one of the versions of the problem and its solution. 

Given the total expansion bex 0 and the gas parameters in the Initial part of 

the athodyd, i.e., pi, Ti, Wx. In addition, we must establish, for the final sec¬ 

tion, either the pressure and temperature or the Mach number. If there are no tem¬ 

perature restrictions, the value of the heat Q to be transferred should be specified 

Given the pressure pk- Then, eq.(l63) will yield the terminal velocity 4 and 

the specific volume Comparing the resultant velocity with the critical velocity 

determined by eq.(171), we can demonstrate that \ < Wcr. Now we find the tempera¬ 

ture Tk, and then, from eq.(l68), the heat transferred to the section 1-2. 

The total heat consumption is 

Q,“Q« + Q, 

or * 

5,-¾+ 1- 
The work done is 

mt F2 A / I \ **2 

2g 2g A-l V K) *8 

Dividing both sides of this equation by ^ RT1* ^61, “i00* transforma¬ 

tions, we get 
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We determine the thermal efficiency by the usual formula 

t l 

The specific thrust is 

Q, Q 

r 

*p 

V wi 2c»-.Rr>('“'i) 

g 

Since, at &c = * ue 'iave 

Pm: max 

and 

V _l/8«g 
g g 

VïgL' 

(172) 

the force factor for rated operating conditionals 

Kv 

If the chamber has no throat, then the velocity ahead of the geometric nozzle 

is determined by eq.(171). In this case, all the parameters are functions of the 

initial Mach number Ml'. Thus, substituting the value of Wcr in eq.(l68), ue get 

„ jüííiiL _ ( i+‘_J aiA 
2(I+A)A<| V 2 / 

Conparlng .,..(163) ^ (171), « nov d.rlv. th. following .quation for th. 

t 
critical pressure: 

I+ kM\ (173) 

• Ptr~ * + l 

U. dot.min. th. t.np.ratur. fro. .,. (170) b, aubatltutlng Mor with It. valu, 

from eq.(171)t 

o+*Mîr 
o+*)>«;• 
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Figure 116 shows the relation between the critical temperature Tcr and the 

velocity Wj in the Initial cross section of the chamber, for the case where T]_ = 

* 100, 300, and 600°K and k a 1.2. 

Let us consider an example. Given the values: Ti = 300°K, = 30 m/sec, 

P! a 80 kg/cm2, k a 1.2, R = 30, and the stagnation temperature at the end of the 

chamber, Tj = 3800°K. , 

For the specified conditions, Mi = 0.0922; the quantity of heat transferred up 

to the boost phase is 

q( = _JL_= • 30 • 300 - 54 000 ifj «/Kÿ ; 

In the athodyd, . 

Qk» —^(T-T)= *30(3800—300)=630000 
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Th. g„ Vilocity .t the or th, - a«wn<* ^ -<l68)l 

i 2(1 +*Mi) ^ jtjjtJil bsQ; 

1 + 1.2-0,09221 4. 
Wm (1,2+ 1) 0,0922*" 

-2/«S^ + i) 
{ 1 + 1.2 0,0922* y, \ MM, I 1 1 4-1.2 0,09^- \- --—rr^:* 
\(1,2+ l) 0,0922*j (1,2+1) 0,0922* 

Th. solution or this last station given tvo values of th. velocity. 

W'-14,3 *ndW" 94,1. 

for the chamber, if the sign of the supply of heat did not change, we should 

take W = W = U.3. Then, 
=14,3-30-429,0 t»!set. 

i + 4-v,» of the chamber from eq.(l66)! ^ determine the temperature at the end of t 

7^(1 -J kM\) W - 12,385; 

r 7-. = 12,385-300 3720’ abs- 

Th. temperature at th. end of th. ch^her is then calculated on the heads of 

eq-ll63)‘ PyPprm^. 

The Mach number at the end of the chamber 

V, 
At, 

V HKT 
=-0.375. 

i + u a * t,o pôftcH tahô vôlocit^y 
in thl. example, -. obtained a chamber with a throat, 

♦ no*2le is installed with the follovdng cross- 
,ound in the chamber, a geometric noxxl. is 

lectional ratios 

H-U 

/. _V J-1--1.7. 
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To obtain a chamber without a throat, we must change the gas parameters in the 

section 1-1. In this case, = T*r, and 

^ ^ ifï “ 3800 ' ÜTT “ 34500 alu ' 

Fro« the graph (Pig.116), we determine the velocity that must be reached in the 

section 1-1 to obtain a temperature of TCr = 3450°K at the end of the chamber: 

^«41,5 mjsec. 

Figures 117, 118, and 119 give the p-v, p-f, and T-3 diagrams of the cycles of 

a polytropic chamber. For comparison, the graph of the cycle of a chamber at 

p 3 oonst has been plotted in the same diagram. 

In Pig.117, the expansion adiabatics of the cycles are so close together that 

they are covered by the thickness of a single line. 

In eqs.(l62), (163), (I64), (I66), and (168), determining the gas parameters at 

the end of the chamber and the quantity of heat consumed, the Mach number may be 

Introduced instead of the variable W. 

Then, dividing both sides of the second equation in the system (162) by ÍÍ, 

we get 

whence 

M 

M, 
P I 7\ 

M- Tp7 p\\V. 
Ml (174) 

FMm eq.(l63) it is easy to find , 

I : *Mj 
p • 

Conbinlng eqs.(l74) and (175) we get, instead of eq.(l66), 

(175) 

irfe find the specific volume from the equation of state: 
\ 

(176) 
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Pig.117 - p-v Diagram of Cycles of an Engine with Cylindrical Velocity 
Chamber at T£ = 3800°K 

1 - Mit = 0*375; 2 - Mjt = 1.0; 3 - Pk = sonst 

a) M = 1 (First case); b) K = 1 (second case) 

Pig.118 - p-f Diagram of Cycles of an Engine with Cylindrical 
Velocity Chamber 

1 - p S const; 2 - Mk = 0.375; 3 - Mk s 1 
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N11 !#|s|'|#f|:|fH 1<‘ 

T M (I i kM\\ 
(177) 

p Mt (I : ) 

finally, aubstiluting the value of W from eq.(177) in eq«(l68), will yield 

O S» f* -Y- 4 - f i -i *—1 m{\ . (178) 

Equations (174), (175), (176), (177), and (178) may also be used to determine 

the parameters of the cycle of a thermal chamber of constant cross section. 

2. Isothermal HeatJIhamber 

Bearing in mind that f - 1.0, in the isothermal chamber, let us set up the 

system of fundamental equations: 

PPSB 1,0 

JWp**\,0 
Jdp—kM\dW T-I.O. 

(179) 

Eliminating f from the second and third equations of the system (179), we get 

fp *M¡WdW. 

Integrating, we find 

tnp~ $(i -- IT-). (iao) 

The specific volume is determined from the equation p v = 1, and the specific 

cross section from the equation 

MMi 

1 « 
' Wp 

(¥*- 0 (181) 

The minimum cross section of the athodyd at T * const is found from the 
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conditions 
i-**} 

-0; /minAI, y ï f 

Th« volocity in this section is 

l'a 
* 

and Ai *- 

The quantity of heat transferred to the minimum cross section is 

*-l /1 

The heat transfer may be limited by the value of the stagnation temperature T», 

which Is 

Bearing in mind that = we get 

r, 2 * (182) 

The pressurer volume, and velocity cf the gas in the isothermal chamber may be 

correlated directly with the independent variable Q. Thus, from the fourth equation 

of the system (179) it follows that 

Y 
1 + «L 

<*-■>«; 
? • 

from eqs.(180) and (179), we obtain the relation between p and Q: 

- 

and 

J_ V 
* Ç 

I *f 
2¾ 

(t — I) Mj 
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Lat us consider an exar.ple. Given the gas parameters In the Initial cross 

.action of the chamber: Tj = 1850°K¡ ^ = 30 m/sec¡ P1 = 10-0 kg/cm*: k = 1.2! 

R = 30 kg-m/kg deg. 

The gas expands isothermally to M = 1} its further expansion to the pressure 

Pa = 0*5 kg/cm2 takes place in the geometric nozzle. 

Let us plot the variation of the gas parameters p, T, v, W, f under isothermal 

and adiabatic expansion and determine the fundamental parameters of the cycle 

PSp» and V 

Heat transferred before reaching the isothermal ducts 

Ql ==: —£- RTX = 334000 K^ mlKq. 

Stagnation temperature at the end of the isothermal duct (M = 1). 

r* « t[\ + = 1850- —= 2033' abs. 

Heat transferred in the isothermal ducts 

Q = -*-/? 30(2033 - I860) = 32900 

Then, 

-0,0984. 
Qt 

Relative velocity at the end of the isothermal ducts 

TO _l/ —*3— + 1 ..26,9: 30*26,9 * 806 misée. 
V (*-l)JW; 

Pressure p and the area f at the end of the isothermal ducts 

iJM* 
• —‘o-*) 

pt-e 1 -0,55; 

100'0.55*55 

The hxhaust velocity at the end of the adiabatic expansion is calculated by 
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I 

th« formula 

V rr; 1 

ft I 
Tr. . *’ 
Pj ' 

2010 w jt f 

Specific thrusts 

Work of the cycles 

Thermal efficiencys 

Force factors 

'¡e 208 Kj-sec Kf 

w- f 
/ " =212000 Kq mKtj. 

2g 

7lf 
.2120^-- 0,577. 

Qm 334 00° ; 32900 

'>C= ^^-^0.70. 

Figure 120 shows the dimensionless gas parameters p, 1, T* as a function 

Figure 121, in T-S coordinates, shows the cycles of the following chambers. 

\sobarle, p = const (curvos 1-2-3)( polytropic, f = const (curves 1--2--31)( and 

polrtropic T - const (curvos 1--3-) without an adiabatic nosalo, at the same maximum 

stagnation tsmporatur.'Tj = 3800° abs and the same available pressure drop !>ex - 550. 

3. Teobaric Heat Chamber 

If heat transfer to the gas, flowing through the duct at a velocity V^, in- 

volves no change In pressure, this Implies that the velocity of the gas In the duct 

ia likewise constant. 

Ibs system of fundamental equations (161) now assumes the following form: 

v=»7 
JmT' 

tP-leO 
5-7-1 

¡5-1,0. (183) 
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Consequent!/, durlne beet transfer in such . chamber, its cross section »111 

ear/, together with it. specific eolun. and the gss température, in accordance with 

the law 

5-7-./=-1+3, (184) 

4. Imoohorlc Heat Chamber 

Since ; = 1.0 in this case, ue obtain, instead of the s/stes, (161), the 

following 

P T 
? •< , 

:•) 
fdp - kM'dW V- 1,0. (185) 

Since 

it follows that 

W 

Jdp- î^^—kM^dW, 

whence 
*Af? (186) 

/>-1 j 

Substituting this value of T in the equation of energy, ue obtain the folloy- 

' ing relation betueen the velocity and the transferred heat: 

and 

or 

v^l 
On transfer of heat, the gas velocity in the clumber declines. Eliminating « 

fro. eq.(186), u. esUbli.h the following relation between the pressure, tempera- 
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ture, and transferred heat: 

T«p-=1 + ÄQ. 

The cross section of the duct increases on transfer of heat: 

(187) 

At an infinitely great cross-sectional area of the duct (fk = 

2 i *A1 

2 

In the four chamber versions examined, the fundamental equations and the 

auxiliary conditions permit a simple analytic solution of the problem of the varia 

tion of the gas parameters in the athodyd. There are many other additional condi¬ 

tions (T = W, f = W, p T = 1.0, 7 p = 1.0, etc.), which likewise lead to simple 

solutions, but the practical importance of such versions is negligible. 

5. Variation of Cross Sections and Profile in a Series of PolytrPPl0 

Above, we have considered special examples of thermal chambers. In our sub¬ 

sequent discussion, we shall present general conclusions for polytropic chambers, 

where the general equations (l6l) will be supplemented by an additional equation 

polytropy, permitting us to establish all the necessary relations between the 

parameters of the working fluid. 

In dimensionless form, the equation of polytropy has the form: 

a- I 

pV* ^ 1,0 *r T=;p " 

ufo shall conceive the independent variable as the relative quantity of heat 

transferred: 
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I 

Lat us establish the corresponding relation of the quantities p, T, W, and f. 

In the sense of the polytropic process, we have 

^ R1\. 

where is the fraction of the transferred heat that is converted into kinetic 

energy of the gas. 

Hence, 

Jü-Õ-AíW-l). 
A-1 

It follows from eq.(150) that 

A- 1 a. .. n. 
1 k — n 

Substituting the value of in the preceding equation, we obtain the gas 

velocity W for an arbitrary instant of heat liberation: 

1 / i 2J?_ . . I k-n Mj 

We determine the temperature from the expression 

7-,= 1 ; 0.(1-1,)-1 I- 
* — n 

Consequently, 

(188) 

, A (I — n) Tv 
pv-l --Qk- A — n 

(189) 

(190) 

The relation between pressure and heat transferred is established by the equa¬ 

tion of polytropy, having the form 

i-I' + Mfr5-] 
£_ 

ñ 1 (191) 

Vie determine the value of the specific cross section f from the equation of the 

rate of flow: I I 
p —£ 

ÿf* > W-M 
(192) 
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(193) 

Making use, In addition, of eqs.(l88) and (189), ue obtain 

-3 1 

/| I 1 
\ n — k 

/, 2n f'V k M? 

Let us also find the relation between the gas velocity and the chamber cross 

section. 

For this purpose, using eq.(l88), we eliminate the quantity from eq.(193)* 

Ue may also use the equation of momentum and rate of flows 

J,_. Jdp~-kM]dW. 

’P" 

Eliminating f, we get 

1 
"X 
- H df> 

and 

whence 

and 

.-(7¾ (^--1 ) .17¾ rr-°' 
(194) 

kvi -1) ( u , 
lía ' 

(195) 

WT 
tn I 

w I- fc<'‘ ‘ ^ AI; (« - ni 1 

Figure 122 shows the variation of ¿he specific chamber cross section for seven 

values of the polytropic exponent n = 0, 0.05, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. Using 

eq.(193) to determine = 0, we find that the minimum cross section corresponds 

d0k 
to the value 

(n —*)(*Af¡ —n| (196) 

7i»in «4(n + I) 

Let us determine M2 in an arbitrary cross section of the chamber, by the aid 
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Bearing eqs.(l88) and (189) in mind, we obtain 

2n Q* 
I + 

Ma-M 
*-« M{ (197) 

' 1 ^ *^ n)- Qx 
k — n 

Th. exhauat will continu, .t subsonic velocity until the instant M* = 1-0 is 

Pig.122 - Variation of the ' 
Chamber for Seven Values 

ross Sections in a Polytropic 
of the Polytropic Exponent 

reached• Up to this tine, th. he.t transferred to the eas will be which w. 

determine from eq.(197), substituting K2 = 1-0 there! 

Q. 
JM-I.0 2/1 — * + 

«th further transfer of heat, th. exhaust takes place at supersonic velocities. 

Op to th. minimum cross section, the he.t jdn is transferred, «d can be ^ 

etermindd by .,.(196). To obtain My ^n. w. sub.titut. in .,.(197) the value of 3 

m:i^63ûA 
216 



from eq.(1?6): 
Ma 

k 
(198) 

Combining eqs.(196) and (188), we 

mum cross section! 

TP 

/min 

obtain the velocity of flow across the mini- 

2n + (n-l)*Mí 
rr~ 

(199) 

17.,. *(»+!)«( 

Subotltuting for the quantity Q In eqe.USI) (193) Its v.lue fro. .,.(196), 

we get 

/■In 

2il + (« — l)*Afa 

»(n+O 

l 
/ kM\ 

■In’ 

[ 2« -t- (n-\)kM\ I 

*(»»+1) J 

2(/1-1) 

(200) 

(201) 

To determine the thrust under design conditions, we must know the expansion 

ratio in the adiabatic, nozzle : 

Pk 
where t.« Is the available expansion ratio, equal to tex = • 

W. determine the spoolflc thrust, allowing for the parameters obtained at the 

♦ 

end of the athodyd. 

„ V. , ‘ llL* _ U / 
g I a 

27. 1' 1 / UT - : 
g V ^ 

1 (202) 

During expansion, at 6C = the maximum specific thrust will be 

p £i |/ r- - —^ « y k (*-D 

(203) 
Mr 
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while the for se factor is 

-= 

1 

f1»» mi«\ 
(204) 

The quantities Tk, and determined by eqs.(l88), (189), and (191), may be 

expressed as a function of Q^, so that we may obtain Psp = f (¾) • 

In this case, 

/ *1 -t* ,, (205) p .. Of inax 9 iß 9 Pí0l I f;_i ’ 

or 

where 

P*ml* J 1 f 7-* _, ’ 

T* is the relative stagnation temperature in the first cross section 

of the chamber; 

^ + 1 is the total quantity of heat transferred in the chamber. 

We find the following expression for the specific thrust: 

I 

f* - I 
f -i- Q i i 

C(' 
k(i 

k — n 

n ,*_I 
n\ n I * 
n) Q>l 

(206) 

In the case of an isothermal chamber, T = 1.0, and, according to eq.dSS), 

l'| «= 1 / i j;_í_ 'i* 

r -1.0 B ' 1 

We determine the pressure from eq.(191), for which we must solve the indeter¬ 

minate equation, since we get directly from eq.(191) 

After taking the logarithms of both sides, we obtain 

2 $, 

^ „ :,1 

.»r., •“ - Q* u 
o 

« • i 
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We then derive the relation of the derivatives of the numerator and denomi 

n&tor: 

AQ« |(n *) 4 I «I n- 

qJ /i) (n n 
k - n 

AH -*)Qk 

' (A - 1)- 

Since 

ln/»= 
*-1 Q„. 

it follows that 

in«“ 
f 1.0 

(207) 

According to the second equation in the system (179) and eq.(207), 

/-• 
r 141 

2 0« 
1/ I t . Y A-lMf 

From the condition -dL. r o, we get 
dQ 

l-*«î 

T-i * 

so that 

w. tr 
f,.o M,Vk 

tnd f{ tr 

I UM* 
Vk 

f-l.o 

(208) 

This conclusion may also be obtained from eq.(201). 

This example has been discussed before (p.208) without relating it to general 
t 

conclusions on polytropic chambers. 

Figure 123 shows the parameters 'Wjj, p, T, f, as well as Pap, as a function of 

the relative quantity of supplied heat Q. 

The law of heat liberation along the axis of the chamber depends on the pro¬ 

file of the chamber, whose selection is governed by various factors, specifically 

by simplicity of shape, small transverse dimensions, convenience of location for 

heat sources, adequate number of such locations, minimum gas-dynamic losses, etc. 
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Ue »hull consider below examples in which only simple profile shapes are 

specified. 

Ut the chamber duct have a throat and consist of two simple cones (Fig.124). 

8 Q. 

Fig. 123 - Variation of f, T, p,jind Psp as a Function of the 
Relative Quantity of Supplied Heat Qk, for a Polytropic chamber 

« 

The values of fmin. Qk are 30 that als0 and dk ar® kn0Wn‘ 

Considering first the divergent part of the process, we select in addition the 

divergence half-angle ß over the length l. 

The equation of the profile generatrix, plotted in the coordinates x - dx, has 

the form 

dx I -f !ï£- 1Û, 
where 

x 
x” 7' 

Ho"eT',r’ o 7 ,,. 3.-r7r=f(Q). 

For example, for an isothermal chamber, the desired relation has the form! 

/ ¿Ti ** 
1 -r (5,—I) X. 

The procedure is similar for the region up to the throat. 
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Figure 125 ahov/s an example of a hyperboloid chamber. 

The equation of the generatrix has the following form: 

^«In 
a* 

-1,0. 

'We determino the constant a from the conditions x = at dx = djj. 

Then, 
dt t] 
jT-7 = ,t°‘ 
"min 0* 

whence 

ti¬ 
l- 

di 
1 

min 

Fig.124 - Example of Chamber Duct 
Consisting of Two Cones 

Fig.125 - Example of Chamber Duct 
Consisting of Two Hyperboloids 

Let us introduce the quantity fx into the equation 

where 

For example, for an isothermal chamber we have 

Ä *5E 

I h 
2 
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or 

**Axx i B. 

Section 16. Examnles of Thermal Chambers with Various Auxiliary Conditlons_ 

The profile of the athodyd of a chamber may be specified by the designer. In 

this case, the thermal calculation must find the relation between the gas parameters 

and the coordinate length of the chamber. 

In some cases the relation between the heat liberation and the coordinate 

length of the chamber is specified. Let us consider, from an example, the solution 

of the problem of determining the gas parameters as a function of the main varia¬ 

ble X, constituting the axial coordinate of an arbitrary cross section of the duct. 

1. Isothermal Chamber with d>3 =_bdx 

Given an isothermal chamber with the simple law of heat liberation 

iiQ bdx, 

where x is measured from the first cross section in which the gas parameters are 

completely known. 

Let us introduce, instead of the coordinate x, the dimensionless quantity x 

proportional to it, determined from the equality 

_*9-,-- dQ--- dx. 
-ï-RTt - * - /?r, 
k— I M*-l) 

Consequently, 

* r 
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The initial equations for the chamber are 

pi-1,0; 

p]W- 1,0; 

Jdp~ *M]dXC, 

Q„kJzlM\{W- II; 

i/Q«= dx. 

If in the equations found previously for the chamber T = 1.0, we substitute the 

quantity Q by the quantity x, we will find all the relations desired. Thus, the 

Pig.126 - Variation of Principal Parameters along the Length 
of the Isothermal Chamber T = 1.0 (k = 1.67, Mi - 0.1) 

prom, of th. walls, according to .,.(208), is datarminad from th. aquation: 

* . 

/ > X 

V ,+ni ^ 
.7. 

/ 
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or (209) 

2 i 
* “ I Aí ; 

1 

1 ♦ 

Figure 126 shows the variation of the. principal parameters along the length of 

the isothermal chamber T = 1.0 (k = 1.67, - 0.01). 

2. Cylindrical Chamber with Sinusoidal HeatTransfer 

In some cases of the heating of a gas in reactors, the law of heat liberation 

is close to that shown in Fig.127, where 

</Q-Qdz**QvsinK-^-dz** ^stn («z) </(** h 

Here, I is the total length of the duct; 

Qo is the heat liberated per unit length of the duct, at the midpoint of its 

length. 

If, in the Initial state, the enthalpy of the gas was k ^ l ^T1. then 

-- --sin (nz) (i [rz\. 

k - I 
RTt r. 

A— l 

Putting 

RTl 

Qo 

k — 1 
RTi 

Qo»* -z = y, 

then 

dQ^ -7-Qusln y dy 

Fig.127 - Sinusoidal Variation of 
Heat Liberation Per Unit Length 

• of Chamber 

MCLr6j3/V 

and up to an arbitrary cross section the 

liberated heat will be 

Q -¡r Qo j sin y dy 

= -j-5u(I cosy). (21°) 

22; 



To the end of the duct, at y = n, a total quantity of heat of 

5.= 2-^-0,, 

will be liberated. 

The fundamental equations in this case are the same as presented earlier in 

considering the chamber? = 1.0 [equations of system (162)]: 

pv^T, 

pW~T._ 
dp=-kM\dW. 

(1 —cos y) r-Tf + mTW- 

After transformations, we get 

P« 1—kMl (v— 1 )i ^ 

cosy) = (I + kMW-tfMlW'-Ti. 

From the last equation, we determine the velocity and then p and v. 

The exhaust velocity from the athodyd is determined on the basis of the 

quadratic equation: 

•2 -1 Q„ II *.m;i %' *- '•'liV-' 1,. 

This velocity should be less than maximum [eq.(171)]: 

(211) 

w: er 
1 

(I : k) Ai* 

'Je find the coordinate of the length ycr from the equation 

(I ' kM\Ÿ r 
i ( i - cos y<r) ~ jjT-ï7mï 

which is obtained from eq.(211) after subsUtuting the value of Wcr: 
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ylr « r.zcr * arccos H _L r\ -• .11 ' kM*Y 
tQn ' /<?'. 2(1 *)A1i 

(212) 

3. ParabQJlg- 
SasM-sa 

THftnUc&l Strenrth In the Longitudinal 

Oon»Her . parabolic chaabar in vhooa .alia the longitudinal tensile stresses 

•re about equal ■ 

Roughly, the tensile stress in the longitudinal section is 

Dpdx 3, « —- , 
1 2* dSt 

where D Is the local diameter or the duct; 

b is the thickness of the wall; 

dS^ is the length of the provi le arc. 

Since 

"<-/ l+{îJdx' 
then Dp 

Taking b as equal along the length of the chamber, we get 

Dp DiPt 

/•*+©• /»i-©: 

DyPl 
m 

whence 

i>r 

But for a parabolic profile 

11 / 
1/ 

i Diunv 
* X:x \ dx I 

u^Vf 1 A 

(213) 

(214) 

Consequently, 
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Then, 

and 

1 

^ «I t[1 +(difl¬ 
uís) 

Thu, from the .uxlllary condition results . definite and direct relation be¬ 

tween the gas pressure and the coordinate of the duct length. The remaining rela- 

tiona are obtained from the fundamental equations. 

From the equations 

Jdp—kM\dty~xdp 
and from eq.(215), we obtain the relation W = f (*) • 

To simplify the conclusions, let us vary the conditions of the example. Assume 

that the length of a single wall decreases as we approach the exit section, in di¬ 

rect proportion to the first derivative -Mch decreases with increasing x. 

This means that 

Then, 

whence 

Let 
I 
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I 

I "Í 

ifi v'i 

and, in addition, D2 = x. Then, 

i a yi C + tI (216) 

after which the equation of momentum takes the form 

Jdp-^ rfdp — — kMÍdW, 

Prom eq.(2l6), we get 

After aubatituting this value of dp in the preceding expression and integrating, 

we get 

F-I + 

SE I -j~ 

1 

(I f A)HM'i 

l_ 

(I -t A) kM'\ (W+3"-')- (217) 

From the equation of the rate of flow, we determine the current temperature: 

T*=fWp~xWp. 

Making use of eqs.(2l6) and (217), we get 

1 /x-3A 

o i KT 
-I- ZA — 

x±A 

(I * 
(218) 

The law of liberation of heat Q with respect to the coordinate x is found from 

the equation of energy: 

Substituting T and W by their expressions from eqs.(217) and (218), we obtain 

5-[H, 
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(219) -(> + V4 
The thickness of the wall with increasine x or Increasing diameter D decreases 

according to the equation 

? x 

I M 

(220) 

u P.ò k.t 

* Fig. 128 - Relation between Principal Parameters and Relative 
Diameter of the Parabolic Chamber (k = 1.67, Mi = 0.1) 

Figure 128 shows the mode of variation of p, W, Q, 6, and T along the axis of 

the chamber. 

4. Thermal Chamber with Constant Convective Product 

Let us consider a chamber with constant, intensity of convective heat transfer 

to the chamber wall along its length. 

The factor responsible for heat transfer by convection at low flow velocities 

is the so-called "convective" product pi { -ä- , where p is the molecular weight of 
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the gas and 1 Is its enthalpy. 

Figure 129 shows the îonvective product as a function of the temperature of the 

working fluid, formed from the original material - hydrogen (¾). The coordinates 

of the hatched rectangle correspond to a modern gasoil-oxygen engine at a chamber 

pressure of 50 - 100 atm. For an ideal gas, 

the convective product is 

Pt 
'1 

7' 
- const/)I /, 

Fig .129 - Convective Product 
for hydrogen, as a Function 
of Temperature and Pressure 
(the Convective Product for 
Modern Liquid-Fuel Rocket 
Engines of Greatest Heat 
Liberation Rates is Denoted 
by the Hatched Rectangle) 

while the condition of its constancy may be 

written in the form of 

p- T 1,0. (221) 

Besides this condition, the equations of 

energy, momentum, and state remain valid. 

Comparing the equations p v = T and 

eq.(221), we obtain the equation of change of 

state in p-v coordinates 

pv-T 

whence 

p'v \,0. (222) 

(223) 

According to the equation of momentum, 

] dp - 

Let us eliminate f from eq.(223) by the aid of the equation of the flow rate, 

which in our case takes the form 

I 
(224) ' y par 

Combining eqs.(223) and (224)t we obtain the relation between the pressure and 

the gas velocity in the chamber: 

I 
dp~~-kM]dW, 
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or 
*£.=■ - kM'WdW. 
pi ' 

After integration, je find 

1 T kM: ir -i-1 /r.w; (225) 

The course of the process 

According to the equation of energy, 

Ulli determir.» the quantity of transferred heat Q. 

whence 

A = y-r 
CpT, 2 

(226) 

.(225) and (226), ue e.t a direct relation between the velocity 
Comparing eqs 

of flow W and the heat transferred Q: 

However, 

Consequently, 

u i r' r i w'l 
V , 2 

7--.,1 . íl-ím;, 
i 2 

Q :l U”- li. (227) 

whence 

W 1 1 (3A — I) m{ ^ 
(228) 

Substituting in eq.(226) the value'of w2 determined from eq.(228), we get 

(229) 
¿-r -1-4- 

3* — I 

In accordance with eq.(224), the cross 
section of the chamber will vary by the 

law 

f 
\ zk — i ! 

i i—L-.£' 
3*T1 Mi 

(230) 
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Cons«quent.ly, the quantities p, 7, T, 1, and ? may be represented in the form 

of rather simple functions of Q. 
j /• 

A chamber of this type may have a throat. From the condition —±- ~ 0, ue 
d Q 

determine the quantity of heat delivered to the chamber up to its throat, nfter 

simple calculations we find that the maximum constriction of the chamber duct is 

obtained whenever 

(^«<r ' 1 (1 
4k \ f 

(231) 

Fig.130 - Principal G§s Parameters and Relative Radius r* 
as Functions of Q in a Chamber at p2T = const 

Substituting this value of Z in eq.(229), we determine the temperature in the 

critical cross sections 
(232) 

/ 
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At small values of M], ue nay consider that 

»1,5. 

The velocity in the throat does not reach the velocity of sound in this 

section. Actually, 

From eq.(228), at Q = Qcr» we 8®^ 

\ kM\ \ 

2k M 

Making use of eq.(232j yield 

(233) 

Figure 130 shows the variation of the principal parameters p, T, W, f, and M 

with Q in a chamber at p*? = const for the case when, in the initial cross section 

(Ti = 300OK} PI = 1°0 kg/cm2, = 30 m/sec; T* = 3800°K 
and pex = 0.1 kg/cm2) 

of the chamber, we specify Tj. = 30QOK, ^ = 30 m/sec, Pl = 100 atm, and a maximum 

stagnation temperature of Tj| = 3800°K. 
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As Q Increases without limit, the Mach number approaches -±— 

, Vk 
As shown above, the thermal chamber at p2! = const has a throat. 

The specific cross section of the throat is 

7,,,- y iW, (I3*. 

Figure 131 shows the p-f diagram of a chamber at p2T = const. The chamber has 

two throats: the first is the throat of the thermal chamber and the second, that of 

the geometric nozzle. In the latter, the Mach number is 1. 

5. Athodvd with Uniform Heat Liberation along the Axis. dQ = bdx 

At uniform heat liberation along the axis of the passage, we have 

tíQ-cdx. 

The fundamental equations in this case will be 

pv**T, 
pJ'W T\ 

/tip- k<W\dW\ 
(234) 

An additional condition is given by the equation of the profile of the duct 

wall, which permits establishing the relation f = q>(x) • Different equations of 

energy will correspond to different profiles. Thus, for a parabolic chamber we have 

7-5 « 11 - f - K + ^ 

In the hyperboloidal chamber, represented in Fig.125, we have 

35*8» I — 1 + X’- f and X \^J" 1 • 

Then, 
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For a conical chamber (Fig.124)¡ 

D«l i (D. -i)Ã 

and 

Hence 

7-/51=(i+ (0.-1) jt|’. 

so that the equation of energy now assumes the form of 

l) = T-Ti-r ïfÏMlW. 

It is a complicated problem to solve the systems of equations found for the 

profiles in question. 

6. iflvarient Duct with Uniform Heat UberQtjon over the Cross gqction 

Here the system of fundamental equations coincides with the system for a para¬ 

bolic duct, at uniform heat liberation along the axis. This is explained by the 

fact that f = X for a parabolic duct. 

In fact, . 

V. 

-- RTt 
k — l 

f — I I SB t' ( / • 1 I. 

We present the system of equationss 

pv« T\ 

pJW-T; 
Jdp -kM\dW. 

r(7_i)=,T-7-; + ^^#*. <235> 

Ut ua eliminate T from the last of these equations, making use of the flou- 

rate equation 
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or 

j(c-Wp)-c-ri+k-^My\ 

However, according to the third equation in the system (235), 

■kM 
'Ip 

Consequently, 

iE. 
dp 

c r< + *-=i w. 
kM] 2k 

Ue now introduce the notation 

!...maß; 4-L a^St. 
*m; p’ 2* 

Then, 

Dividing both sides of the last equation by (ß + aÿ2), we get 

(lPp_c)îJL„p + .w» 

oW2 t 3 dp 

Let us assume that 

d\T 

Then, 

and 

(/ i 
t ? 

dW I 

*dU. 

arc tg r 
,W2 : ¡1 VoH 

¥’='Vr 

V » 

U” 

or 

Taking account of eq.(237), we get instead of eq.(236), 

P J, f te(r 

Hù-pÿ 4tg(K^t/)Tf=o. 

(236) 

(237) 

(238) 

The resultant exact linear differential equation will be solved in two stages. 
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At first we will solve the homoeeneous equation 

or ^ 

f =j/ ftg(/¡pi/)dü=-|-tg(|/¡pu)íí(V/Tpü). 

After integration, we get 

, lnco8Í)/*p£/) 
Ini—7 

or 

ln?-lnf[cos(Vlp'£/)]"i-. 

or . 

[cos £/)]_ 

Here, 

E-nu)t 
where E must be such that the exact equation (238) shall be satisfied. 

Then, 

ï~F(U)co$ #(l ^i/1. 

Let us derive the expression for the first derivative : 

(239) 

(240) 

^=eos í cos * {V*? t 
dU 

xsJnU^i| r? 
cosíK^Í/) 

cos 

Substituting for its value from eq.(238), we find the form of the func¬ 

tion F (U): 

dh(U) 
V «? 

cos ’ (l 

For integration, it is necessary to establish the value of the exponent 

The integration is performed for integral values of . 
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Table 15 shows the adiabatic exponents k at which a simple determination of 

the function F (’J) Is possible. 

Table 15 

Adiabatic Exponents k at which a Simple Determination o. 

the Function F (U) is Possible 

* 1,667 1,4 1,333 1,2 U 

1 2k 
a A — l 

6 7 8 12 22 

Considering the Ras to be monatomic, we take for the integration k 
= 1.667 and 

-1- = 5. Then, 
a 

- yU jcOS5 {V*P d [VU) * 

After integration, we get 

y= [am (|/ ap 6/) - I Sins (j^dß 6/) + 

+ j ¿in1 (j/*«P 6/) + A/]. 

where N is an integration constant. 

Let us substitute the expression found for F (U) in eq.(240): 

„ -cos !■ 

y sin'’ 6/) -1 A/ ] • 
5 

If we now eliminate U, then, making use of eq.(237), we find the relation be¬ 

tween the gas pressure and the gas velocity in explicit form. 

According to eq.(237), we have 

f * W/ 

Consequently, 

k:i^63oA 
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Then, 

or 

The value of the constant N is then determined from the initial conditions, when 

.. 7 - i n urn ho = 1.0. For this case, we find the 
relative velocity the at p - Pi - 1«O will oe ¿i 

following expression from eq.(2'J): 

whence 

Since the solution was obtained for k - 
1.667 and a = 0.2, it follows that 

N- - 

*_ 
3(51 • I) *5^ : 1/ f 

(242) 

Having found the relation (241) ^ = f (W), we can pass to the relations between 

the gas parameters and the cross section of the athodyd f. 

Let us substitute the quantity T in the equation of energy by its expression 
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from the equation of -on.-tant rate of flow. Then, 

c(7 \)=Twp-ï\+V' J' 

whence 

f{c-Wp)-c~T\- 2 

Hence, 

=*Afj(p + >r2). 

/-K 

* -1 
2*' 

w 

Let us eliminate from this equation the second summ.and W p of the denominator, 

making use of eq.(2/J), 

»«1 o1 »r* 
/*= ~~2 e B 

(243) 

where 

2(^(, 

^/^1- 
Let us next determine the temperature. 

T-7 Wj-kM] tifyl W=ir3|- • 
» 

for W p its expression from eq.(241^. we £e^ Using 

*Ai¡í-i ^-) (244) 

where 

A I 
*>(,-hi-)’ 
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(245) 

The spe'îifi': volume of tho cu3 5 3 

ï. = r-=r/“. 
p 

Equations (241), (243), (244), and (2.15! solve the question as to the variation 

of the gKs parameters In the athodyd of arbitrary profile, vith the above lav of 

heat liberation dQ = bdf. Only the velocity Ü is directly correlated with f In 

eq-(243). The parameters Î, v, and T are 6lven in the computational formulas (241), 

(244), and (245) as a function of the velocity W. The quantity of heat supplied Is 

determined from the equation 

Q = c (7 ~ 1)- 
If the gas parameters must be expressed as functions of the quantity of heat 

liberated, then we can write 

7=i+|. 
on the left-hand side of eq.(243). 

The resultant formulas are also valid for a duct in which the heat liberation 

is proportional to the leneth of the chamber. If a linear relation exists betveen 

the cross section f and the length. This has been found for a parabolic chamber In 

which f = X. 

7. ftt.hodvd with Uniform Heat Liberation over the WaU gurfage 

Let us denote the inner surface of the duct by the symbol ¢. Then, 

d<i « bd<t>. 

The solution of the problem of the variation of the gas parameters with 4 or Q 

1. more complex than In the preceding case. If the profile of the chamber Is such 

that ¿4» . cdf, 

then 5 = f, and the system of fundamental equations indicated in the preceding 

example is also valid for this case. The relation between the surface area of the 

duct wall! «id Its cross section is linear In all conical duct.. Consequently, for 
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thermal conical ducts with uniform heat liberation over the inner surface, eqs.(2-U), 

(243), (244), and (245) are valid. The simpler the relations between v and f, the 

simpler will It be to solve the fundamental system of equations, to which the equa¬ 

tion of the chamber profile wall is added. 

If y Is the current radius in a cross section of the duct, then 

Hence 

(246) 

dr 

In the solution, we make use of the equations 

pv- r. 
pJW — T; 

Ido = - kM'dW-. 

where f = <p(x, y) o**, if the shape of the longitudinal section of the chamber is 

specified, y = F(x). 

4s an example, let us derive the equation of energy for a parabolic profile of 

a duct for which 

Since, in a parabolic duct, x = f, then 

and 
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i7t,¢-^(,+^7) +». 

Th© constant N is determined from the condition Q = 0 at f = 1.0* 

N ‘ '>•; ‘ 

Consequently, the equation of enerpy for a parabolic duct with uniform heat 

liberation over the wall surface takes the form 

. y\ 
6* !('! I'J V 7 /■ > k -1 ./ví* \r 

i 2 1 

Section 17. Velocity Chamber with Gradual Supnly of Heat and propellant 

A chamber in which the supply of heat and working fluid is distributed by some 

Pig.132 - Schematic Diagram of Chamber with Heat-Consuming Duct 

a - Case of Mfc < 1; b - Case of = 1 

law over the length of the chamber will be termed heat-consuming. By comparison, 

this chamber has one more variable than the thermal chamber, namely the rate of flow' 
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per second, which ir. different In each cross section. 

The additional relation between the parameters may take various forms. In 

chemical engines, the relation Q = f (G) may be taken as linear. In gas-nuclear 

engines it may be more complex. 

Figure 132 is a schematic diagram of a chamber with a heat-consuming duct. 

This duct is located between sections I-I and H-II. Up to this point, a total of 

kg of propellant has been supplied to the chamber, and heat liberation has oc- 

curr?d at p = const. In the section I-I, the gas parameters pi, Tlf Vi and thus 

also M! are all known. In the end section of the chamber, II-II, the propellant 

feed and the heat transfer are completed. Here the weight rate of flow is 0¾ and 

the gas parameters pk, Tk, W^, and < 1-0. 

For the ideal case, instantaneous reaction of the fed components is assumed. 

This means that the laws of heat supply and of supply of working fluid are the same, 

i*e*’ 

where Hy is the heat value of the propellant in the chemical engine. 

Let us write the fundamental equations for the heat-consuming chamber. As be¬ 

fore, the equation of state has the following form. 

pv T. 

From the equation of the weight rate of flow, 

a \ta' „1, 
RT 

it follows that , 
a £ F p_Tt 
o', " », r, t ' 

Us now introduce the notation = j- Then, in the generalized form, the 
G1 

equation is written as follows: 

• (247) 
J ' f ' 

The working fluid enters the chamber in the same state in each cross section. 
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In the ideal case, the elementary portion of gas dG, arriving in the chamber, ac¬ 

quires the velocity W and the temperature T in the entrance section. Then, the 

equation of energy takes the form 

dQ-H.dC,^ mc.T) + ¿ (-£ o) 

In the final form, it reads 

H, (0-0,)= ^ R(GT-G,T,) +-^0 '¡l 0,, 

H.(J-nO,= ^ROJ, (/7-1) + 

Setting 
Hu 

ue obtain finally 

? </-1) -/ (7 ) - (1 + *-T "') ■ 

At variable rate of flow, the equation of momentum has the form 

d(WG) 

or 

Fdp 

FxpJ-'dp W\Gi d{Wi) 

Since 

it follows that 

or, finally, 

0, y.f.p. 
«r, 

?</¿=-*M?<í(<P/). 

jFdJ^-kM^Wj-i). 

(248) 

(249) 

Consequently, the fundamental equations of the heat-consuming chamber will be 

pv-T; 
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(250) 

p?W~jT\ 

Fdp~-kM\d[Wj)\ 

Let ua consider the case of a cylindrical chamber at ? = const. 

The equation of state and the first equation of the system (250) are still in 

force. Instead of the second equation of the system (250), we get 

/- ?£ (251) 
T 

and, instead of the third equation, 

/»«si—ÄAf*(W/-—1) . 

These four eqs.(250) permit us to express four of the five parameters, p, v, T 

W, J in the form of functions of the fifth parameter. Assigning j, from the equa¬ 

tion of energy balance [eq.(248)], the velocity W can be determined if we eliminate 

the quantity T from it. According to eq.(251), the temperature will be 

/ • 

or, after substituting p from eq.(252), 

( i .f ife/ti;) (253) 

Substituting this temperature valuq in eq.(248)i we obtain the following 

quadratic equation to determine the velocity: 

w'- (1 + *'»»?)'«’' «(/- i)J o 

We then determine p and T from eqs.(252) and (253). 

It is also convenient to make use . f the relations between the gas parameters 

the Mach number. Bearing eq.(251) in mind, we may write 

I 
* / / 
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r,Wp V'-p M± 
wj-r.; T 

Substituting this value of Wj in eq.(252), we obtain, as for the athodyd, 

y : kM\ 

T~kMÎ 

(254) 

Je determine the temperature from the equation of rate of flow [eq.(251)]i 

Wp 

Multiplying the riEht-hand side of this last equation by —f 
J * 

^ P r 1, we get 

or 

TAf* p* 
~~~Z ‘ ~Z' 
M] P 

i i 1 ^ tMi y 

VÂlîj^‘+^9/' 
(255) 

We 
determine the specific volume and the velocity from the expressions 

- I AP l+*Af? 
V**-? ’ -Z '-- . 

P AI? i f *MJ 

I Mi 1 + (256) 

ye then find the Mach number, at a specified value of j, from the equation of 

energy [.,.(248)] utach, nfter replacing T and W by their expreaeions from «,..(255) 

and (256), takes the form f 

*-1 (HAM?) 

A*i 

■j*2Qt AI4 ! 

( 1 * Al?)2 

Alf 
2;^ Q, M2 /Qr 0, (257) 

Q, i3 the total relative quantity of heat transferred to the first and second 
where Qi 

parts of the chamber, i.e.. 

-r O«" 
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Settinn = 1 and q = 1 in eq.(257)f we find the relation = f (j) shown in 

Fig.133- 

Example. Find the distribution of p, T, v, and f along the length of the 

' chamber for the case 

7,-300° ib*.; Ä-1,2; 
ft-ao**«/"»** ;y«“,0î Af.-2,0; ^»1. 

In the initial cross section, n.l of the total propellant feed is supplied. 

Fig.133 - Relation of the Mach Number Mi and of Wi to the Relative 
Rate of Flow, for the Case = 1 and q = 1 

On the basis of eq.(256), ue determine the relation M = f (j). Then, substi¬ 

tuting the resultant values of M in eqs.(254), (255), and (256), we find the distri 

butlon of p, T, and v along the length of the combustion chamber. 

Table 16 is a summary of the results. 
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Table 17 nivea the resulta of a calculation of Eas parameters in a peoraetric 

nozzle. 

pi pu re 134. shows the Ras parameters p, T, v, W as a function of j. 

Figure 135 shows the processes taking place in the athodyd and nozzle, plotted 

in the 1-3 coordinate system. 

Let us consider two more special examples. 

Let the duct be isothermal, i.e., let T = Tj. = 1.0 

Then, the fundamental equations will be 

t> = 1,0; 

__ 

Fdp~-kM\d[Wj)\ 
(258) 

In th. last aquation, ue obtain a direct relation between the gas velocity and 

the independent variable j! 

(259) 

Eliminating F from the second and third equations of the system (258), we may 

write 

£-kM\^-d{Wj). 
P J 

Then, 

However, 

whence 
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from We determine the cross-neotionul variation of the du-;t as a function of j, 

the equation of constant rate of flow, by tukine the logarithms of both sidess 

InF-lny - \nW— \np. 
or 

ln F* *<2g-l)-l 
1 

),5 In lny-0,5ln( V — 1 - 
*-rx 

) 

-1))/1-1)-0,51n---- (261) 

For an isobaric heat-consuming chamber, the fundamental equations are now sub- 

itantially simplified 

flu J 

fW-jT. 
d(Wj) =0; <262> 

From the third equation of the system (262), we get 

dj ^ dW 
I “ w 

and 

(263) 

The gas velocity decreases with increasing propellant feed. 

Substituting the value of ï from eq.(26j) in the equation of energy, we find 

the relation between the temperature and the amount of propellant supplied! 

Hence, 

Finally, 

F-Ç-fT-'f-lb-r)-*- 

(264) 

(265) 
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These equations indicate that, in a thermal isobaric duct, the temperature and 

the cross section increase with incroasinj; j, while the velocity decreases. 

The characteristics of a spherical heat-consuminp chamber are considerably 

more complex. 

It follows from the geometric properties of this chamber that 

In our case, 

-dx-dj. 

The relation between the cross section F and the coordinates x or j is estab¬ 

lished on the basis of the equation of the sur¬ 

face of a spheres 

F=«y'. 

The equation of the spherical surface, in 

rectangular coordinates xy (Fig.136), if ?k is 

the radius of the surface, reads as follows: 

y2=2Rx — x-, 
Therefore, 

* F 

Passing to relative coordinates, we get 

ÍL W*-** 

Pig.136 - Schematic Diagram 
of Heat-Consuming Spherical 

Chamber 

F=^-(2Rx-x*) 
r, m 

whence 

fr-mF. (266) 

The plus sign corresponds to the second half of the sphere and the minus sign 

to the first half. 

Bearing eq.(266) in mind, the system of fundamental equations of the spherical 

chamber (first half of the sphere) is of the form 
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(267) 

pv**T; 

¿y'r-fls-l/R'-m?); 
Tdp- —kM\d [TP (7? - VW^n] ■ 

¢(71-1- YW^) - (7?- Vk^kÎ) X 
x/7+*-=JAi;TP’)-r;. 

Simultaneous solution of these equations does not lead to a direst relation be- 

tween the parameters p, T, and W and the coordinate x - j• 

In this case, it is necessary to use a computer or to solve the problem by 

numerous approximations, performed for each cross section of the chamber. 

Section 18. Effect of Regeneration on the Parameters of a Rocket Enpjne at n =_£ 

•Je know from the theory of heat enCines that the transition from a simple cycle 

to a regenerative cycle increases the economy of an engine. 

During the process of regeneration, heat passes from some portions of the 

working fluid to other portions which are in a different phase of the cycle. 

The working fluid.may receive heat in the regenerative elements during com¬ 

pression or after compression, and mr.y give up heat to the regenerator during expan¬ 

sion or after expansion. The higher the initial temperature difference between the 

individual portions of the working fluid participating in the heat exchange, the 

■ore readily is a high economy of the cycle obtained. 

In a liquid-fuel rocket engine, the temperature of the working fluid during 

expansion and at the end of expansion is appreciably higher than in atmospheric or 

air-dependent engines, i.e., in conventional heat engines which use atmospheric air 

.as their working fluid; on the other hand, the temperature of the working fluid 

which is supplied with the heat is lower in a rocket engine. Moreover, in the ini¬ 

tial section, the working fluid of the rocket engine is a liquid, on whose evapora¬ 

tion the temperature remains almost the same. Both these facts make the thermo- 
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dynamic conditions for r*-r^or'^. : or. mr.ro fa v oro hi« ir. the thermal cy:1e of the 

rocket engine than in the :y^'.es np atmospheri c engines, .here the regenerative heat 

exchange is usually pre :e le i hy ?o.T.prer>si or and, co.nsequertly, by a terr.rerature rise 

in that part of the gas which is to be supplied with heat in the regenerator. 

The appearance of regerer-i* ior in a rocket engine under ordinary operating con¬ 

ditions is favored by still another clrcuir.stance. As a rule, the wall of the 

rocket-engine chamber is 'ooled by the propellant, which then enters the chamber. 

Consequently, the heat transferred to the cooling jacket is again returned to the 

chamber, which process represents a typical case of regeneration of heat losses. 

1. Regenerative Cooling 

Let us consider first the question of the effect of heat regeneration in the 

cooling Jacket on the uarameters of a rocket engine at n = c. «e shall make the 

following assumptions: 

1) The gas part of the cycle is performed by an ideal gas; 

2) There are no heut losses in the chamber except for the cooling losses; 

3) In the initial state, the working fluid is a liquid of zero enthalpy; 

4) The relative quantity of heat transferred to the chamber walls is the same 

for external cooling and regenerative cooling. 

Let us compare the indices of the cycles obtained in the following three 

versions: 

1) Ideal cycle without cooling; 

2) Cycle with chamber cooling by external cooling agent (external cooling); 

3) Cycle with regenerative cooling. 

We shall consider that the "chamber" consists of a forward section near which 

the heat is transferred at constant pressure, and a nozzle in which the gas expands. 

The dimensions of the throat and exit sections are such that, in all cases, the 

pressure in the forward section and the expansion ratio of the gases in the nozzle 
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^W'1, 

¡N 

Th© formula« for dietermininp gao temperature; erfi :ien3y, and thrust in an 

adiabatic enßine are (iiven in the second column in Table 18. 

Cooling in the forward section leads to a decrease in the pas temperature at 

^ 111^^ 
"■**"** íH 

Fig.137 - T-S Diagram of Cycle with 
External Cooling 

Fig.138 - T-S Diagram of Cycle with 
Regenerative Cooling (the Magnitude of 
the Heat Exchange is Indicated in 
Fractions of I}) 

the beginning of expansion, v'e shall consider that the expansion with cooling pro¬ 

ceeds polytropically; the polytropic exponent n is constant. 

Figure I37 is a T-3 diagram of the process of expansion in a chamber with ex¬ 

ternal cooling. In the ideal case, the adiabatic 1-2 is the line of expansion. In 

the presence of cooling, the heat Pusses into the walls of the chamber, and the 

heat 3C into the walls of the nozzle. 

Me shall assume below that, of the total heat losses 3co, the quantity passing 

into the walls of the chamber is 

<?,-«? . U68) 
• « 

where Ç is the heat-loss separation factor. 

Vfe shall evaluate the total heat loss in the walls in the fractions 330 of the 
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Vii Uai '»r.th/ilpy of the r;as. if QCÛ ia the absolute value of the losses, then 

Q,.?,w, 

At equal heat, loss, the work in the cy^le with ooolinc is less than the avail¬ 

able work I.uj. The ratio of the work in a.chamber with cooling, i.e., of the poly¬ 

tropic work Ln = Leo t° the available adiabatic work will be termed the relative 

efficiency ri0: 

>«• ^ Ct 

L« /--/-./ 

The ratio of polytropic work to adiabatic work at equal initial tempera¬ 

tures of expansion will be termed the polytropic efficiency hpol* Consequently, 

tltÉ ±È 
^(-ï) -(-vï 

— Îlîî 

where 
B= 

(270) 

However, the efficiency of the cycle with cooling is 

L<. ¿.d 
7? • -r 

and 

Consequently, 

Í-- C/, A q“ 

The third column in Table 18 gives formulas by which the indices of the ex¬ 

ternally cooled chamber are determined. 

Figure 138 compares the lines of expansion for several chambers, including the 
t 
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j.''r«ßenerutJve -shafnber. 

spondo to the point 1. 

lito ...... 

I 

The terlnr.Im: of expansion in the adiabatic ihaxler 

The régénération of the heat by the cooling Jacket 

^orre- 

of the 

nozale would add the quantity Q- to the enthalpy Ip. Or. the d lag ran, we have 

q9 * which corresponds to the area under the polytropic curve 1-** or under 

the segment 1-1 of the line pk = const. Before arrival in the chamber, the working 

fluid also receives the heat Qh In the jacket of the chamber. Consequently, the 

total enthalpy of the working fluid on its entry into the chamber is *a 31 *1 + 

♦ Qc ♦ %• 

On passage through the chamber, the gas gives up the heat Qh to the walls» ^ 

Its state upstream of the nozzle corresponds to the point I. After expansion, the 

gas changes to the state II. 

Since the area under the segments i-T and I-II are the same end the point, II 

lies to the left of the point 2, corresponding to the end of expansion in the adia¬ 

batic chamber, then the temperature of the exhaust gases in the regenerative chamber 

is lower than that in the adiabatic chamber, although the initial temperature in it 

Is higher. 

The values of the losses are now determined with respect to I;t: 

L,,1 A 

’/ie determine the temperature ratio in the adiabatic and regenerative chambers: 

T 
-i I ;il « I - q 
Ta " Tt 

lonsequently, 

fr. With external cooling. 

/ 

Tx I - 

Tt 

r, 

r; 
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the lu- - 

:oolInfs 

»in.— 

T, >-*„ 
The efficiency of the rerenera^ive -hcur.ber with respect to the initial en^ 

thftlpy I a io determined an r,c0. Actually, however, not IA but I| cal are consumed 

to obtain the work i.e., less by a factor of (1 - qc0) • ?or this reason 

The specific work is directly proportional to the ratio of the efficiencies, 

so that 

and 

We obtain the foil owing formula for the specific thrust: 

and 

The regeneration of heat in the cooling jackets of the chamber and nozzle gives 

different results. Thus, for the cooled chamber and adiabatic nozzle, we have 

^ a i.o and n = k. Under .these conditions, = The heat transferred to the 

walls of the chamber is compensated by its return to the chamber together with the 

working fluid. 

Consequently, the regeneration of the heat given up to the walls of the chamber 

is useful work and increases the efficiency of the cycle, the specific work, and the 

specific thrust of the cooled chamber to a level corresponding to the ideal case. 
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(i) 

ÎHkinp sí o, we next calculate the version of an adiabatic forward section and 

a cooled nozzle. In this case, 

v= h('-&) 

The repeneration of the heat passing into the nozzle walls leads to a cycle 

more economical than the adiabatic cycle. This is indicated primarily by the tem¬ 

perature drop of the pases in the exit section of the nozzle. The formulas to 

determine the quantities characterizing the chamber operation are given in Table 18, 

for the general case and for the special versions of an adiabatic chamber and an 

adiabatic nozzle. 

Owing to the small quantity of heat passing into the nozzle walls, the increase 

in thrust la slight. On transition from the cooled chamber to the regenerative 

chamber, the change in efficiency and thrust is more substantial. In this case, 

^ *• *p r ft* 

This means that, with such a heat exchange at qc = 0.02, the efficiency of the 

chamber increases by 2t after the change-over to regenerative cooling by 2i, and the 

thrust increases by l1?. These quantities are entirely comparable with tnose ob¬ 

tained (for example) when allowing for friction losses or for a nonparallel efflux 

of the gases from the nozzle. 

The value* of the regenerative heat exchange increases with decreasing size of 

the chamber and with increasing ratio of its length to its diameter, when relative¬ 

ly more heat is transferred into the cooling jacket. 

At qc = 0.1, the value of — is already 1.11, and the thrust is increased 
»Ico 

by 5.5%. 

figure 139 shows the mode of variation of the other indices of the cycle with 

varying qpj in particular, the diagram gives the polytropic exponent of the expan- 
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sJon line, which defends on and on the expansion ratio tg. 

If, on cooling of the nozzle alone, we have qg - 0.1, then the efficiency of 

the chamber is /*.6’’ greater than f^çj, and the thrust is 2.4^ greater than the thrust 

of the adiabatic chamber. 

To calculate the thrust and '<Ticiency, empirical relations simpler than those 

- -r TT.. - -h 

\ 
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i 0 
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t Vu < 
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Fig.139 - Effect of Heat Regeneration in the Cooling Jacket of 
the Nozzle on the Engine Performance 

given in Table 18 may be used. Thus, at ôc = 5 - 80, and a value of k not very dif¬ 

ferent from 1.2, the following relations are valid: 

p„ V ' 

âd-o,^) _ 

(271) 

(272) 

(273) 

where 

* ^ET* 

The heat balance of an engine with regenerative cooling Is shown In Fig. 140. 
! 
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'T-' ’ The work :.1, in e-Hi tí on to ., U obtained on utilizinc í0» «hl eh leads 
¿P 

to « aervuin inereaso in the initial expansion temperature und to a decrease in the 

final expand on temperature, by comparison with the ideal case. An increase in the 

expansion ratio reduces the advantages of regeneration. 

On the whole, at the quantities of heat removed from the cooling jackets of 

modern liquid rocket engine, the advan¬ 

tages of regeneration are very slight. 

Nevertheless, in designing an engine or 

conducting an experimental study of its 

heat balance, when individual losses of 

1 - of the available heat are often 

determined, it is necessary to take ac¬ 

count of the regenerative exchanges. 

In designing the regenerative cycle, 

an attempt must be made to diminish the 

heat losses on transfer to the chamber 

jacket, and to increase the heat exchange 

through the nozzle walls. From the 

thermodynamic point of view, it is preferable to facilitate heat transfer to the 

•walls of the exit section of the nozzle, since in this case the heat is removed from 

the less valuable portions of the expanded gas. 

There are two serious obstacles to the utilization of regeneration in liquid 

rocket engines. First, the cooling power of the propellant used is low, and second, 

the methods of increasing the quantity of heat tapped from the surfaces of the re¬ 

generator lead to increased friction losses in its passages, and to a corresponding 

( j loss of thrust. 

Us shall now evaluate the cooling power of the propellant ?co on the basis of 

the ratio1of the maximum allowable quantity of heat that can be removed by the pro- 
/ 
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Fig.IAO - Heat Balance of Rocket 
Engine with Regenerative Cooling 

a) Forward section; b) Nozzle 
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pell ant in the -loolinn >cket to the heat value of the fuel. 

On the whole, regenerative iodine of liquid rocket engine chambers is ac:on- 

panied by favorable side proconaes in the engine system, resulting in increased 

economy. 

It may be noted that the increase in economy is promoted by phenomena which 

favor the increase in heat exchange with the nozzle walls* greater nozzle-wall sur¬ 

face area as compared to nozzle volume, longer residence time of the gas in the 

nozzle, and increase in the coefficient of heat consumption on the outer and inner 

wall surfaces. 

At the intense cooling in modern liquid rocket engines, regenerative cooling 

produces no appreciable changes in engine economy and gas temperature ahead of the 

nozzle. 

/ 

2. External Regeneration 

Regeneration of the heat of the gas after its expansion in the nozzle will be 

termed "external regeneration". 

The regenerator is located beyond the nozzle, and adjoins it as shown in 

Pig.141. 

Figure 142 is a T-S diagram of the 

cycle of a liquid rocket engine with ex¬ 

ternal regeneration. After expansion 1-2, 

the gas enters the regenerator in the state 

corresponding to point 2. The heat avail¬ 

able for regeneration is measured by the 

enthalpy The extent of heat exchange 

Fig.141 - Schematic Diagram of 
Position of Regenerator in 

External Regeneration 

depends cn the size of the heat-transfer surfaces of the regenerator. For an ideal 

engine, the heat of regeneration is 3¾ * lj. «íe shall term the ratio 

4* A 
/• 
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( iS' tho rerencrut ! or rutjo ir- the :y?le< 
■w 

At the sume initial state of the f?or. in the conventional regenerative 

cycles, the specific york will he the same. The thermodynamic efficiency will be 

different, since the consumption of heat in tho regenerative cycle will be measured 

by the quantity li - 13 instead of by !]_. Consequently, 

Ia "e 

1,-1, ' 7-,-7-, t‘-qR 
Finally, 

T<ff 
K-** 

(274) 

The value of the specific thrust remains as before, just like the specific fuel 

consumption. The quantity of heat consumed per unit thrust decreases in inverse 

proportion to the efficiency. The extreme value of qR is unity in the case of 

IJ = 12- 

If the quantity of heat supplied to the working fluid is always the same, and 

is determined, for example, by its heat value, then regeneration will change not 
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3n’y ihn o‘'fi -¡iar.zy but also the sped fi s thrust. 

Figuré 142 represer.ts the normal a dl abati c cysle by a diai'rftm with the expon** 

sion line 1-2. The heat value is numerically equal to l\ - IpTi. The addition of 

the regenerator leads to an "acceleration* of the cycles The initial temperature of 

expansion begins to rise) and the useful work and thrust increase* 

The parameters of a cycle are established when the heat liberation in the 

chamber and. the subsequent expansion lead to a temperature of the exhaust gases such 

that the prescribed regeneration ratio is obtained. In Fig.142 the expansion 

I-II corresponds to the regenerative cycle. 

Here, 

/»—/ill - /|— 0*/|| “ /» 
and 

Hence, 

-^-r, 

* 

« 

T> *•-«» 

The maximum temperature Increases as we pass to the regenerative cycle} this 

temperature rise will be greater, the lower the efficiency of the initial adiabatic 

cycle. Since the value of bc in the cycles being compared is the same, the work and 

efficiency increase proportionally to the rise In temperatures 

% 

'Us 
ha. 
I’ui Ti 

_5_. 

v! - Í* 
(275) 

For the thrusts 

). 

(276) 

Figure 143 shows the change in and In the ratio • *■&.. at various values of 
%d 

ftc and qR. The efficiency ratio also represents the ratio of the máximum tempera¬ 

tures in the compared cycles. The resultant temperature rise is greater, the greater 
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*111 be the value of and the smaller the value of i0. 

If T]_ Is assigned as the maximum permissible temperature, then T} may be deter¬ 

mined and, from this value, the required heat value of the propellant. Thus, at 

% « 3|pO°K In the regenerative cycle, we'get Tp = 2430°K If b3 = 80 and qa = 0.5. 

Consequently, In the rcgoneratlve cycle, the ordinary value of specific thrust 

can be obtained by using a nrooellant with a considerably lower heat value. 

Since the cooling agent in the jacket of the chamber must be the propellant 

Pig.143 - Effect of Expansion Hatio 6c on the Efficiency of 
the Regenerative Cycle of a Liquid Rocket Engine, 

at Various Values of qa 

itself, this means that the increase in Pap depends on the cooling power of the pro¬ 

pellant, or on its cold capacity. 

By definition, already given, the cold capacity of a propellant is 
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For the individual propellant Tor.ponor.ts, huve 

'4 ° Mi '1 -. 

HT '^k Hu 

and for the propellant as a whole, 

P *P .„ + ? ., Hm 

»not!nr th. weicht relio of the propellent componente by the symbol « * 0f • 

where r,0 end Cr denote the weicht rate of flow of th. fuel end oxldiser respective- 

ly, ve obtain 

' Q-,. <J7?> t 
4# (l+*)/ïa 

•Qc..+ (I + *) Hu 

The velues of ^.o end 950 f ere determined for the phy.lc.l date of th. com¬ 

ponents under operatinp conditions. Thus, for *.< HhOj, et p = 20 - /.0 atm end 

heating to 18'J - 2/.0oC, if the temperature before heating- le 30«,-«e C** O-oo o “ 

= 80 - 110 keelAe- Table 19 gives the values of the maximum cooling power for 

three types of propellant. 

Table 19 

Values of Maximum pooling Power for Three Forms of Propellant 

Propellant » És. 
Or 

Remarks 

Oxygen and 70T ethyl 
alcohol 

Nitric acid and kerosene 

Nitric acid and 96* ethyl 
alcohol 

1,217 

ft,38 

2,84 

t,8 » 
7,8 

12 
1ft 

without using oxygen 

without evaporation 

N « 

with evaporation 

ui us ...U». the etmmher «d nossl. to be adiabatic. Assume further that th. 

hMl i. removed from the gas aft of the exit section cf the nessle in » external 

--/ “ “ ” 
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shows the chimpes in maxi mum temperature, economy, and thrust augmentation for these 

three types o'“ propellant under the conditions of external regeneration. If the 

cooling power of the propellant is fully utilized in the chamber and nozzle duct, 

the gain In thrust and economy are about half as great. 

Table 20 

Change in Maximum Temperature, Economy, and Thrust (Iain for Three 
Types of Propellant under Conditions of External Regeneration 

Quantity 
Oxygen 
and 70* 
Ethanol 

Nitric 
Acid and 
Kerosene, 

with Evapo¬ 
ration • 

Nitric and 96Í 
Ethanol with¬ 
out Evapora¬ 
tion and with 
Evaporation 

r' . V ’ 

P/r-P« 
•' “pi * • ■ 

1,075 

3,8 

Ml 

a.5 

1.12-1.15 

6.0-7,3 

The inadequate cooling power of the propellant may be compensated by using an 

inert medium for cooling purposes. It should be borne in mind, however, that the 

gain in economy and thrust is lessened by the additional complication of the plant, 

by the increase in its weight and, what is highly important, by the increased re¬ 

sistance to the gas flow in the nozzle. 

Without considering here the methods of calculating heat transfer and gas re¬ 

sistance in the regenerator, we shall present the results of a determination of 

thrust and economy, allowing for friction. 

Figure 144 shows the heat characteristic of the flow section of a chamber with 

regenerative cooling, consisting of a nozzle with developed cooling surfaces and ah 

external regenerator. The relative distances Í traveled by the gas, from its en- 
♦ f 

trance into the nozzle to its emergence from the exit section of the external re¬ 

generator, are plotted on the abscissa. The value of I is measured along the 



f ■* "fencrutrix o!' tho ch^r.ber and nozzle «falls. Cn the ordinate the fol^ovir.r quanti- 
V N#-' 

tiea aro plotted! 

q/;, kcal/n2 hrs ape-iific heat flux from the guc to the soolantj 

x-j, kg/m2: frictional stress; 

,ja, kcul/m2 hri thermal equivalent of the specific work of friction; 

- q«t kcal/m2 hr! specific quantity of heat related to unit surface of the 

duct walls, lost by the gas on expansion in the flow 

section; 

1.1.¾.¾.. = qco, ‘ÍI relative quantity of heat passing into the cooling 
lo 

medium of the regenerative duct. 

Figure 144 Indicated that the heat load due to friction is a quantity of the 

same order as tho heat-transfer load; in the exit section of the nozzle and in the 

external regenerator the former is greater than the heat-exchange load. In the sec¬ 

tion where flow is supersonic, the work of friction is so great that utilization of 

the external regeneration becomes doubtful. Table 21 gives a comparison of the 

adiabatic original chamber with the regenerative chamber. For the original chamber, 

Table 21 

Example of Changes in Engine Parameters with Use of Regeneration 

Version If °/o Çf °/o V, m,ste ; JOst 
^ipt 

M 

.Jithout regeneration, 
original chamber; 
r^r = 40 mm 
Nozzle regeneration, 
rcr ® 4 mm 
Nozzle and external 
regeneration; 
rcr * 4 mm 
Nozzle regeneration; 
rcr s 5 mm (nozzle 
with elongated 
throat) 

0,00 

20,53 

28,20 

23,00 

o.o 

10,7 

21.5 

10,4 

1975 

2245 

1905 

2140 

201,2 

229,0 

194,4 

218,0 

1.0 

1,147 

0,984 

1,065 

1,0 

0,605 

0,560 

0,604 
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k , l.J, n«-w of ,riu«.l nectior. r,r - W e>. »r rerencrative Kanter, a* 
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Fiß.lvi « Therxal ^haracteristlo of Nozzle with Friction and 
Cooling at External and "czzle Regeneration 

a) Nozzle} b) External regeneration 

the same flow rate «id the same initial gas parameters, ve have 1ÙD nozzles with 

rcr = 4.J mm, and t4 nozzles with r^ * 5 mm. The heat is removed from the re- 
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generator by water, whi eh is then introdeeei into the eha^.ber together with the 

propellant components. 

The second column in Table 21 pi vos the quantities of heat transferred to the 

regenerator walls, in percent of the available enthalpy Iq 0? th® RttS before expan¬ 

sion. The third "Olumn gives the work of friction in the same units. Nozzle re¬ 

generation leads to an increase of 1 '..7? in specific thrust, while complete re¬ 

generation produces a decrease of j..;,'. The thermodynamic efficiency in both cases 

is Increased; the specific fuel consumption, expressed in calories, decreases re¬ 

spectively to 60.5» and 56Í. 

The specific consumption of the working fluid - in this case the propellant and 

the water which cools the regenerator 
♦ 

walls - varies with the specific thrust. 

In special cases, nozzle regenera¬ 

tion may be advantageous} for example,^ 

when a rocket moves under water, the 

energy used in trapping the coolant la 

slight. The tanks need only carry the 

propellant, so that the radius of action 

of the missile increases sharply. 

If it is necessary to economize <?n 

an especially high-price propellant or 

on one with a particularly high heat 

value, nozzle regeneration will help to 

attain this object. To prevent super¬ 

sonic velocities from developing in the 

regenerator, it is possible to restrict 

Fig. 145 - Heat Characteristic of 
Nozzle with Friction, when Using 

Nozzle Regeneration 

the regeneration to the subsonic section of the nozzle} in this case, the surfaces 

for heat transfer must be those duct surfaces which correspond to high heat loads 
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^iJ^i minimum pas température. Flpure 1/.5 ahous, as & development of the preceding 

example, the variation of qw- and q, alonf: the relative axial length of the nozzle, 

for the case of a regenerative nozzle with r3r = 5 mm having the same -ength as the 

originel nozzle. The throat occupies most of the. length. At the end of the throat 

in the regenerator, 23.7' of the heat has been transferred from the gas to the 

coolant, calculated from the initial enthalpy ahead of the nozzle. The exhaust 

velocity is increased 8.5/ over its value in the original nozzle, and the specific 
« 

consumption of the working fluid Is decreased accordingly. The specific consumption 

of heat decreases to 60..^, i.e., reaches the same value as in the case of nozzle 

regeneration at rcr = 4 mra. 

These examples demonstrate convincingly that regeneration in a liquid fuel 

rocket engine may be regarded as a method of increasing economy, and should be 

cheeked and studied under practical development conditions. 
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